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THERE has been a lot of change in our ever-changing world since these
lectures were written and delivered in various universities 'in India in 1970
as National Lecturer in law under the University Grants Commission's
National Lectureship Programme. But as we said in these lectures: "Change
is the law of life. That is the obvious truth of history. The current age is
particularly an age ofunprecedented .speed and dynamism. The world has
changed more in our time than throughout the who Ie ofprevious recorded
history. The rate of change is still accelerating and its scope ever
widening."(See p.l)
In these lectures we have discussed the origin and development of
modern international law. We have described how this law which originated
and in the beginning developed only as European law writ large for the
protection of European colonial, political and economic interests; has to
be and must be modified and developed according to the needs and interests
of the new changes in international society. Although the international
society has further widened since 1970 and the United Nations today has
192 member states, the problems aboutthe modification and development
of international law to suit the new needs of the universal international
society remain almost the same. That is whythe book is as relevant today
as it was when it was written. There is no doubt, of course, that law must
change with the changing circurnstances. It has been well said that "we
cannot meet the moral challenge oftomorrow with the intellectual baggage
of yesterday. "I There is also no doubt that international law is changing
and changing fast. As Judge Robert Ago said:
"We must not assume that the society of the future will come into
being at a leisurely pace which marked historic growth in earlier
centuries. In our age of cosmic rockets, history seems to be taking
fright. For fear of being left behind, it has changed from a canter to a
frenzied gallop."2
I C. W. Jenks, "Law in a world of change: An agenda for a dialogue ", in his Law in
the World Community, (London, 1967), pp. 1-2.
2Robert Ago, "The State and International Organization" in International Law in
a Changing World by Thirteen Experts (New York, 1963), p.21.
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Hopefully, a new universal international law is emerging for the new
universal international society, as I discuss it in the Summation that I
have added at the end of the book.
I must express my'deep-felt and sincere thanks to Shri Ram Niwas
Mirdha, President ofthe Indian Society ofInternational Law, for suggesting
.and agreeing to publish the second edition of the book under the auspices
of the Society. I must also express my gratitude to Professor Rahmatullah
Khan, Secretary General and Dr. Manoj Sinha, Director ofISIL for all their
help in the publication of the book.
R.P.ANAND
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INTRODUCTION

A ,New World
CHANGE IS the law of life. That is the obvious truth of history. The
current age is particularly an age of unprecedented speed and dynamism. The world has changed more in our time than throughout
the whole of previous recorded history. The rate of change is stilI
accelerating and its scope ever widening.
Even compared to a few short years ago, we are living in a lH~W
:World. One of the most important changes during the last few years
is the vast horizontal expansion
the international society. With
the decay and destruction of colonialism, scores of new nations
with their teeming millions, which had so far no voice and no status
'and had been considered as no more than "objects" of international
law, have emerged as full-fledged members of the international
society. The accession to the family of nations and the active participation of the new states of Asia and Africa in international relations
has broken open the exclusive club of Western Christian Powers
forming the activecomunity of states', and law has extended to a
vast conglomeration of over 130 and continually expanding, number
of states, claiming legal sov~reignty. A growing majority of these
states are neither European nor Western, but represent former colonies or vassals of the Western world with completely different religions
and social cultures and backgrounds, and their own'sets of cultural
and legal values. Most of these new states, it is also important to
remember, are extremely poor and underdeveloped and still in a
state of primitive agricultural'development.The needs and aspirations
of these, what are courteously called "developing" states of the
third world, are bound to be different' from those of the Western
technologically advanced states of Europe and North America.
Our new extended world, however, is a' divided world. Apart
from the politico-economic division of the world between the rich and
the poor, the world has been seriously divided on ideological grounds
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which has led, since the Second World War, to a bitter "cold war l '
and the most dangerous armament race. Recent cracks in the two
blocs have given rise to still more complex and tragic divisions of
the world. Divided by ideology and aspirations, the world reposes
uneasily in fragile peace.
Despite the horizontal extension of the international society and
the multipolar division of the world, our new world is one world.
During the course of a few years it has become very smalL The everaccelerating means of travel and communication have obliterated
the distance between the farthest lands. We are inescapably destined
to live nearer still to each other. More important, nuclear switches
can now be pressed expunging the whole nations' from the face
of the earth. No state is invulnerable. Irresponsibility in any part
of the world is liable to produce disaster throughout the world~
Similarly, economic life has become extremely complex and involves
a degree of world-wide interdependence. In some ways, we are
already living in a "global village". Whether we like it or not, proximity is total and is inescapably imposed by modern science and
technology. We are Gompletely involved in a world society which
is physically one because we share a common destiny and constitute
a universal community'.
We are living today through the birthpangs of this wholly new
world. We are entering upon a new age in the history of man, an
age which has no precedent in human experience. It is an age of
unbounded opportunity. Never before did man have so many resources at his disposal to transform life of all mankind in a single generation and remove the miseries of his fellowmen. But it is an age of
unparalleled danger. Never before did man have power to destroy
in a few minutes all that he has inherited from the past generations.
All this provides a challenge which transcends all the ideological
controversies of the past.

justify itself and readjust itself according to the needs of the changing
society. Only a dynamic law can preserve the rule of law in a dynamic
society.!

Law in the Changing World
Law cannot remain immune to all these changes. In Ii world and
age of revolutionary changes of cataclysmic proportions it is essential
to reassess the validity of the present legal order in the light of new
experience which embraces wholly new perspectives. It is not possible
to imprison this process of change in legal traditions which have
lost the breath of life. In order to remain effective law must constantly

:I

New States
We shall try to see in these essays the effect of the emergence
of l!eW states in our new world on the development of old international"hw. By "new" states all we mean is newly independent states.
Several of" these states are quite ancient and existed long before
the so-called "older" states of Europe or America were ever founded.
Thus, most of the Asian states had an advanced level of state organization and well-recognized state system. So also, several African
countries had enjoyed a distinguished record of existence and indGpendence dtiring the pre-coLonial period. Most of these once independent states of Asia and Africa were, however, subjugated and
colonized by the European Powers. They have just acquired or
reacquired attributes of national. sovereignty" enabling them to
enjoy the full privileges of membership in the family of nations.
.These, then, what we may call "new" states of Asia and Africa
represent different civilizations, cultures l traditions, current political
regimes, and national interests.
Dil'ersity amongt!le New States
It is important to remember that due to geographical, political,
social, cultural, and' other factors, these countries exhibit great
"differences, not only in their way of life, but even in their thinking
and practice. Having widely different interests in different areas,
their attitudes.can hardly be similar on all the points. In any attempt
to understand the attitudes of these countries towards international
law, this diversity must not be overlooked.2 No generalization can
be entirely accurate, and it i"s not easy to generalize. Even so, it is
not difficult to discern certain common tendencies and common
attitudes and resentments among most of these countriestowal'(~
certain problems of international law, resulting more or less from
IC, Wilfred Jenks, ".Law and the Pursliitof Peace", [Pw in the World CO/'/InulIlity
(London, 1967), p. 57.
2See M. Mushkat, "Some African Concepts relating to International Law",
Osterreichisclle Zeitschrift Fill'. Ojfentfiches Rec:ht. Vol. XVII (Wien, 1968),
p.286.
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their common experiences under the colonial bondage, their struggle
for independence, and their present underdeveloped nature} It is the
shared sense of weakness that has drawn together the Asian-African
countries which in political terms is less a bloc than a zone of
protest.
It may be mentioned, however, that a few countries are neither
"new" nor "Afro-Asian"4 and yet, having been yictims of the colonial
and imperialist age and because of the stage of their economic
development, they share the attitudes and aspirations of the new
states. Thus the Latin American countries, which have the same
cultural, social, and religious heritage as the European countriesin other words, which are part of the same Western Christian civilization-depict an attitude towards international law which is in several
respects similar to that of the new Afro-Asian States. In fact, they
'are treated by several writers as part of the "third world".5 It may
also be noticed that even some of the European countries join
hands with the new states in their demands for the modification of
the present system of international law. Thus Yugoslavia, a. European Power, still goes along with the new states of the third
world and follows a policy of non-alignment. The Soviet Union
is neither new, nor non-aligned, but -it agrees with the n,ew states
on several aspects of the present international legal order, such as
distaste. for the present rules protecting foreign investment, condemnation of colonialism arid racialism, and a strong affirmation of
the prerogatives of national sovereignty.
Plan of Work

,

In order to understand and appreciate the attitudes of the new
countries towards international law, we must look at the problem
3See Oliver J. Lissitzyn, "International Law in a Divided World", International
Conciliation, No. 542 (New York, March 1963), p. 37; R. P. Anand, "Role of the
'New' Asian-African States in the Present International Legal Order", American
Journal of International Law, Vol. 56 (Washington, 1962), p. 395.
4R.P. Anand, "Attitude of the Asian-African States toward Certain Problems
of International Law", International and Comparative Law ,Quarterly, Vol. 15
(London, 1966), p. 56; B. Bourtos-Ghali, "The Adis Ababa Charter' , International Conciliation; No. 546 (January 1964), p. 17; B. V. A. Roling, International
Law in an Expanded World (Amsterdam, 1960), p. 73.
sA.A. Fatouros, "International Law and the Third World", Virginia Law
Review, Vol. 10 (Charlottesville, Va. 1964), p. 784.
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historically. After all, the present cannot be properly assessed, .nor
future projected, without an understanding of the past. In
Chapter II, therefore, we shall try to see how the present structure of
international law was built, who made the construction,
what material
I
was used, and whose interests it served. We shall see how the
traditional international law was formed and developed in Fesponse
to the needs and interests of the dominating European Powers and
how it has passed on to. the present as a legacy of colonial and
imperialist age~
The circumstances and conditions under which the traditional
international law developed, the assumptions on which it was based,
and the interests which it protected and projected have all entirely
changed. With the vast transformation in the sociological structure
of the society, traditional international law seems to have become
outmoded to a great extent. In Chapter III we shall try to see
the stresses and strains on the present system of international law,
the need for its stability, and the demands for change.
As we have already' mentioned, the new states are awfully
poor and underdeveloped. In every type of society and economy the
laW is increasingly concerned with the problems of economic stability,
growth and welfare. This preoccl,lpation is inevitably reflected in the
contemporary development of international law. In Chapter IV
we shall focus om' attention on the extent of poverty and misery
in our world society, their possible consequences, and what can
and should international law do to help the situation.
In Chapter V we shall take a fresh look at the whole position
regarding the impact of new states on international law and what
should be done to make it more effective and acceptable to the
extended world society.

TRADITIONAL INTERNATIONAL LAW

II
TRADITIONAL INTERNATIONAL LAW:
LEGACY OF THE COLONIAL AND
IMPERIALIST AGE

IT IS not without a lot of reason that it has been asserted time and
again that traditional international law, the more or less accepted
body of international rules of conduct inherited by the world-wide
community of states, was developed ·among the Western European
countries or countdes of European origin, and is naturally coloured
by their unmistakable influence. In other words, it is a product of
the Western European Christian civilization. As Professor Verzijl
asserts it with a due sense of pride:
Now there is one truth that is not open to denial or even to doubt.
namely, that the actual body of international law, as it stands
today, not only is the prodtlct of the conscious activity of the
European mind, but has also drawn its vital essence from a common source of beliefs, and it). both of these aspects it is mainly of
Western European origin.!
He points out:
The body of positive international law once called into being by
the concordant practice and express agreement of European
States, has, since the end of the eighteenth century onwards,
spread- over the rest of the world as a modern ratio scripta, to
which extra-European states have contributed extraordinarily
little. International law as it now stands is essentially the product
of the European mind and has practically been 'received' ... lock,
stock and barrel by American and Asiatic states.2
IJ.H.W. Verzijl, "Western European Influence on the Foundations of International Law", in his International Law in Historical Perspective (Leyden, 1968),
pp: 435-6.
2Ibid.• p. 442.
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Professor B.Y.A. Roling also writes: "There is no doubt about
it : the traditional law of nations is a law of European lineage."3
Kunz confirms: "Our international law is a law of Christian Europe.
It has its roots in the Respuhlica Christ/ana of medieval Europe:"
He says that it "is based on the value system of the occidenta.l"
culture, on Christian. and often Catholic values. 4 Practically every
history of the law of nations expresses and confirms this opinion. S
Cultural D(fferences of the New States
Most of the new states of Asia and Africa. which have attained
their independence since the Second World War and have come to
play an increasingly important role on the world stage, as we have
noted earlier. have a different .cultural and social background. Their
religious traditions, whether Buddhist, Hindu, Confucian, Muslim
or Pagan, difrer widely from the Christian. The political and legal
ideas are different, and philosophically, they are quite apart from
the Christian West.
Several Western scholars insist that the extension of international
society hns resulted in "the increasing dilution of the homogeneity
of vnllles und sllllldnrds derived from the Western European backal'OllIH! or the originnl ll1ell1bcrs."6 The price of the expansion of
inllll'llutiollnllllw lhlm thc law of. European Christendom to the law
applicnblc to the univcl'sld cOlllmunity of nations "has been a continuous dilution of its content, as it is rcinterpreted for the benefit
the ncw comers."7 Professor Bricl'ly also imputes the weakening
or international law to thc "cxpansion of the system from being

or

,11l,V.A, Roling, fmematiollal LOll'in all E.\'I;alldeti World (Amstcrdam, 1960),

p, 10,
',los('1' 1" KlIl1l.. "Pluralism of Lcgal and Vallie Systems and Intcrnational
I lilY" III Ills '11/(' Changing La1l' of Natio!ls (Toledo, Ohio. 1968), p. 48.
~"Pllblk: Il1lernational law in its historical evolution is essentially the product of
1'.1I1'Opcal1 Chl'islial1 civilization, and for the grcatcr .part of Western civilization
al lhal." Slmhlai Roscl1nc, "The Influence of Judaism on thc Developmcnt of
Internatiol1al Law", Netilerlands fntel'l1a1iollal Loll' Rerie1l' (1958), p. 120; sec
also' J.G, Starke. An fmrodllction to fmernatiollal L(fII' (Lol1don, 1967), p. 2;
Al'lhur Nussuum. A Concise History,,!' tile Lml' {~I' Natiolls (New York, 1947),
p. 191.
{,w. Friedmann. The Changing St/'llctllre {II' Jmel'l1ationol La1l' (New York,
19(4), p. 6,
7Julius Slone. Qllest fill; Surriml: Tile Role of Lall' ami fc)reigll Policy (Cambridge, Mass., USA. 1961). p. 88.
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the law of the small family· of nations among which it arose into
one that is world-wide and now claims the allegiance of nations
which had no part in building it up, and which either have never
known, or no longer accept, the fundamental beliefs and sentiments on which it was originally founded."8

and uncertainty in its contents,12 It is sometimes alleged that the
new Afro-Asian nations are incapable of understanding the present
system of law and justice based as it is on Christian values. Thus a
former Dutch Prime Minister, Professor Gerbrandy, told the Dutch
Parliament that only Christian nations were capable of distinguishing
.between justice and injustice, between wars that were forbidden, and
wars that were not. He seriously doubted if a Mohammedan or a
Hindu could grasp the essence' of aggression. Such a judgment, he
felt, could only be given by states with a Christian culture,1~Professor
Verzijl also points out that these new Asian states operate with
"legal concepts extracted from, or lying at the basis of, modern
international law without having first duly mentally digested them,
which necessarily results in the distortion and misunderstanding
ofelementary legal issues such as the limitations of national sovereignty and the sphere of domestic jurisdiction."14
We shall discuss the effect of cultural traditions on the policies
and attitudes of the new states toward international law and affairs
in another chapter. It must be said, however, that more than the
rules and principles of international law it is Eurocentrism In legal
und politicul thinking which has come to be questioned. recently.
Thus, rndin's fOI'mer Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, told the
United Nntion!l Genom! Assembly:

8

Eurocentrism
Eurocentrism in law and thinking has still not vanished. Until
recently the Europeans believed that their superiority was divinely
ordained and was safe at least for centuries to come. The. occidental
man has not only been "convinced' of the eternity and absoiute
superiority of his culture, but believed also that it had been absorbed by the rest of the world to such a degree as to have become,
in fact, the only, world-wide culture."9 Thus it is noted "with a
certain. amount of amusement" how the Asian state·s grasp "as the
highest and, indeed, as universal values certain fundamental ideas
created and elaborated by the West." This offers curious but clear

evidence of the l.asting dependence of non-Western nations in the
conduct of their international affairs upon fundamental concepts
of the Western world from which their political leaders nevertheless so ardently crave to liberate their states without, however,
being able either to derive any different workable principle of
international "law from data of their own national history or
to develop independent legal principles susceptible of replacing
the traditional standard principles ofexisting internationallaw. lO
The upsurge of Asia and Africa, their active participation in international affairs, and their "anti-colonial rebellion". is, therefore,
sometimes considered as "a challenge, not only to Europe, but to
the whole occidental world of the white man."l1
Crisis in the Law of Nations
This has led to what has been called a "crisis" in the law of nations
8J.L. Brierly, The Law of Nations, Sixth Edition (by Sir Humphery Waldock),
(Oxford, 1963), p. 43.
9Kunz, n. 4, p. 49; Roling, n. 3,p. 21.
10Yerzijl, n. 1, p. 445.
llKunz, "The Changing Law of Nations", n. 4, p. 10.
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May I say, as a representative from Asia ... that the world is
something bigger than Europe, and you will not solve your problems by thinking that the problems of the world are mainly Europoan problems? There are vast tracts of the world which may not
in the past, for a few generations, have'taken much part in world
ufTuit's, But they are awaken; their people are moving and they
hnvc no intention whatever of being ignored or of being passed
by, , " Today I do venture to submit that Asia counts in world
affairs. Tomorrow it will count much more than today,15
12See Kunz, "The Distinctiveness of the International Legal System: Comparison
and Contrast", n. 4, pp. 18, 33, 36.
13Quoted in Roling, n. 3, pp. 21-2.
14Yerzijl, n. 1, p. 443.
lsAddress to the UN General Assembly in Paris, 3 November 1948, in Jawaharlal
Nehru's Speeches. Yol. I (September 1946 to May 1949), (Delhi, 1958), p. 319; see
also Cherif Guellal, "Africa vis-a-vis the Western Powers", Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 354 (Philadelphia, July 1964), p. 13ff,
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The beliefs of some of the European scholars that the new states
do not understand international law, or cannot comprehend legal
procedures, or that they reject the "European" international law
because of their cultural differences, are all being seriously disputed
today. Apart from tl:ieir rich social and political heritage, many of
these countries have had long traditions of law' and legal procedures.'
In India, (or instance, as revealed by the old Hindu law books,
Dharmasastras, Arthasastras, and different commentaries, there was
a well-developed system of law both on the civil as well as the criminal
side, including substantive and adjective aspects. Several of these'
books, written long before the beginning Qfthe Christian era, contain
rich and learned discussions on different! theories of law and are a
rich source of jurisprudence. It is fantastic to suggest that a people
with these long traditions of law are unable to understand and
appreciate the implications of the present system of international
law. Such views of European writers have provoked indignant reactions from Asian~African writers, as it had earlier provoked Latin
American jtirists to challenge the traditional international law and
propound. a doctrine of an '''American international law".l6 Thus
Sui Tchoan-Pao says:
European writers have a general tendency to attribute to Europe
alone the honour and glory of having yradled international law....
In this attitude there isa great deal of presumption and social
pride; there is also a good deal of ignorance of the history of
the East and especially of the Far East and of the developments
of Ancient China) 7
Bandyopadhyaya insists:
Rules of'intern§,tionallaw are nor exclusively of European origin.
The rules of interstatal relationship followed in ancient India
were much more humane and much ,more elaborate than the
rules followed by' all .nations of antiquity and even by nations of
modern Enrope down perhaps to the time of the Fren.ch rev6lution) 8
16See A. Alvarez, Le Droit International Americain (1910).
17C.W.. JeJiks, Common Law of Mankind (1958), p.75.
18InternationaiLaw and Custom in Ancient India (1920), p.6.
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Muhammad Hamidullah thinks that:
There was no international law in Europe before 1856. What passed
as such was admittedly a mere public law of Christian nations.
It was in 1856 that for the first time a non-Christian nation, Turkey,
was considered fit to benefit from the European Public Law of
Nations, and this was the true beginning of internationalising
t.he public law of Christian nations. That, however, does not mean
that international law, with its modern connotation, was born then
alid there; it already existed elsewhere. For, Islam had recognized
that all states, irrespective of religion or race, have similar rights
and obligations .... · Even as a separate science 'international
law' owes its origin to Arat> Muslim~ of the Umaiyad period, who
divorced it from political" science and law general, though not .
displacing it from its ethical basis. 19
International Law inDifferent Cii'i1izatiolls
T,here is little doubt that there were certain well-developed principles of inter-state conduct in ancient countries, such as India, China,
E~YI'II,llnd Syl'ill,lllJ of which had quite advanced forms of civilization.
AI'IlI'1 rmlll ,JUSI lind humane rules of war and peace, one can find
IHll1lCl'OWi I'ules lind rcguilltions on the law of treaties, right of
IlSyIUIll, Il'cntlllcnt or lllions and foreign nationals, the immunities
lind pl'ivilcgcs of 11ll1bussudol'S, modes of acquiring territory, and
!.lyon glimpses or the Jaw 'or the sell und maritime belt. 2o There is no
doubt a certain degree of parallelism, if not similarity, between many
or these institutions familial' to the earlier world and corresponding
institutions of our own times. It is not, therefore, quite true to say
Ihlll thll Christian civilization enjoyed a monopoly in regard to
PI'~scl'iption of rules to govern inter-state conduct. International
law l11\11 be traced back to still older civilizations. 21 In fact, as Majid
.
Khnddul'i points out:
I'ITII£' MII,\IIII/ COlldllct of State (Lahore, 1945), p. xvii; also quoted in Jenks, n.
17, p. 75, Illtlics in original.
20Scc Nagendra Singh, India and International Law (New Delhi, 1969); but
l:r, Nussbaum, n. 5, pp. 3-4.
21SCC C.H. Alexandrowicz, "Kaulilyan Principles and the Law of Nations",
IMtisl1 Year Book of International La 11', Vol. 41 (1965-66), p. 30tff; see also
Philip C. Jessup, "Diversity and Uniformity in the Law of Nations", American
.tolll'llal of Inte/'l1(ftional Lall', Vol. 58 (1964), p. 351.
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In each civilization the population tended to develop within
itself a community of political entities-a family of nationswhose interrelationships were regulated by a set of customary
rules and practices, rather than being a single nation governed
by a single authority and a single system of law. Several families
of nations existed Qr' coexisted in areas such as the ancient Near
East, Greece and Rome, China, Islam and Western Christendom,
where at least one distinct civilization had developed in each of
them. Within each civilization a body of principles and rules
developed for regulating the conduct of states with one another
in peace and war. "22
Most of these systems of international rules and practices, however, .
Khadduri goes on to say, "were not truly international, in the modern
sense of the term,since each system was primarily concerned with
the relations within a limited area and within one (though often
more than one) civilization and thus failed to be world-wide .... "
Consequently, each system of international law disappeared with
the disappearance of the civilization (or civilizations) under which
it flourished. 23
It is important, however, to note that the inter-state law as developed in India some two thousand years back was supposed to be
universal and its application was not limited to Aryavarta. Indeed,
"universalism was the life-breath of ancient Indian civilization."
It was no mere accident that the great Law Code of Manu, Manava
'Dharmasastrd, was a code of law for the entire human race and not
for any group, community, or religion. 24 Universality of application
of international law is a distinct Indian contribution. 25
International Law applicable to East-West Relations in 16th, 17th
and 18th Centuries
In any case, not only do many of the new states of Asia and Africa
22The Islamic Law of Nations of Shaybani's Siyar (Tr. by M. Khadduri), (Baltimore, 1966), pp. 2-3; see also M. Khadduri and H.J. Liebesney, Law in the
Middle East (Washington; D.C. 1955), Chapter XV, pp. 349-50.
23Khadduri and Liebesney, op. cit.; see also Rosalyn Higgins, Conflict of
Interests: International Law in a Divided World (London, 1965), p. 13ff.
24G.S. Pathak, Foreword to N. Singh, n. 20, p. V.
25/bid., p. 3.
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have rich heritage of law and legal procedures, and they have been
quite familiar with inter-state law which was being applied in their
international relations, but international law rules were actually in
force and were being applied in their relations with the European
Powers during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries,
or what is termed as the classical period of international law. Professor C.H. Alexandrowicz, in his recent writings,26 has persuasively
shown that even from the point of view of traditional international
law several of these "new" countries are not entirely new, and, contrary to the widespread 1;lelief, have had some important role to play
in the beginning of the modern history of international relations.
Thus, "led on by the holy calling of the mission and stimulated by
the attractive prospect of bootj',"27 when the European Christian
Powers arrived in Asia, unlike the situations in America and a large
pait of Africa, "they found themselves in the middle of a network
of states and inter-state relations based on traditions which were
more ancient than their own and in no way· inferior to notions of
European civilization."28 Even: if .there were certain presumptions
in the original Charters of the East India Companies, which envisaged
the East Indies as terra nullius and a region which could be "discovered" and "occupied", they were immediately belied and the
European "colonial" settlers had to resort to negotiation and treatymaking with East Indian sovereigns on a footing of equality.29
The ensuing commercial and political transactions were not conducted in a legal vacuum, but were governed by the law of nations as
adjusted to local inter-state custom. After the Portugese reached
the West coast of India at the end of the fifteenth 'century, followed
26C.H. Alexandrowicz, An Introduction to the History of the Law of Nations
ill tile East Indies (16th, 17th and 18th Centuries) (Oxford, 1967); "Treatyan!i
Diplomatic Relations between European and South Asian Powers in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries", Reclleil des COllrs, Vol. 100 (1960-11), p. 207;
"The Afro-Asian World and the Law of Nations (Historical Aspects)", Reclleil
des COllrs, Vol. 123 (1968-1), p. 121ff; "Grotius and India ", Indian Year Book
of International Affairs, Vol. 3, (Madras, 1954), pp. 363-7; "Mogul Sovereignty
and the Law of Nations", Vol. 4 (1955), p. 317; "The Discriminating Clause
in South-East Asian Treaties in Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries", Vol. 6
(1957), p. 126.
27Roling, n. 3, p. 17.
28Alexandrowicz, An Introduction to the History of the Law of Nations in the
East Indies (Oxford, 1967), p. 224.
29Ibid., p. 235.
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by the Dutch, the English and the French in the seventeenth century,.
they all engaged in extensive diplomatic relations and treaty making
with the Asian sovereigns. The relations were obviously established
on a footing of equality and on the basis of reciprocal acknowledgement of sovereignty. Not only did international law apply to relations
between the East and the West, but the confrontation led to absorption of some of the Eastern traditions into the growing law of
nations.
This period of the history of international relations leaves no
one in doubt that the Asian States were considered as full and equal
members of the family of nations and international law "operated
on the assumption of the universality of the law common to all
mankind. It was a law inherent in inter-state relations, non-discriminatory and valid irrespective of religion, civilization or race."30
It is Important to note that the classic law of nations, influenced as
it was by the natural law doctrine, accepted defactoism or declaratorism as the basis of mutual recognition of states and governments.
In other words, it rested on the· de jure recognition of what existed
de facto in the international field. It never gave the existing members
of the family of nations the power to decide about the existence
or non-existence of new comers. It never conceived a constitutive
theory of recognition which was invented only by the nineteenth
century positivists. In fact, as Professor Alexandrowicz points out,
it knew no theory of recognition. No classic writer ever formulated
any such theory)1 Asian sovereigns were, therefore, members of
universal family of nations. It is well·known that Moghul and Ottoman Emperors, for instance; while they were. reluctant to exercise
the active right of legation and rarely sent diplomatic missions
abroad (as an expression of an attitude of superiority), they often
received ambassadors from abroad on the basis of equality. So
also, whenever their ambassadors, or envoys of such independent
sovereigns as those of Persia, Siam, Burma, or Ceylon went abroad,
they always enjoyed diplomatic privileges and immunities as pres30Alexandrowicz, "The Afro-Asian World and the Law of Nations", n. 26,
.
31Ibid., p. 127. It was first formulated, according to Alexandrowicz, by Henery
Wheaton in the third edition of his treatise of the Law of Nations in 1845; see also
Alexandrowicz, "The Theory of ReCognition in Fieri", British Year Book of
International Law, Vol. 34 (1958), p. 176ft'.
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cribed by international law. 32 With the rapid development of trade
between the European countries and Asian states, the common law
prohibitions of treaty relations between Christian and non-Christian
Powers were ignored and law of nations came to recognize their
validity. Indeed, "the increasing volume of treaties between Powers
of different religious and cultural background contributed to the
secularization of treaty law as such."33 Defending a treaty concluded
in 1535 with a non-Christian Power, Ottoman Empire, Francis I
of France wrote to Pope Paul III :
The Turks ... are not outside human society.... Whatever
relates to human beings cannot be strange to other human beings.
If Nations are divided among themselves, it is not nature which
separates. them but tradition and usages .,. but the separation
does not affect the brotherly union among all members of humanity. It would have evil effects if the ties of blood and nationhood
would estrange particular societies from the universal society
of nations ... '. Differences of religion and cultural tradition cannot
destroy the natural association of mankind,34
Classic International Law Universal
This universal law of the universal family of nations, rooted in the
natural law doctrine and the principle of non-discrimination, was
emphasized by all the classical writers, such as Grotius, Freitas,.
Gentili, Christian Wolff, Pufendorf, and Vattel,35 Thus Grotius,·
in his Mare Liberum, challenging on behalf of Holland the Portugese
monopoly of trade· in the East Indies, appealed to law which "is
the same among all nations" and which "no Christian ought to
rofuse to a non-Christian."36 Emphasizing the freedom of every
Ilatioll to trade witli other nations, he referred to the East Indian
J2/bld., p. 136, see also G.H.J. Van Del' Molen, "Alberico Gentili and the
Universality of International Law", Indian Year Book of International Affairs,
Vol. XIII, Part II (1964), pp. 37-8.
33Alexandrowicz, n. 28,.p. 231. Italics in original; see also Higgins, n. 23, pp.
19-20,27.
34Quoted in Alexandrowicz, n. 28, p, 236.
35See Molen, ri.32, p.35; Higgins, n. 23, p. 30 ft'.
36Hugo Grotius, The Freedom of the Seas or the Right which belongs to the
Dutch to take part in the East Indian Trade (1'1'. by Ralph van Deman Magoffin)
(New York, 1916), p. 5.
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countries which "have and always have had their own kings, their
own government, their own law, and their own legal systems."37
There was no terra nullius·in the East Indies and Europeans could
not acquire territory by discovery, occupation or Papal donation.
Portugese could not· claim to have disco,vered India, for instance, .
which, said Grotius, "was famous centuries and centuries ago."
He concluded that "Christians, whether of the laity or clergy, cannot
deprive infidels of their civil power and sovereignty merely on the
ground that they are infidels."38 East Indian nations, he had no
doubt, "are free men and syi juris. "39'
Freites, a Portugese writer,.in his De Justo Imperio Lusitanorum
Asiatio, published in 1625, contesting Grotius' arguments in Mare
Liberum, claimed for the Portugese access to the East Indies on another basis, viz.. the right of spreading Gospel 'in non-Christian lands.
But he agreed with Grotius on the status of the East Indian sovereigns
in the law of nations and the universality of this law as applicable
to all the states. 40
The universality of the law of nations was in Gentili's opinion,
the most distinctive quality of international law. In his De Jure
Belli Libri Tres (1589), he visualized the idea of a world community
extending to all nations, known or unknown. Gentili in, fact went
further and pleaded for the unity of the entire human race: "Now
you have heard that the whole world is one body, that all men are
members of that body; that the world is one and that it forms a
state." "Listen to these words once more,." he emphasized, "for
they are beautiful."41
Christian Wolff gave emphatic expression to the idea of a
secular and universal law,42 as did Vattel,43 and both of them
testified to a number of treaties between Christian and Asian
37/bid., p. 11.
38/bid., p. 13.
39/bid., p. 21.
40See Alexandrowicz, n. 28, p. 49 ff, 229.
41See quoted in Molen, n. 32, p. 41.
42See Christian Wolff, Jus Gentium (1949) (Tr. by J.H. Drake) (1764), p. 224.
He asserts: "On account of a difference in religion no nation can deny to another
the duties of humanity which nations owe to each other." Also quoted in Alexandrowicz, n. 28, p. 96.
43See Vattel, Droit des Gens (1758), as quoted in Alexandrowicz, n. 28, p. 96.
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Powei·s which are still available in a number of treaty collections. 44
Indo-Portugese Dispute Relating to Right of Passage ,over Indian
Territory
Not only was this state of affairs-UJliversality of international
law and community-accepted by the classical jurists, but it was
recently confirmed by the International Court of Justice in the
Right of Passage over Indian Territory case. In this case Portugal
asked the court to declare that it was the holder or beneficiary of
a right of passage across intervening Indian territory between its
colonial territory of Daman, situated on the West coast of the Indian
peninsula, and its enclaves of Dadra and Nagar-Haveli, situated
further inland, as well as a right of passage between the ,enclaves
themselves. The Portugese,' relied, inter alia, on a treaty concluded
with the Marathas in 1779, and on .sanads (decrees) issued by the
Maratha ruler in 1783 and 1785, for recognition of their claim to
pass through the Indian territory to the extent necessary for the
exercise of their sovereignty over the enclaves. The Government of
India denied that the alleged treaty was ever concluded binding
upon the Marathas. It drew the Court's attention to the divergence
between the different texts of the Treaty placed before the Court
and to the absence of any text accepted as authentic by both the
parties and attested by them or by their duly authorized representatives. Rejecting India's objections about the validity of the Treaty
on grounds ofits form and procedure by which it had been concluded,
the Court said :
It is sufficient to state that the validity of a treaty concluded as

long ago as the last quarter of the eighteenth century, in the conditions then prevailing in the Indian Peninsula, should not be
judged upon the basis of practices and procedures which have
since developed gradually. The Marathas themselves regarded
the Treaty of 1779 as valid and binding upon them,' and gave
effect to its provisions. 45
44See in particular Alexandrowicz, "Treaty and Diplomatic Relations between
European and South Asian Powers in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries",
n. 26; also n. 28, p. 12.
45/,C.J. Reports, 1960, p. 35.
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Prol'incialism in Europe

The Court found, however, that what the Treaty had actually
conferred on the Portugese was not sovereignty over the enclaves
but only a revenue tenure called a jagir or saranjam. In any case,
the Court by its judgment not only confirmed the validity of the
treaty concluded in 1779 according to law in force at that time, but
recognized that it was concluded by two entities which possessed
international legal personality. It also implicitly "condemned the
fall~cy of projecting our contemporary international law into the
past (before the nineteenth century) whether in respect of the form
and procedure of treaty making, the capacity of the parties to contract
international rights and obligations or the legal principles applicable
to the latter."46 In fact, Judge Moreno Quintana made explicit
what was implicit in the Court's judgment. He had no doubt that
the exchange of documents between the Portugese and the Marathas
was "the expression of a common agreement creating mutual rights
and obligations between two legal persons recognized as slIch in
their international relationships" and that "a bilateral treaty was
concluded."47
If the Maratha state had a legal personality and capacity to enter
into international relations and sign treaties with other members
on a footing of equality in the eighteenth century law of nations, as
the International Court conceded it had, this no doubt was true of
all other independent Asian states and even some of the African
states, such as Egypt and Ethiopia. It was only during the nineteenth
century, as the European countries came to develop their power,
that under the influence of positivism, they began to question the
legal personality of the Asian states. Weakened by strong jealousies,
rivalries and divisions amongst themselves, Asian states were unable
to stand against the might of the European Powers. One by one
they came under the control and subjugation of their former European partners~ The acts of the colonizing Powers came to be considered as legal and valid after the establishment of colonial rule in
Asia on the basis of actual physical control and the rule of effectiveness. 48 Might had indeed become right.

With the spread of colonialism there also developed Eurocentrism
in legal and political thinking. At the Congress of Vienna in 1815
a few Great Powers established an exclusive club in the Concert
of Europe and appointed themselves as guardians of the European
community and executive directors of its affairs. They proclaimed
themselves as the founder group of the modern international society
and assumed authority to admit new member states or to readmit
old members who did not participate in the foundation of this
closed club. They claimed "to issue, or deny, a certificate of birth
to states or governments irrespective of their existence." The result
was, as Professor Alexandrowicz puts it, that
Asian states who for centuries had been considered members of
the family of Nations found themselves in an ad hoc created legal
vacuum which reduced them from the status of international personality to the status of candidates competing for such personality.49
Several Asian states, as we have noted, had eliminated from the
orbit of the family of nati<?ns under the impact of colonialism. But
even those which survived, such as TurkeY,Persia, Siam, China,
and Japan, were now treated as being outside the family of nations.
Worse still, their civilizations came to be considered, for the first
time, as inadequate for full membership in the family of nations.
Despite their ancient and glorious civilizations, the Asian peoples
came to be considered as "uncivilized" and "barbarous". The development of this "provincial outlook"5o in Europe led the leading
writers of the nineteenth century and the early part of the present
century to assert that international law was applicable only between
"the civilized and Christian people of Europe or to those of European origin."51 They ignored or denied the natural law basis of
international law' or universality of the family of nations and adhered
49Alexandrowicz, "Mogul Sovereignty and the Law of Nations", n. 26, p.
318; see also Higgins, n. 23, p. 39.
50Philip C. Jessup, The Use of International Law (Thomas M. Cooley Lectures
at the University of Michigan Law School) (Ann Arbor, 1959), p. 20
51 Wheaton, Elements of International Law, Eighth Edition (London, 1866),
pp. 17-8; see also Lord Philimore, Commentaries Upon International Law, Vol.
I (London, 1879), pp. 2~.

46Alexandrowicz, n. 28, p. 6.
47I.C.J. Reports, 1960, p. 87. Emphasis added.
48See D.P. O'Connell, "International Law and Boundary Disputes", Proceedings of the American Society ofInternational Law (1962), pp. 81-2.
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to positivism of the European brand to deny to the Asian states
their rightful place in the family of nations which had been accepted
by the classical writers. Such doctrinal change in outlook however
denying sovereignty to ,Asian rulers, Professor Alexandrowicz
argues with a lot of reason, cannot be accepted to have any retroactive
effect. As the International Court of Justice declared in the Right
of Passage case, the past should not be judged by ex poste facto
law. And classic law on the matter had been clear beyond doubt. s2
Therefore, most of the new states, especially from Asia, cannot be
treated as new comers to the family of nations "which must be considered as a continuous community of states irrespective of the change
,of law or of doctrine."s3 In his dissenting opinion in the Right of
Passage case, Judge Moreno Quintana, arguing that Portugese
could not claim against India more than what they had enjoyed
under Maratha and British rule, stated:
India made no fundamental change in'the established system ....
We must not forget that India, as the territorial successor, was
not acquiring the territory for the first time, but was recovering
an independence [sovereignty] lost long since. Its legal position at
once reverted to what it had been more than a hundred years
before, as though British occupation had made no difference. s4
Eclipse of the Asian-African World and Their Re-emergence
Be that, as it may, having lost their international personality,
the Asian states could not play any active role in the development of
internatiortallaw during the most creative period of its history in the
latter part of the nineteenth and the beginning of the present century.
A new restricted "family of nations" waS conceived. It consisted of a
small "selective community with a provincial outlook. It was a
European and Christian' community into which the Islamic, much
less the Hindu and Buddhist, worlds were not admitted. The Western
Hemisphere (including what is now the United States) had only
colonial membership,"Ss The Christian rulers adopted Machiavelli's
power politics which fitted well with their colonial imperialism.
s2Alexandrowicz, "Grotius and India", n. 26, p. 369; n. 28, p. 310.
s3Alexandrowicz, n.30,p. 164; but cf. Nussbaum, n. 5, p. 196.
S4I.C.J. Reports, 1960, p. 91.
sSJessup, n. 50, pp. 20-1.
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The results were, in the words of Professor Molen, "not only disastrous for international relations as a whole but no less for the state
relations within the inner circle. The nation state became more and
more idolized. Endless wars have been the result. Nazism has practised the consequences of this doctrine to the bitter end."S6
It is well-known how this small Christian European family of
nations was expanded to include American countries which attained
independence after 1776 from their European masters. The international society, however, still remained a Christian community,
bound by Christian law. This "Christian law" was not applicable to
heathens and heretics, and Christianity was in fact the justification
of, or the legal title to, the domination of non-Christian peoples. s7
Paradoxical though it may sound, and however historically
absurd it might be, it was 6nly in 1856 that an oriental country,
Turkey, which for centuries had been having diplomatic and treaty
relations with the European countries, was formally admitted to
family of nations "to participate in the public law and concert of
Europe."S8 Although this step was taken to maintain the European
balance of power, an obviously non-Christian element was intro-'
duced into the community of nations. Henceforth, the C0mmon factor,
no longer being found in Christianity, was sought in "civilizatio·n".s9
The chief criterion or standard of civilization was power. Thus,
Japan was admitted tO'this group of civilized nations only after it
defeated China and Russia in war. This connection was too apparent
to escape the notice of a Japanese' diplomat who said: ."We show
ourselves at least your equals in scientific butchery, and at once
we are admitted to your (,iouncil tables ,as civilized men."60
The international community remained a small, select society
of leading Powyrs Of the world. Civilization came to be recognized
as the justificat1'oil for colonial domination...In 1885, fifteen states
assembled at Berlin and acted as "quasi-world-Iegislators" in the
matter of Africa. They laid down rules of the game amongst them-I
selves for the grab of Africa. "Civilization" not only provided the
S6Molen, n. 32, p. 45.
S7Roling, n. 3, pp. 17-21.
s8Alexandrowicz, n. 26, p. 318.
s9T.J. Lawrence, A Handbook of Public International Law (London, 1898),
p. 4; Roling, n. 3, p. 26.
6oQuoted in Roling, n. 3, p. 27.
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legal title to the position of dominating Power, but also determined
the circle within which the law of nations applied. In the prevailing
opinion qJ that time, the law of nations did not apply to non-civilized
or serrii,-dvilized nations. They were at best to be treated according
to general rules dictated by humanity. John Stuart Mill, writing in
1867, said:
.
.>p
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To suppose that' the same international customs, and the same
rules of international morality, can obtain between one civilized
nation and another and betw.een civilized nations and barbarians,
is a grave error, and one which no statesman can fall into. . ..
To characterise any conduct whatever towards a barbarous people
as a violation of the law of nations, only shows that he who so
speaks has never considered the subject,61
T.E. Holland declared:
The family of nations is an aggregate of states, which, as a result
of their historical antecedents, ha~e inherited a common civilization, and are at a similar level of moral and political. opinion. The
term may be said to include the Christian nations of Europe and
their offshoots in America with the addition of the Ottoman Empire, which was declared by the treaty of Paris of 1856-10 be admitted to the '''Concert European". Within this' charmed circle, to
which Japan also some time since fplly establisheu "..her.'claitn
to be admitted, all states, according to the theory of' international
law, are equal. Outside of it, no state, be it as powerful and as
civilized as China or Persia, can be regarded as a wholly normal
international person. 62
In 1910, John Westlake wrote:
As English law is the law of England and French law that of
France, so International law is that of a certain part of the 'world
which if it is not exclusively composed of Europe, all nations
outside Europe but of European blood, and Japan.'These are the
61Quoted in Roling, n. 3, p. 29;
62T.E. Holland, Thff Elffmffnts of Jurispl'udffnCff, 13th edn. (London, 1924),
p.396,
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peoples by whose consent it exists, and for the settlement of
whose differenyes it is applied, or at least invoked. 63
In the second half of the nineteenth cent\1ry, with the coming in
. of thl;: industrial revolution and the expansion of international trade
and dommerce, the term "civilized nation" began to-mean "advanced
nation" or "industrial and commercial nation" or a state which "was
able and willing to protect adequately the life, liberty, and property
offoreigners. "64 But whether a state was civilized or not apd whether
or not it was able and wjlling to protect foreigners was to be judged
by Europeans according to European standards. The distinction
between civilized and non-civilized communities naturally served
the interests of "Western imperialism and colonialism, whenever it
was opportune to treat communities on the fringes of the expanding
Western world on 'a footing other than that of sovereign states."65
Thus. most of the Asian and African states were declared to be
unciVIlized and were forced to sign capitulation treatIes which
allowed European residents in these countries to submit to their
own consular jurisdiction in disregard of the judicial machinery of
the sovereign in whose territory they r~sided. Their allegedly "inferior" local legal systems were considered as not ensuring enough
protection to the requirements offoreigners with superior civiliza:tion~
Although the system of capitulations might have originated, as
Professor Alexandrowicz forcefully argues, from the ancient Asian
custom by which foreign merchants were allowed to govern themselves by their personallavJ. instead of submitting to the jurisdiction
and the law of the host country and possibly to a different way oflife,
and these restrictions were originally voluntarily undertaken on a
footing of complete equality in the interests of the development of
trade, and were not supposed to be derogatory to their sovereigntY,66
63John Westlake, "The Native States of India", CollffctrJd Papffl'S of John WffStlakff on Public Intffrnational Law (Edited by L. Oppenheim) (Cambridge, 1914),
p. 622; see also Westlake, Chaptffl's on thff Principlffs of Intanational Law (Cambridge, 1894), pp. 101ff, 137ff.
64G. Schwarzenberger, "The Standard of Civilisation in International Law",
Current Legal Pl'oblffms, Vol. 8 (London, 1955), p. 220.
65Ibid.

66See for an interesting account of the origin. of capitulations, Alexandrowicz,
.

n. 28, p. 97ff.
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the whole system came to be understood in a different light during
the nineteenth century. As Professor Alexandrowicz himself points
out, "Capitulations degenerated in course of time into a situation
iIi which these restrictions became irrevocable and implied inequality
and inferiority of civilization."67
At the First Hague Peace Conference in 1899 only 26 states were
represel).ted, which number increased to 44 in the Second Hague
Conference in 1907. Of these, there were only five Asian States,
Turkey, China, Japan, Persia, and Siam, which, in spite of their
age-old traditions, took part in a major international conference
for the first time in 1899. Africa was wholly unrepresented and was
still outside the "charmed circle". After the First World War, the
Covenant of the League of Nations represented the first attempt
to organize on a constitutional basis a universal family of nations.
Seven Asian-African countries68 were included among the forty-five
original members of the League, and five 69 subsequently joined it.
But though the League gave the first opportunity to cduntries like
Iraq, Egypt, and Afghanistan, to appear on the modern international
stage, and was increasingly concerned with extra-European issues,
its centre of gravity throughout its existence continued to remain
in Western Europe.70
After the Second World War, when a second effort was made to
establish a universal' world order, the whole balance of forces had
changed and the real power had shifted from Europe to the United
States. But it was only after 1955 that, under a strong current of the
principle of self-dietermimition, aided by the unusual conditions of
cold war, most of the Asian and African countries acquired independence and became full-fledged members of the international society.
So that today Europe forms a small minority of this group and out
of the 134 members of the United Nations, as many as 88 states
belong to the, so far neglected and dominated countries of Asia
and Africa. 71 Needless to say, the criterion of "civilized nation"
67Alexandrowizc, n. 30, p. 150; see also Westlake, Chapters on the Principles
of International Law, n. 63, p. 141.
.
68China, Japan, Siam, Persia, British India, Liberia, and South Africa.
69Ethiopia, Turkey, Iraq, Afghanistan and Egypt.
70C.W. Jenks, n. 17, pp. 62-3.
71In 1945, of the 51 original Members of the United Nations, there were only
thirteen Asian-African states.
-
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as a basis for participation in the community of nations has been
abandoned. Or perhaps it might be more accurate to say that the'
meaning of "civilization" as synonymous with the Christian-Western
civilization, and the notion of "civilized nation" as corresponding
to "advanced, industrial, commercial nation" have definitely been
rejected. Thus, the terms "civiiization" or "civilized nations",
still used in Articles 9 and 38(1)(c) of the Statute of the International
Court of Justice, or Article 8 of the Statute of the International Law
Commission, do not correspond to the above-mentioned connotations. After leaving the eras of "Christian nations" and "Civilized
nations", Professor'Roling has acutely remarked, we have entered
the·"era of the peace-loving- nations"'. 72 The Organization of the
United Nations has become practically universal, open to every
"peace-loving" state, "able and willing" to carry out the Charter
obligations (U.N. Charter, Article 4). The democratization of the
international society has become almost complete, ,
IntcfI1ational Law of the Colonial Period

Law being a process of authoritative decision-making in a society,
the contents of every legal system are determined by social and power
processes of the community in which it functions. In other words,
sociological factors of a society determine the content of law. As
we have seen above, in the past it 'was a small group of "Christian"
and later "civilized" states which created international law. These
were prosperous and powerful states "which could take care of themselves and therefore agreed to a mutual law of liberty among themselves, a iaw ... that had to reconcile the freedom of the one with
the freedom of the other." Furthermore-and this is most importantthey created what has been called a "ruler"s law" for their relations
with the extra-European "barbarous" world. "Of this law", as the
above history clearly indicates, "none European, colonized people
were the object rather than the subject."73 But even the small countries of Europe, or the weak and poor states of Latin America, could
hardly play any effective role in the development of law during that
age of balance of power, superimposed by the recognized supremacy
of states that formed the European Concert and the United States,
72Roling, n. 3, pp, 50-I.
73 Ihid., p. 47.
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and "had to be content with the passive role assigned to them by
the Great Powers."74
If it is true of individuals, it is certainly more true of states that
possession of extraordinary power and authority leads to abuse and
selfish exploitation. This, as we shall see, is reflected in several rules
of international law developed during the age of colonialism and
imperialism and many treaties concluded by the powerful states
with their dependencies and small and weak independent countries.·
Age ofImperialism and its Causes

How the Western European Powers came to South and SouthEast Asia and established their colonial empires during the sixteenth,
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries need not detain us here. But the
exploitation of Asian resources "through military plunder, unequal
trade and forced labour" led to the growth of European capitalism 7S
and enabled the great industrial revolution to take place in Europe.
Having been the first country to achieve the inventions of the industrial revolution, Britain reaped the initial advantages and for approximately three quarters of the nineteenth century enjoyed complete
monopoly of foreign markets for its industrial goods. But by 1870, the
industries of Germany, the United States, France, and other Powers
grew enough to give stiff competition to Britain. Each of the great
industrial nations was making more cloth, more iron and steel, and
more other industrial goods, than its own inhabitants could possibly
consume. Each had a surplus which must be sold abroad. "Surplus
manufactures" called for foreign markets. All of them (except Britain)
not only raised protective tariff walls around their own markets,
but began to compete for foreign markets.. Surplus manufactures
provided the chief economic cause of .the imperialist expansion of
Europe. But manufacturers called out for raw materials. The demand
for raw materials and tropical and subtropical products, such as
cotton, rubber, coffee, cocoa, tea and sugar, founded new empires.
Coconuts and coconut oil provided motive for the conquest of
sunny islands in the South Pacific. Steamships, railways,and the
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telegaraph won the victory over space, providing facilities for world
commerce and. conquest. 76
The vast industrial expansion and huge profits earned from factories
and trade led to the accumulation of huge surplus capital which·
could not be profitably spent in Europe and sought investment in
safe places which would return high interest rates, i.e. in colonies
and spheres of influence. "Surplus capital" provided the chief incentive and became the dominant force in early twentieth-century
imperialism. 77
Moreover, the doctrine of economic nationalism triumphed over
free trade in· Europe, and nationalism turned away from the liberal
tradition and grew more intransigent .and militant. 78
Apart from these economic and down to earth mercantile motives
for imperialism, another reason that was generally mentioned was
what Kipling called the "The White Man's Burden", that is ,"to
govern and civilize the Asiatics and Africans, the backward people
who are half devil and half child, sullen and wild."79 It was said to
be the duty of the "superior races" to civilize the "inferior races".
French and Germans devoutly believed in their civilization mission
in Africa, even if this had to be achieved by force. One reason for
annexing the Philippine Islands by the United States was explained
by President McKinley as follows : "There was nothing left for us
to do but to take them all, and to educate the Filipinos, and uplift
and civilize and Christianize them as our fellow-men, for whom
Christ also died."8o President Wilson's Mexican policy was explained
by American Ambassador, Page, to the British Government as
"shooting men into self-government." 81 Missionaries were often
sent out to educate and civilize the backward people of Asia and
Africa and make them learn the tenets of Christianity: But while
they went out to preach a kingdom not of this world, more often
than not these missionaries proved to be builders of very earthly
empires. Time and again they called upon their mother country
76See Parkar Thomas Moon, Imperialism and World Politics· (New York,
1927), p. 251f.
77Ibid., p. 30 If.

78See Rob.ert Strauz-Hupe, "Imperialism and Colonialism in the Far East",
Legacy of Imperialism (ChathamCollege, USA, 1960), p. 49.
79See Moon, n. 76, p. 73.
.
80Quoted in ibid.
8l/bid.

74Alexandrowicz, "Some Problems of the History of the Law of Nations in
Asia", Indian Year Book ofIllfernational Affairs, Vol. 12 (1963), p. 7.
75Hobson, quoted in K.M. Panikkar, Asia and the Western Dominance (London,
1957), p. 484.
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to raise its protective flag above them in a savage country. Often.
too, they paved the way for the merchant who, in turn. brought
.
the warship. As Moon rightly points out:
In all this there is a note of tragic irony. Where grasping merchant
and murderous machine-gun followed the missionaries' trail,
the message of Christianity was not always appreciated, nor
were Christian morals advanced by the gin and the veneral disease
brought by trader and soldier. But the fact remains that the
missionary organizations were among the active groups which
promoted imperialism. 82
Asia, The First Victim ofImperialism

Asia was the first victim 'of this imperialist age. Compelled to
seek markets, raw materials, and investment opportunities, European
capitalists penetrated into Asian countries and acquired economic
rights through every conceivable means. Proceeding upon the
dictum that "the flag follows the investor", each one of the industrial
nations organized a military and naval machine large enough to
protect the foreign interests of its traders and investors. The role
which the investing country played in the life of the underdeveloped
territories varied from minor political intrigues to interference in
their internal affairs to the establishment of sovereignty. The most
successful of the industrial countries, Great Britain, secured in this
process an empire on which it used to be said "the sun never sets".
It is practically impossible to go iJ,lto the history of imperialism
and see how most of these rights were acquired. But even a few
stray examples will show how the Western Powers used their power
to acquire economic and political rights iIi these countries without
any regard to law or morality.
China

The vast and rich empire of China, whose commercial potenc
tialities had tempted Europeans for more than two centuries but
who were not permitted to penetrate the Chinese market, was forced
open after the Anglo-Chinese war of 1839-42. China, after its defeat,
was forced to cede H.ong Kong to Great Britain; five treaty ports
. 82/bid.• pp. 64-5.
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were opened; permission was granted to foreign nations to appoint
consuls .who would have jurisdiction over their nationals in both
civil and criminal cases; and a "fair and regular" tariff duty of five
per cent was stipulated, thereby depriving China of the control over
her own tariff. In the 1850s, the Chinese were forced to permit
the British, French, and Americans to establish a foreign inspectorate
which assumed the task of collecting customs in the name of and
for the Peking Government. Every European nation now wanted
to take benefit of Chinese weakness. In 1838, Russia threatened
and forced China to sign a treaty which ceded to Russia the north
bank of the Amur. It also 'received all the rights and privileges
enjoyed by other Western Powers. Germany got an excellent opportunity to advance into China when two German Catholic missionaries
were killed on- the Shantung peninsula in November 1897. Within
four days Germany presented its "bill". A lease, provisionally for
99 years, was granted for Kiaochow; mining and railway concessions
in Shantung were also' obtained, as was a preferential position for
German merchants and manufacturers in Shantung. China signed
a loan of 16 million pounds for which part of the salt revenues had
to be pledged. Soon after th/;'lre started a Western scramble for
concessions of land and rights and "spheres of influence" in China.
The foreign Powers, Including Britain, Germany, France, Russia,
Japan, and Belgium, also developed concessions at one or more
of the treaty ports. They procured contracts for the construction
of railways in China totalling several thousands of miles, not all
of which were actually built. 83
India

India, having been defeated and colonized, was made to serve
the interests of its British masters. During the nineteenth century,
India not only provided a rich market for British goods, but it
was a leading supplier of taw materials for British industries. The
economic control of India was completely in British .hands. Concessions for railway construction were given to British firms with
guarantees of interest on capital. Large-scale plantations of tea,
rubber, coffee, and indigo were financed by British capital. They
83Soo interesting and detailed history'of the acquisition of these rights in StrauzHupe, n. 78, p. 50 iT.
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also controlled shipping, banking, i/1surance and trade inside the
country through the machinery of distribution. 84
Persia

Persia was completely controlled by Russia and England during
the beginning of the present century which exploited it for their
selfish ends. When it was found that barren Persia was a treasurehouse of oil, it came to be controlled by the British and other European economic interests. Persia reITlained nominally independent,
while her underground wealth was "owned .and exported by foreigners, from whose prosperity a few crumbs of economic benefit"
fell to "Persia's share in the form of taxes, increased commerce,
increased business." 85
In many a case, the poor and underdeveloped countries of Asia
and Africa suffered from their own weaknesses: political instability,
extravagance and corruption of their rulers, helplessness and igq.orance· of their people, greed of the unscruplous money-lenders, and
political pressure of the more purposeful and disciplined European
states. Thus, between 1854 and 1875, Turkey contracted an external
debt of about 200 million Turkish pounds of which she received
not more than three-fifths. About 90 per cent of the borrowed
sums went to meet the extravagance of the sovereign, the service
of former loans, military expens'e of an insurrection in Crete, and
to repair damages of the Crimean war. The European states regarded
the. decomposition of the state as likely, but bankers went on giving
loans, provided the return offered was'high enough. With the foreign
capital came impending foreign dominance, and in 1913-14, before
the war, the contestants reached an adjustment of their claims in
a virtual division of Asiatic Turkey in spheres of economic
influence. 86
It was the same story in Persia which mortgaged its whole economy'
and later its freedom to secure a few loans contracted by its rulers .
for their luxuries without any benefit to the country.87 In Egypt,
when Ismail Pasha became its Khedive in 1863, he inherited a
84See Panikkar, n. 75, p. 143 If.
85Moon, n. 76, p. 287.
86See for details of Turkey's plight Herbert Feis, Europe: The World's Banker
1870-1914 (New Haven, 1931), pp. 313-60.
87For details see ibid., pp. 361-81.
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substantial debt contracted in part for the construction of Suez
Canal, from which Egypt derived little benefit. By 1879, the debt
rose from 567 to 1712 million francs. Ismail Pasha, once engaged
in borrowing, lost all sense of its significance. He was overpowered
by the taste of novel grandeur, by wishful notions of Egypt's wealth,
by fantastic dreams of glory, and started imitating Western ways
. and civilization. The European lenders were always prepared to
extend him credit until bankruptcy loomed as inevitable. For
foreign loans interest from 7 per cent upward was paid on sums
of which he received four-fifths, two-thirds, or less. On some of
the loans, the interest soared to 30 per cent.' When Egypt was unable
to pay, foreign governments intervened in support of the creditors,
and Egyptian finances and economic life were put under the supervision of international bodies. It w~s not long before the country
came to be occupied by thb British. This occupation was surely
"the result of twenty years of corruption and extravagance on
one side, of ambition and greed on the other."88
Similarly, in the large Muslim state of Morocco, the borrowings.
of the government resulted in bankruptcy and intervention by
foreign states. As Freis sums up the story of Morocco : "The vision
presented to the ruler was too large for his incompetent and reckless
character; when the purse strings closed, Morocco was within the
purse." 89 The story was repeated .with somewhat monotonous
similarity in several other countries. 90
Africa

While there was a well-developed inter-state system in the East
Indies and most' of .these countries had been attracting European
countries since a long time, most of Africa was unknown and unexplored until late nineteenth century. In fact, apart from a few states
with ancient glorious civilizations, such as the states of North Africa,
and Ethiopia, Liberia, Zanzibar, Madagascar or Bugand~, there
were hundreds of small chieftains all over the .African continent
not capable of acquiring full legal personality within the family
of nations. Up to 1875 not one-tenth of the second-largest continent
88Ibid., p. 390.
89Ibid., p. 397 If; Moon, n. 76, p. 197 If.
90See Moon, ibid., Chapter X, p. 188 if. See also I.A. Hobson, Imperialism:
A Study (London, 1948), p. 51 if.
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had been appropriated by the "civilized" nation~ of Europe. The
economic demands of the industrial revolution led to the penetration
and later exploitation of the dark continent and by 1882 an undignified scramble for possessions had started. It is interesting to note
that most of the possessions were obtained by the European Powers
by the so-called "treaties" of cession signed on their behalf by
, some adventurous explorers, who established a few European
companies, and the native chiefs who hardly understood the meaning
or import of those scraps of papers which they "crossed" and
through which they sealed their future. 91 Thus one Henry Morton
Stanley concluded four hundred treaties with native chieftains in
the Congo, conferring on the AssociatiOli Internationale du Congo
a protectorate over their lands, thereby establishing the Belgian
Empire of King Leopald. "Such treaties", Moon rightly points
out, "easily obtained from illiterate nati'ves, by presents, cajolery,
or intimidation, were sufficient to establish before Europe a claim
to sovereignty over the Congo. "92 Thus one reads with a sad bemusement that a French explorer, de Brazza, who stole a march over
Stanley, founded "French Congo" on the northern bank of the
Congo by persuading the native king to sign treaties placing that
area under French protection. 93 Similarly, an English' trader, George
Goldies Taubman, energetically concluded some four hundred
half-explained treaties with the native chieftains of lower Niger by
giving them presents of beads, cloth and liquor by which theyaccepted the British Protection. 94 All these half-understood treaties of
cession of territory concluded by deception or under threats of
force, and certainly lacking free consent on the part of chiefs or
rulers, were considered as valid, legal, and binding according to
the European law of the times. 95 It is important to note that at
the 1885 Berlin Conference the United States delegate pointed out
that "the voluntary consent of the Chiefs whose country is taken
91AIthough in hundreds of such transactions witnesses and interpreters, whose
, task was to explain the meaning of a particular treaty to a contracting ruler,
made a declaration to that elfect in the treaty, this hardly means that those chiefs
actually understood the terms of the treaty or signed it of their "free will and
consent". See Alexandrowicz, n. 30, p. 179 tr.
92Moon, n. 76, p. 82.
93Ibid., p. 81.
94 Ibid., p. 100.
95See AIexandrowicz, n. 30, p. 179.
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possession (of) is required", and refused to ratify the Berlin Act which
endorsed the division of Africa. 96
The territorial scramble in Africa created a terrible confusion
about the legal status of different parts of Africa. A. conference of
principal European Powers and the usA was, therefore, called in'
1884 at the invitation of the German Government to make certain
rules whicli could bring some order in the existing chaos. This led
to the adoption of Berlin Act of 1885 which contained a, number
of principles about the freedom of trade in the Congo basin, free
access, of all flags to the coast line, prohibition of . monopolies,
navigation in the Congo river, suppression of slave trade, and
most importailt, for the occupation and possession of any territory
on the coasts ofAfrica. Withjn another ten years the whole coqtinent
had been partitioned. Needless to emphasize, this scramble for
territory and partition of the continent disregarded ethnological,
tribal or national considerations. "The result was erratic boundaries,
boundary conflicts, and the need of solving conflicts through boundary treaties or ~rbitration."97 The unnatural division of Africa
has left its legacy in numerous boundary problems that have not
'
been solved even to this day.98
After its partition and subjugation, Africa was thoroughly exploited. For instance, wholesale expropriation was carried out
in the Congo with tragic results for the Congolese. 99 In East Africa
vast plantations were granted to white planters, who rarely cultivated
more than a fraction of the vast estates owned by them. In some
of the African colonies natives were crowded into "reservations"
where there was not enough pasturage for their herds, and not
enough fertile lands for their foodcrops. Many a time~ as in Kenya,
the motive was to convert a black man's homeland into a "White
man's country".lOO The industrial and financial interests of the
developed countries of Europe acquired ownership or controlling
961bid.
97Alexandrowicz, n.30, p. 186; see also V. Maya Krishnan, "African State
Practice relating to Certain Issues of International Law", Indian Year Book
of International affairs, Vol. 14 (1965), p. 201 If.'
98Such disputes. exist, for instan«e, between Somalia and Ethiopia, Ghana lind
Togo, Ghana:and Upper Volta, Sudan and Tohad, See Alexandrowicz, op. cit.,
p.187.
99See Moon, n. 78, p. 85 If.
100 Ibid., p. 562.
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interest in the undeveloped countries in commodities, such as oil,
rubber,copper, tobacco, and cocoa. They also built or owned a
high proportion of basic utilities, such as railways and electric
power. ill!
Latin America
In Asia and Africa, as we have seen, countries having rich, underdeveloped natural resources in combination with weak governments
were almost universally subjected to imperialism. Their exploitation
took the form of outright colonization in various forms and degrees.
Although Latin American countries were sovereign in name and
were generally protected from European political subjugation by
the Monroe doctrine and the dominating position of the United
States,lO~ they met with similar fate and were victims of the imperialist,
age. Monroe doctrine came to be interpreted by the United States
so as to resemble increasingly the "sphere of interest" doctrine,
so characteristic of European practice. Latin America became
increasingly subject to almost exclusive exploitation by the United
States. In any case, since the last quarter of the nineteenth century;
intervention in their internal affairs and invasion of their torritories
have been common features of the history of Latin American countries. Invading another nation's territory is ordinarily an act, of war,
but if the invaded country is a "backward" nation, it was considered
only as a "punitive expedition':.l03
Economically weak and underdeveloped, Latin America was
a rich field for European and United States capital and concession~
hunters. The foreign investments and consequent migration of
foreigners was supposed to be mutually profitable. But this inevitably carried with them a certain amount of tension and conflict
between the resident aliens and the native governments. The tension
and conflict were greatly enhanced by the chronic social, economic,
and political instability of these· countries. The instability and
disorder bred by these conditions inevitably led to a certain number
of injuries to the persons and property of the resident aliens. This
gave sufficient right to the industrial and powerful states to intervene
lOtSee Friedmann, n. 6, p. 23.
l02But see for a few cases of political control and subjugation despite the Monroe
doctrine Moon, n. 76, p. 411.
l03See Moon, n. 76, p. 445.

with armed force to obtain redress for their nationals. Not infrequently, the severity .of the measures in seeking compensation for
the alleged injuries was far out of proportion to the extent of the
initial damages suffered.· The history of Latin American countries
abounds with numerous examples of economic imperialism. Thus
Mexico, in her first loan from British creditors of sIxteen million
pesos, received only six million pesos. Not long after this a Swiss
French banking firm lent a nominal 75,000,000 francs to Mexico,
of which the latter received only 3,750,000 francs. Non-payment of
100 per cent of this loan, which Mexico had borrowed at a cost
of .about90 per cent per annum, was one of the justifications used
by the French Government under Napoleon III for the armed
intervention in Mexico in 1861-62, which led to the imposition of
the Maxmilian regime) 04 Aniong the numerous instances of interventions on behalf of creditors the French interventions in Mexico
in 1838 and 1861, the American interventions in Santo Domingo
in 1904 and in Haiti in 1915, and the German, British, and Italian
intervention in Venzuela (in 1902-1903) are outstanding cases. lOS
There was hardly aLatin-American country whiqh did not contribute
some episode of this kind to the annal of the stock exchange.l 06
Financial engagements contracted by unscruplous dictators
with equally unscruplous and greedy foreign creditors accounted
for a large number of claims. Successor governments, quite understandably, sometimes preferred to repudiate these untidy financial
deals, but in other cases bankrupt treasury left no choice. Under
the iron-fisted dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz, Mexico had become
a splendid place for foreigners. By 1910, nearly one-half of Mexico's
total national wealth was owned by foreigners. They acquired
mineral resources and agricultural lands at nominal prices. "Mexico
was rich, but the Mexicans were poor." This led to a revolution
in Mexico in 1910, and later the expropriation of land and oil
industry. In the legal gymnastics that followed, Mexico agreed that
she was obligated to provide compensation but only as provided
under her own laws and constitution. Foreign creditors were not
prepared for it and there started an era of interventions in Mexico
to place in power forces which might be favourable to foreign
l04See.DonaI R. Shea, The Calvo Clause (Minneapolis, 1955), pp. 14-5.
l05Ibid., p. 13. See also Herbert Feis, n. 86, p. 108 if.
l06Feis, n. 86, p. 110.
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investors in that country. United States, under the influence of
American investors in Mexico, imposed a financial blockade. It
is interesting to note how on a very minor incident in which two
American marines were arrested at Tampico in April 1914, and
for which the Mexican government of President Huerta expressed
regrets ap.d ordered an investigation, and was prepared to go to
Hague Tribunal, President Wilson ordered the seizure of the Mexican
port of Vera Cruz. Obviously, the purpose of United States Government was the downfall of President Huerta. On the same day, the
wife of the American Charge d' .Affaires at Mexico City wrote:

there to suppress the insurrection, and immediately recognize the
new revolutionary Panamanian Goverriment. President Roosevelt
later himself declared that he "took the Canal Zone". Describing
the events of the revolution, he added:

36

With the. taking of Vera Cruz, through whose customs a full
fourth of the total imports come, Huerta is out a million pesos
a month, more or less. Weare certainly isolating, and weakening
him at a great rate. 'Might is right'. We can begin to teach it in
the schools,!07
American "dollar diplomacy" and financial control, backed
by naval ,demonstrations or by the landing of marines, was acommon
method of controlling disorderly, inconvenient or insolvent countries
of Latin America. During about hundred and fifteen years until
1929, the United States had landed troops upon foreign soil to save
American lives and property for more than one hundred occasions,!08
In some cases; the interference was out of proportion to the material
interests immediately threatened. Thusin 1926-27, the United States
sent nearly 5,000 troops and marines to Nicaragua to protect 482
American residents. In some cases it put a stop to revolution by
force, for example, in Nicaragua in 1927. In some cases it incited
revolutions when it served its interests. Thus when Colombia refused
to ratify a treaty permitting the United States to build a canal
across the Isthmus of Panama (hoping to get better terms from
the United States), the United States did not hesitate to incite a
revolution in Panama, prevent the Colombian forces from landing
1 o7Quoted in Scott Nearing and Joseph Freeman, Dollar Diplomacy: A Study
in American Imperialism (New York, 1925), p. 107. For a full story of the whole
incident see ibid., pp: 100-8.
I08Raymond Leslie Buell, "The Protection of Foreign Lives and Property in
Disturbed Areas", Annals ofthe American Academy of Political and Social Science,
Vol. 144 (philadelphia, July 1929), p. 85.
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We recognized the Republic of Panama. Without firing a shot
we prevented a civil war. We promptly negotiated a treaty under
which the Canal is now being dug .... Be it remembered that
unless I had acted exactly as I did act there would now be no
Panama Canal. It is folly to assert devotion to an end, and at
the same time to condemn the only means by which the end
can be achieved'! 09
The end justified the means, legal or illegal.
In some cases the United States established governments which
, ruled nominally independent countries for relatively long periods
of time. Thus the United States ruled Cuba, as if it were Puerto
Rico, between 1898 and 1902, and 1906 and 1909. It governed
Santo Domingo between 1915 and 1924, and Haiti between 1915
and 1930. 11 0
After reviewing the history of American economic imperialism
in Latin America, Nearing and Freeman conclude:
Rich, well armed, equipped with a splendid navy, developing
its investments in the Caribbean region at ~ rapid rate, the United
States turns, as a matter ofcourse, to some ofits weaker neighbours
with the demand that they recognize the economic and strategic
interests of the Giant of the North. Refusals greet these demands.
The weak nations are still convinced of their right to independence
and the exercise of sovereignty. They protest in the name of their
rights. Apparently, a small, weak nation has no rights that a
great strong nation is bound to respect. Protests are ignored.
Opposition is overruled. At length, pressed by political or economic
necessity, the strong nation stretches its military arm.
This is the story of France iri North~rn Africa, of the Japanese
l09Quoted in Nearing and Freeman, n. 100, p. 83.
108, p. 91. Se~ John Foster Dulles, "Conceptions and Misconceptions
regarding Intervention", Annals of the Amerfcan Academy of Political and Social
Science, Vol. 144 (1929), p. 102 ff.
11 OBuell, n.
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in Korea, of the British in India and Egypt. It is the general experience of great empires in their dealings with underdeveloped
countries. l11
In the smaller countries of Latin America, wrote another American
publicist, "controlled by our soldiers, our bankers and our oil
kings, we aredeveloping our Irelands, our Egypts and our Indias."112
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sites for recognition and recognition was often refused on this
basis. A general commitment to fulfil international obligations was
not sufficient. Precise and qetailed a.greements to honour the past
obligations, or to accept arbitration of specific claims, or agreements
settling some specific claims, were considered as essential. It was a
clear demonstration of the connection between economic interests
and law and policy relating to recognition of new states and governments. llS

Legacy of Imperialist Age

The history of the imperialist age and the rights exercised by the
imperialist Powers are truly reflected in the rules of international
law. We have already seen how the constitutive theory of recognition
developed by the positivists during the nineteenth century led to the
exclusion of Asian-African world from the family of nations. Althou~h in the beginning the European Powers tried to enforce the
doctrine of legitimacyl13 as a prop of the balance of power system,
the American Revolution, the French Revolution, and the independence of Latin America, re\ldered the doctrine inadequate to meet
the needs of an emerging ·order. The "sanctity" of "legitimate"
governments could no longer be respected and it came to be accepted "that every nation, has a right to govern itself internally under
what form it pleases and to change these forms at its own will .. ,
The only thing essential is the will of the nations."1l4
But as the big industrial Powers which had invested capital in the
Latin American countries started having trouble over these investments, the kind of government now assumed a new importance and
measures were taken to ensure that new governments would have
a proper and favourable attitude toward investments. Non-recognition was one of the milder pressures that could be used. By the turn
of the centu~y the trend had become even more pronounced. The
ability and willingness of a new government to fulfil the commitments of previous regimes to foreign governments became prel1equil11Nearing and Freeman, n. 107, pp. 171-2; see also, Hobson, n. 90, p. 54 If.
112See Samuel Guy Inman, quoted by Moon, n. 76, p. 407.
1131t could be dynastic legitimacy, monarchical legitimacy, constitutional
legitimacy, ideo!ogicallegitimacy, and so on.
J14~,elferson in laying down the American policy of recognition, quoted in C.
Neale Ronning, Law and Politics in Inter-American Diplomacy (New York, 1963),
p.8.

Protection ofCitizens Abroad

-The institution of protection of citizeJ'ls abroad as a principle
of international law was developed, it is generally agreed, duringthe
last half of the nineteenth and the beginning of the present century,
after large scale migrations of riatio l1als and capital of the industrialized European states to the countries of the underdeveloped world.
Th~ interposition to assure citizens justice in foreign lands was
defended on various grounds. The Great Powers argued that it
was their duty to extend such protection to citizens wherever they
might be to facilitate the continued growth of international trade and
intercourse. Without such a protection, the risks involved in foreign
investment and exploitation would serve to discourage mutually
profitable relationships. The legal sanction for protection was found
in the writings of Vattel who said:
Whoever ill-treats a citizen indirectly injures the state, which
must protect that citizen. The sovereign of the injured citizen
must avenge the deed and, if possible, force the aggressor to give
full satisfaction or punish him, since otherwise the citizen will
not obtain the chief end of civil society, which is protection,116
This primitive form of chin organization, an institution which
deemed an injury to a member ofthe clan as an injury to the clan
itself, justifying collective revenge, was often used by European
countries and, the United State's on behalf of their citizens. ,Although
these claims were based on injuries to individuals, the theory held
115Ronning, op. cit., pp. 10-1.
116Vattel, quoted in Edwin M. Borchard; "The Protection of Citizens Abroad
by Armed Force", Annals ofthe American Academy ofBolitical and Social Science,
Vol. 144 (July 1929), p: 121.
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that it was the state itself that was the injured claimant, and hence
entitled to compensation under international law. The theory had
certain inherent defects. Redress for injuries wa.s dependent more
on political than on legal considerations. As Professor Borchard
said:

were by no means exceptional cases,!20 Use of armed force to compel
the weaker nations to honour these dubious claims was not infrequent
and many a time it led to occupation of their territories. 121
All attempts of the Latin American states to curb or at least limit
the unlimited right of intervention by the industrial and powerful
states on behalf of their citizens through Calvo and Drago doctrines
were unsuccessful. I22 The Second Hague Peace Conference in 1907
adopted the Porter Convention which prohibited the use of armed
fOJ,'ce in the collection of any contnict debts, but, ,as Philip Jessup has
aptly pointed out, the Convention left a loophole through which a
fleet of war-ships could sail in providiilg that the renunciation of the
use of force was not applicable "when the debtor state refuses or
neglects to reply to an offer <;>f arbitration or, after accepting the
offer, prevents any compromise from being agreed on, or after the
arbitration, fails to submit to the award."123
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The clan conception is obsolete, and that protection abroad
involves the people of two countries in a dispute essentially private;
that its tendency is to place a premium on superior military strength
in its contacts with weaker countries; that it substitutes the methods
of politics for those of law; that it constitutes an i.nvasion of the
sovereignty and jurisdiction of weaker countries; that it makes
the intervening state plaintiff, judge and sheriff in its own cause,
without adequate opportunity for an impartial investigation of the
facts; that it promotes injustice rather than justice; that in its
support for economic nationalism, it makes for imperialism and
'
war. 117
Coupled with these inherent defects were certain abuses of the
right of protection. Nationals of powerful states often appealed to
their governments for protection on rather flimsy grounds and without any real effort to obtain local redress. The petitioned government, acting on this one-sided and limited evidence, and often under
domestic political pressure, sponsored claims that were not based
on strict justice. Thus after the expropriation of alien property in
Mexico, investors put forth ridiculously high claims which were
generally accepted by the US State Department. In fact, the American
Secretary of State, Sumwer Welles, frankly admitted that some
Americans "had acquired land for practically nothing and ... were
claiming' fantastic sums for compensatiqq." 118 The oil companies
had raised even more fantastic claims'. Thus after the State Department had supported for nearly three years their demands for a claim
of $ 450 million, a US Government agency found that their properties were.worth no more than $ 25 million and a joint commission
ultimately valued the properties at less than '$ 24 million. 119 These
117Ibid., p. 122; see also Borchard, "Limitations on Coercive Protection",
American Journal of 1l1fernational Law, Vol. 2\ (1927), p. 303 If.
11 sQuoted in Ronning, n, 106, p. 40.
1191bid., pp. 40-1.
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"Minimum Standards of Justice and Civilization" for the Treatment
of Aliens and their Property
With the growing financial investments in non-European lands
after the industrial revolution, Europe and the United States began
to demand the standards of justice which their continued economic
penetration required. They quite naturally claimed certain vague
but "universal", or "internationally accepted", principles of justice,
a certain minimum supposedly required by international law for
treatment of aliens and their property. This "~inimum" ob"-iously
reflected European (and United States') concepts and practices. The'
concept of civilization, or the custom'or general opinion of civilized
peoples of Europe and the United States, was a source of standards
not merely in the laws of war, but also in the laws of peace. 124 It
thus was descriptive of a special duty toward aliens imposed on
states by international law. Equality of treatment with nationals,
according to this view, w'as never really a defence against an international claim, even where the local standard was the same as interna120See for other such exaggerated and inflated claims ibid., p.42 If.
121See text relating to notes 98 and 99.
122See Shea, n. 98, p. 9 if.
123See Jessup, A Modern Law of Nations (New York, 1948), p. 113; see also
ibid., p. 15.
124Roling: n. 3, p. 38.
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tional standard. In Asian and African countries, whose govermn~nts
were supposed to be of an inferior quality and unable to provide
adequate protection to aliens, as we have seen, capitulation treaties
were forced, removing the aliens from the jurisdiction of the native
states. In Latin America, the United States, and Europe relied on ad
hoc measures of diplomatic interposition and, where this failed,
armed intervention. Few, if any, Latin American countries escaped
serious difficulties with capital-exporting states on this score. In many
cases they were forced to submit disputes relating to denial of justice
and responsibility of states to inteniational arbitration tribun"als
which applied the law laid down by the Great Powers and gave it
the respectability of judicial precedents. 125
In any case, there is no denying the fact that "the history of the
development of the international law on the responsibility of states
for injuries to aliens is ... an aspect of the history of 'imperialism',
or 'dollar diploinacy'. The fact that several strong states found
themselves simultaneously interested in the welfare of their nationals
in states which were 'exploited' ... assisted the legal development."126 S.N. Guha Roy, therefore, hardly exaggerates the poistion
when he points out:

The rules that were laid down and the law that developed in the
midst of this contest for the mastery of the globe among a few
industrial Powers and "very largely in response to their interests,
mutually conflicting no doubt, but carrying to their victims a co. mmon message of aggressive exploitation, had no occasion whatever,
to pay any heed to the true interests of those voiceless millions, mercilessly engulfed in the a<ivancing tide of Western expansionism."128
Indeed, it was developed, in the words· of a Mexican jurist, "not
.merely without reference to small states but against them" and was
"based almost entirely on the unequal relations between Great
Powers and small states."129
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This branch of law grew up to present maturity for the most part
in response to the pressures of a world dominated by two forcesimperialism and diplomacy-a world of undisguised power-politics
where the principle that might is right found the sole limitation
of its field of operation in the risks of conflict among rivals,
though early enough in their history these ri1iks were sought to be
reduced to some extent by each rival keeping to its own select
zone of the pastures, wide enough indeed, for all to roam about
at will.l 27
125It is interesting to note that upto 1919, Latin American states had participated
in 54 per cent of the arbitrations reported. Of all these cases in which Latin American states were parties along with the Great Powers, and in which awards were
made, Latin Americans lost in 82 per cent. See Shea, n. 98, p. 122; see also P.e.
Jessup,:A Modern Law of Nations (New York, 1948), p. 95; Roling, n. 3, pp.
38-9; G. Schwarzenberger, International Law, 3rd edition, Vol. I (London,
1957), p. 207.
.
126Jessup,op. cit., p. 96.
127S.N. Guha Roy, "The Responsibility of States for Injuries to Aliens",
Osterreichische Zeitschrift fur Ojfentliches Recht, Vol. 12 (Wien, 1962), p. 132.
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Unequal Treaties
So also, as the above evel; sketchy history clearly indicates, in a
large number of cases:

... treaties have been used to sanctify subjugation and exploitation of the smaller and weaker states. They have, moreover, been
used to impose protection and exploit economic privileges. Many
newly independent states had to sign unequal treaties or adhere
to military alliances under strong pressures. 130
In many a case treaties were signed by a King, a Sheikh, or ,., Pasha
for their own profit and to the disadvantage of the population. In
the experience of the new countries, a treaty is an instrument for the
maintenance of subject position.
Although the above tendency might not be apparent in those
areas where mutual jealousies and competition among the Western
industrial Powers tended to limit the misuse of power, sucb as in
some parts of the law of the sea, or diplomatic immunities, it must
be admitted that "much of Western law, including international
128Ibid.
129Luis Padilla Nervo, ¥earbc,JOk of -the international Law Commission, Vol.
1(1957), p. 155. See also similar views expressed by other members of the Commission, such as R.B. Pal, ibid., pp. 157-8; Matine Daftary, ibid., p. 160; El-Erian,
ibid., p. 161; Tunkin, ibid., p. 165; and El Khouri, ibid., p. 169; see also Jorge
Castaneda, "International Organizations and· Legal Progress-A Commentary",
Howard Law Journal, Vol. 8 (Washington, D.C. 1962), p. 153.
130George M. Abi-Saab, "The Newly Independent States and the Rules of
International Law", Howard Law Journal, Vol. 8 (1962), p. 168.
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law, has developed in response to the requirements of the Western
business civilisation", and is, therefore, naturally biased in their
favour. l3l This law not only permitte~ discrimination against the
non-Western peoples, but scionctified their exploitation and subjugation. It permitted and recognized the use of force and war as legal
and cared little for interventions in the internal affairs of other states.
It sanctified colonialism and accepted the unequal treaties forced
upon weaker states as valid and legal.
It is this law-law of the colonial and imperialist age-which is
being questioned today. The dead past has not yet fully buried its
dead.' It has left a legacy in the form of certain rules and rights which
,are considered to be still valid today. These rules and rights and
interests acquired during the periods of such abuse cannot for obvious
reasons carry with them in the minds of their victims anything
like the sanctity the holders of those rights attach to them. 132 In
fact, as we shall see, there are strong demands today for their repudiation, modification and change.

'1I
III
NEED FOR STABILITY AND THE
DEMANDS FOR CHANGE

THUS EVEN a cursory look at the history of international law leaves
no dqubt about the Eurocentric nature of this law developed by and
for the benefit of the rich, industrial,. and powerful states of
Western Europe and the United States. Professor Roling stressed
the obvious when he stated:
In all positive law is hidden. the element of power and the element
of interest. ... Law has the inclination to serve primarily the
interests of the powerful. 'European' international law, the traditional law of nations, makes no exception to this rule. It served
.the interest of prosperous nations'!
The industrial rich nations seemed to hold most· of the cards.
The association between finance and diplomacy became intimate
for fairly obvious reasons. As Feis points out:
The provision of. capital to finance a royal extravagance' or to
equip an army was not always without consequence; ten million
pounds might change a boundary line. The provision of. the same
sum to found banks or buy power machinery, to be utilized under
the direction of executives and engineers trained in modern
industry, was sufficient to change a civilization. 2
In the escort of the capital that travelled from Europe went the
European business practices, European civilization, and European
law. This law naturally helped the states of the in¥estors, as we have

1310liver J. Lissitzyn, "International Law in·a Divided World", International
Conciliation, No. 542 (March, 1963), p. 58. Emphasis added.
132Guha Roy, n. 117, p. 135.

lB.V.A. Roling, International Law in an Expanded World (Amsterdam, 1960),
p.15.
2Herbert Feis, Europe: The World's Banker 1870-1914 (New Haven, 1930),
p.464.
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already seen. But the sudden expansion of the international society
has upset the whole equilibrium. Apart from other things, what has
been called the "geography" of international law has .radically changed. International law is "no longer the almost exClusive preserve
of the t>eoples of European blood"3 by whose consent, it used to be
said, "it exists and for the settlement of whose differences it is applied .
or at least invoked."4 As it must now be assumed to embrace other
peoples, it clearly requires their consent no less. The creation of
international law is no more ~'the prerogative of countries bearing the
cultural heritage of the West but the common task of allthe members
of the international community."5 And the majority in this expanded
world community consists of small, weak, poor, underdeveloped,
former colonies filled with resentment against their colonial masters,
and needing and demanding the protection of the international
society. The new majority has new needs and new demands and they
want law to serve their needs and heed to their demands. The alteration in sociological structure of the international society, it is stressed,
must be accompanied by an alteration in law. Law, it has been well
said, is not a constant in a society, but is a function. In order that it
may be effective, it ought to change. with changes in views, powers,
and interests in the community. The conditions under which the
classical, traditional law of nations developed, the views that it contained and the interests which it protected, have all greatly changed.
It has, therefore, come to be questioned if this law can continue to
be maintained when the world has become much larger than Europe.
As Professor Roling wonders:
Whether the claim that European international law should be
maintained, even now that the world no longer consists· of
European states only, does pot express the unconscious desire,
through rules of law, to maintain a status which can no longer
be ensured by Power. 6
Having been victims of an unequal position and passive objects
3R.B. Pal, Yearbook of the International Law Commission (1957), Vol. I, p. 158.
4Westlake, quoted in ibid.
5R.B. Pal, "Future Role of the International Law Commission in the Changing
World", United Nations-Review, Vol. 9 (September 1962), p. 3L
6Roling, n. 1, p. 15.
.
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of the present system of international law, it is not surprising to
find the "new" countries protesting against some of the old treaties
and several so-called "established' principles of international law".
Finding several treaties signed during the colonial period, when
they had no choice, and some of. the established rights of the colonial
Powers as obstacles in their way, and the traditional law unsuitable
to ameliorate their p.ositions,they challenge them and demand their
modificatipn. Thus the whole law relating to responsibility of states
which had merely "served to cloak and protect the imperialistic
interests of the international oligarchy" during the age of imperia'lism? has come to be challenged. It is said that inequality of strength
between exploiting and the exploited 'States "was reflected in an
inequality of rights, the vital principle of international law par
in parem nOll habet imper~um, being completely disregarded."8 The
right of diplomatic protection to citizens abroad gave and still
gives to aliens in foreign territory an additional safeguard not enjoyed
.by nationals. This discrimination, it is pointed out, "between the
citizen and the alien is really a discrimination between the citizens of
two states of unequal power and prestige and that is where the real
sting of the law makes itself felt."9
A great dissatisfaction was expressed in regard to several rules
relating to law' of the sea during the two UN conferences on· the
subject in 1958 and 1960. Thus Ullos 'Sotomayor of Peru said:
Rules of international law had sometimes been unilaterally
created in the interests of Great Powers; it was therefore reasonable
for certain rules of law to be initiated by small states in their
legitimate interests. The era of domination and territorial penetration was past. It was inadmissible that a sort of colonialism of the
high seas should be allowed in the name of the freedom of the
seas,lo
'
7Jorge Castaneda, "The Underdeveloped Nations and the Development of
International Law", International Organizations, Vol. 15 (Boston, 1961), p. 39.
Siuis Padilla Nervo, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, Vol. 1
(1957), p. 155.
9S.N. Guha Roy, "The Responsibility of States for Injuries to Aliens", Ostet:reichische Zeitschrift Fur Offentliches Recht, Vol. 12 (Wien, 1962), p. 176.
lJ>'Official Records of the UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, 1958, Vol. III,
First Committee, A/Conf. 13/39, 5th Meeting, para 13.
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Endorsing these views, Jorge Castanedo of Mexico said:
Rigid adherence to the traditional rules of international law
could prove disastrous to all concerned for the traditional rules
on the regime of the sea had been created by the Great Powers
for their own purposes before any major problem had arisen and
before the birth of the new states which now formed the majority'!!
Speaking about the so-called "historic rights", Diallo of Guinea
declared that the "concept was nothing other than a manifestation
of the right of the strongest and a vestige of colonialism! which (Guinea) would oppose in all its forms. To accept these rights would be a
grave injustice to the young states that were struggling 'not only for
political, but also for economic independence."!2
Similar feelings have been expressed on some other subjects like
"minimum standards" of international law, unequal treaties, expropriation of alien property and rights especially those acquired during
the colonial period, status of dependent territories, and the rights of
subjugated peoples. 13
Cultural Differences and their Influence on International Law
As we have already seen, the traditional international law is· a
product of the Western Christian civilization. A vast majority of the
"new" countries, however, have different cultural, social, religious,
ethnical, and legal traditions. This has led some scholars and statesmen to question if the new states should be "bound in all respects by a
law in the formation of which they had no part and which in fact is
the characteristic product of what is to them an alien civilization."!4
llIbid., Vol. V, Third Committee, A/Conf. 13/4, 13th Meeting, para 22.
120fficial Records of the Second UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, 1960,
A/Conf. 19/8, 18th Meeting, para 6; see also Carmona (Venezuela), ibid., 6th
Meeting, para 4; Garcia Roebles (Mexico), ibid., 16th Meeting, para 1.
13See for some of these views, Muhammed Bedjaui "Second Report on Succession of States in respect of Matters other than Treaties", submitted to the International Law Commission, UN Doc. A/C. N.4/216, 2 May 1969; S.!Prakash Sinha,
New Nations and the Law of Nations (Leyden, 1967), p. 53 if.; Mughraby,
Permanent Sovereignty Over Oil Resources (1966); S.C. Jain, "Legal Dichotomy
<;>f Concessions", Indian Journal of International Law, vol. 9 (1969), pp. 512-24.
14R.Y. Jennings, "The Progress of International Law", British Year Book of
International Law, Vol. 34 (London, 1958), ~. 350.
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The new states, it is suggested, are naturally influenced by
their cultural backgrounds and religious and political traditions
which determine their policies and attitudes toward international
law and relations: This partly explains their intransigent behaviour
and their attitude, for instance, toward judicial settlement of their
international disputes. Thus, according to Professor Northrop, because of intuitive philosophy and religion of Asia, whether Confucian,
Gandhian, Hindu or Buddhist, the. Asians are against the use of
codes and litigation,!5 Professor Quincy Wright also feels that in
China particularly, "but in the Orient generally, there has been a
preference to settle disputes by negotiation, mediation or conciliation
rather than by courts applying positive law. These national traditions, .
according to him, are carried to the international field and explain
the preference ofthe Asian states for negotiation or conciliation in the
settlement of their disputes over adjudication an~ application of
positive international law."!6
It is said that international law can wIn the respect of the new
states only if it reflects attitudes toward law and justice that correspond with "the.attitudes held by these countries in their own cultural
backgrounds. Thus Professor Northrop believes that the creation of
an effective world law requires a new conceptual synthesis grounded
on the basic fact of ideological and cultural pluralism. "No nation
will ever accept, nor should it ever accept, any positive legal decision
by any legal body that violates its own indigenous living law norms."! 7
International law must contain not merely the legal thinking of the
West, ·but also living law norms of Confucian, Buddhist, Hindu, and
Muslim countries of Asia and Africa.t8
15See F.S.C. Northrop, Taming of the Nations, (New York, 1952), pp. 80--1;
see also his Philosophical Anthropology 'and Practical Politics (New York, 1960),
pp. 160--8.
16Quincy Wright, "The Influence of the New Nations of Asia and Africa upon
International Law", Foreign Affairs Reoprts, Vol. 7 (New Delhi, 1958), p. 38;
see also Wright, "Asian Experience and International Law", Intemational Studies,
Vol. 1, (New Delhi, 1959-60), pp. 84--6; But for a contrary view 'see R.P. Anand,
"Role of the 'New' Asian-African States in the Present International Legal Order",
American Joul'Ilal of International Law, Vol. 56, (1962), p. 395 if; Anand, "Attitude
of the 'New' Asian-African Countries toward the International Court Justice",
lnternationalStudies, Vol. 4 (1962), PP. 119-32.
17Northrop, Taming of the Nations (New York, 1952), p. 269.
18lbid., pp. 267-77 if; also see Northrop, The Meeting of the East and West
(New York, 1947).
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Dr C.W. Jenks also feels that if we wish the law of nations to
retain its authority ifi a period when the political texture of world
affairs has completely changed we must seek a wider !,asis of authority
for the fundamentals of the existing law. "An international law
which is but Roman law writ large, with a dash of empiricism derived
from the common law tradition, lacks sufficiently broad and deep
foundations to impose itself upon the seething world of today."19
We need,he points out, "an intellectual revolution ... which will
give us a legal system with sufficiently broad and deep foundations
to command the allegiance of the world community with a fundamentally changed composition and distribution of influence. . .. Only
a multi-cultural and multi-legal system will enable us to master the
task."2o International law can hold the allegiance of the extended
world society, he insi~ts, "only by establishing its claim to continuing
acceptance as a synthesis of the legal thought or' widely varying
traditions and cultures."21
Although a country's attitude towards international law and
relations is to some extent bound to be affected by its cultural, political
and other background, it must be said that cultural differences and
their influence on policies of states must not be exaggerated. Apart
from the fact that major legal systems, whether of the West or the
East, are in many fundamental respects unified and contain similar
principles of law and justice,22 such views, as Professor Lissitzyn
correctly points out, not only tend to "overlook the diversity of
approaches to law that exist both in the Western as well as the nonWestern part ofthe world", but ignore the fact that even "the Western
cultural tradition is no guarantee of adherence to the 'rule of law' in
either domestic or international affairs." In fact, as he reminds us, the
greatest challenge to the traditional principles of law and morality
in this century came from a highly developed and educated typically
Western nation, right in the heart of Europe, viz. Nazi Germany.23

National interest, rightly or wrongly understood, rather than
cultural traditions, seem to be the' decisive factor in the determination of policies toward international law and affairs. 24 This is
the reason for agreement on numerous questions of contemporary
international law between most of the underdeveloped states.
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America which have entirely different
histories, cultural backgrounds, and religious orientations. For
better or worse, and despite different cultural traditions, "the. new
states have behaved very much like the older states, pursuing their
national interests to the maximum extent compatible with the acceptance of the rules of international law."25 Professor Friedmann,
therefore, understandably warns:

I (,C.W. Jenks, "Law and Pursuit of Peace," in his Lall' in the World Community
(London; 1967). p. 56.
20C.W. Jenks, 111e COII//IlOIl Law of Mankind (Londori, 1958), p. 87.
21C.W, Jenks in Arthur Larson and Jenks (edilol's), SOl'ereignty Within tlu'
Law (Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. 1965), p. 3.
22/bid., Pl'. 2-3,87,106 IT; 169-71.
230.J. Lissitzyn, "International Law in a Divided World", IllIemational Conciliation, No. 542 (March 1963), p. 37; see also W. Friedmann, "Half a Century of
international Law", Virginia Lall' Review, Vol. 50 (1964), 1'.. 133.7.

24Lissitzyn, ibid., Pl'. 57-58; Wolfgang Friedmann, The Changing Structure of
International Law (New York, 1964), p. 302 ff; see also A.A. Fatouros, "Participa~
lion of the 'New' States in the International Legal Order of the Future" in R.A.
Falk and Cyril E. Black, The El/ture ofthe International Legal Order, Vol. I (princeton, 1969) pp. 349-50.
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To confuse policies born of changing positions of interests with
religions, cultural, or other values inherent in the national character
of a people, can only lead to grave distortion of the real problems
of contemporary international politics and law. 26

a

The attitude of the new countries towards international law,
Professor Friedmann feels, "is not caused by any inherently unique
characteristic of Asian or African civilization as such; it is a product
of a phase of development through which many, if not all, nations
pass at some time or the other." Most nations passing· through
different phases of political, economic, and social developments,
he says, modify "their attitudes toward various rules of international
law not as a matter of basic values but according to the national
interest prevailing at a particular period." Thus, no agreement could
be reached about the breadth of territorial waters at the two conferences on the law of the sea not because of different cultural traditions
of Asian-African countries, but due to the conflicting interests of the

25W. Friedmann, "United States Policy and the Crisis of International Law",
American Journal ofInternational Law, VoI.59 (1965). p. 858; see also FriedmaIin,
n. 23, p. 1345.

26Friedmann, n. 24, p. 322.
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maritime Powers, and the weak and underdeveloped states not only
of Asia and Africa, but of Latin America and Europe as well. 27
It may also. be pointed out that after a v:u-iety of views had been
expressed on different clauses, the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations was adopted as a whole on 14 April 1961, by 72 votes to
none, with one abstention. 28 Similarly, as we have shown at another
place,29 the attitude of the new states of Asia and Africa does not
appear to differ significantly from that of the Western states with
regard to the judicial settlement of international disputes. In any
case, their apathetic attitude toward international adjudication and
general reluctance to accept compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court ofJustice are not the resul~ of their religious philosophies
and cultural traditions but, like all other states, are due to their
views of their national interests. Indeed, as Professor Julius Stone
points out, reduction of the problem to mere cultural differences
obscures the real problems of conflicts of interests between the
Western states and underdeveloped states of Asia and Africa.3 0
In fact, strange as it ma;y seem, there is no noticeable tendency
amongst the Asian and African states to regard international law as a
product of. the Western civilization or reject it on that basis. Such
views are generally expressed by Western scholars who advocate a
"new approach" to international law and its' diversification.3! These
Western scholars are of course sometimes quoted by authors from
new states to express discontent with international law. But, as Professor Bourtos-Chali points out, "It appears that Western scholars are
more enthusiastic to see a 'new approach' on the part of the AfroAsians than the Afro-Asians themselves. "32
27W. Friedmann, "The Changing Dimensions of International Law", Columbia
"
28See Philip C. Jessup, "Diversity and Uniformity in the Law of Nations",
American journal-ofInternational Law, Vol. 58 (1964), p. 358.
29See Anand, "Attitude of the 'New' Asian-African Countries to~ard the
International Court of Justice", n. 16, p, 119 If; see also Friedmann, n. 24,
pp.313-16.
30julius Stone, "A Common Law for Mankind?" International Studies, Vol. 1,
(1959-60), p. 430.
.
31See Roling, n. 1; Jenks, n. 20; Quincy Wright lmd Northrop, n. 16.
32Bourtos Ghali, as quoted by F.P. Shihata, "The Attitude of the New States
toward the International Court of Justice", International Organization, Vol. 19,
(1965), pp. 213-14.
Law Review, Vol. 62 (New York, 1962), pp.1151-52.
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End of Colonialism a Vital Issue

In order to understand and appreciate the attitude of the new
countries toward international law, itmust be remembered that it is
affected largely by their colonial past and the sufferings they had
to undergo during the age of imperialism. Most of the protests
against the traditional system of international law and wide assertions
that they are not bound by tile rules in the formulation of which they
had nohand, are merely related to rights acquired during the period
of their subjugation and parts of international law which smack of
colonialism or imperialism. Such statements, as Professor Lissitzyn
"
rightly understands:
must be rega,rded as an expression of the resew.tment the newly
independent states still febl over' their colonial past and as an
assertion of their sovereignty and equality. It also serves as. a"
reminder to the older states "that the views of the newcomers
. are not to be disregarded in the formula~ion and further develop"ment of the law ofnations.3 3
In fact, the end of colonialism and racialism has become a matter
of faith with them which takes precedence over other obligations
of international law, including the prohibitions relating to the use of
force. They want to annul the former law of domination 'as expressed
in the colonial system and unequal treaties. At the first Asian-African
Conference at Bandung in 1953 they declared that "colonialism in all
its manifestations is an evil which should speedily be brought to an
end."34 This determination has been reiterated by these countries lime
and again at every opportune moment. In 1960, they got a declaration
made by the General Assembly of the United Nations, without a
dissenting note, which recognized that "aUpeoples have an inalienable
right to complete freedom" and solemnly proclaimed "the necessity
of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations."35 In .1963, the Charter of Organizatiotl
of African Unity (OAU) declared as one of the objectives of the
Organization the eradication of "all forms of colonialism from
33Lissitzyn, n. 23, pp. 54-5.
34Selected Documents ofthe Bandung Conference (Institute of Public Relations)
(New York, 1955), p. 34.
35Declaration on granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
Res. 1514 (XV), 14 December 1960, United Nations Review (January 1961), p. 6.
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Africa" [Art. 2(1)(d)] and the member states solemnly declared their
"absolute dedication to the total emancipation of the African territories which are still dependent." Art. 3(5).
They view colonialism as a form of permanent aggression against
their territories.3 6 As Achkar of Guinea said before the Committee
on the Question of Defining Aggression:
The colonial system was the most flagrant act of aggression
which could be perpetrated; thus Africa, throughout much of its
territory, was at present suffering acts of undoubted'llggression
for whi9h the colonialist Powers were responsible. All other forms
of colonisation-neo-colonialism, imperialism or economic colonialism-fell within that category of direct aggression. The
same could be said of the po'licy of apartheid applied in South
Africa-a most monstrous form of aggression .... 37
Considering colonialism as a form of continuing aggression they
believe that the use of force, if other means fail, for the elimination
of colonialism is an act of "seif-defence", and, being in accordance
with the declared objectives of the United Nations, is not prohibited
under the Charter.3 8 It is nonSense to believe, they argue, that force
could be used by the colonizers to suppress freedom and not on
behalf of the people who were oppressed. They refuse to concede
that the Charter gives precedence to peace over justice.39 This
attitude became absolutely clear in a debate in the Security Council
over the Indian use offorce against Goa and other ~ortugese enclaves
on the Indian subcontinent. 4o While the Western countries,sup36See V. Maya Krishnan, "African State'Practice relating to Certain Issues of
International Law", Indian Year Book ofInternational Affairs, Vol. 14 (1965), p. 211.
37Report of the Committee established under General ,Assembly Resolution
1181 OCIn (Question of Defining Aggression), 3rd Session, Summary Record of
the 15th meeting, A/AC. 91/S.R. 15, p. 7.
38See Report of the Special Commfttee on Principles of International Law
Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation Among States", General Assembly, Official Records, Twenty-third Session (New York, 1968), pp. 37-8, 53, 63;
C.J.R. Dugard, "The Organization of African Unity a1,1d Colonialism: An
Enquiry into the Plea of Self-Defence as Justification for the Use of Force in the
Eradication of Colonialism", International Organisation, vol. 16 (1967), p. 157 if.
39See Quincy Wright, "The Goa Inc;ident", American Journal of International
Law,' vol. 56 (1962), p. 617.
40See Security Council Official Records 16th Year, 987 and 988 meetirigs, 18
and 19 December 1961.
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ported by their Asian allies; Turkey and Nationalist China, decried
the use of force by India; ,denounced ,it as an aggression, and insisted
that the merits of the dispute over Goa were not involved but only
the use of force forbidden by the Charter, India, backed by the
!.TAR, Liberia, and the Soviet Union, insisted that it was merely
a question of colonialism. In a rather emotional statement, the
Indian representative tried to drive home the real issue:
It must be realized that this is a colonial question. It is a question

of getting rid of the last vestige of colonialism in India. That
is a matter of faith with us. Whatever anyone 'else may think,
Charter or no Charter, COUI~"il or no Council, that is our basic
faith which we cannot affor~ to give up at any cost. 41
No law which stood in the \'lay of achieving this ideal could be
accepted as binding, Jha said:
if any narrow-minded, legalistic considerations-considerations
arising from international law as written by European law writers-'should arise, those writers were, after all, brought up in the
atmosphere of colonialism. I pay all respect due to Grotius, who
is supposed to be the father of international law, and we accept
many tenets of international law, they are certainly regulating
international life today. But the tenet which says, and which is
quoted in support of colonial Powers having sovereign rights over
territories which they won by conquest in Asia and Africa, is no
longer acceptable. It is the European concept and it must die. 42
Endorsing and supporting the Indian stand. Malalasekera of
Ceylon declared: "Today, international law is the common law
of mankind, not the International Law 'of colonialism. The judicial
(sic) (juridical) basis of General Assembly Resolution, 1514 (XII)
is clear beyond doubt."43 Barnes of Liberia warned that until this
change was universally recogilized and accepted "this Council
wiII be trol.lbled by the legacy of that institution of colonialism."44
41 Ibid. ,

987th Meeting, 18 December 1961, para 40.

42Ibid., para 47.
43Ibid., 988th Meeting, 19 December 1961, para 102.,
44lbid., 987th Meeting, para 90.
'
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The UAR representative also asserted that colonialism had· no
longer any place in the twentieth century and, therefore, it was not
a question of aggression but merely freedom of a country.45
On the other hand, the Western Powers were concerned merely
with the violation of the Charter. As Stevenson of the United States
said: " ... what is at stake today is not colonialism; it is a bold
violation of one of the most basic principles in the United Nations
Charter;"46 And he went on to give the grim warning:
Tonight we are witne$sing the first act in a drama which could
end with the death of the organization. The League of Nations
died, I remind you, when its Members no longer resisted the
use of aggressive force ... we have witnessed tonight an effort
to rewrite the Charter, to sanction the use of force when it suits
one's own purposes. 47
Apart from the fact that such a warning does not sound very
convincing in a world where coimtries, especially the Big Powers,
give little heed to the principles of the Charter when their own
vital interests are involved,48 the new states would be more inclined·
to agree with the Soviet representative, Zorin, who said:
If the United Nations does not defend the colonial countries
and peoples, but tries to defend the colonial system and the most
reactionary representatives of that system, then this indeed may
mean the collapse of the United Nations. 49
For the new countries the fight against colonialism takes precedence
over cooperation within the United Nations. As Kwame Nkrumah
wrote: "Until colonialism and imperialism in all its various forms
and· manifestations have been completely eradicated from Africa,
it would be inconsistent for the African Revolution to co-exist
with imperialism."50 Similarly, the Heads of State or Government
45Ibid., para 129.
46Ibid., para 75.
47Ibid., 988th Meeting, paras 130-31.

48$ee W. Friedmann, n. 21, p. 302.
49Ibid., n. 40, 988th Meeting, para J40; but cf Wright, n. 32, p. 612.

50Kwame Nkrumah; quoted by Boutros Boutros-Ghali, "The Addis Ababa
Charter", International Conciliation No. 546 (January 1964), p. 37.
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of the Non-Aligned countries which assembled in Cairo in 1964
declared that
lasting peace cannot be realized so long as unjust conditions
prevail and peoples under foreign domination continue to be
deprived .of their fundamental right to freedom, independence
and self-determination~
Imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism constitute a
source of international tension because they endanger world
. peace and security. The participants in the Conference ... call
for the unconditional, complete' and final abolition of colonialism
now.
The process of liberation is irresistible and irreversible.
Colonised peoples may legitimately resort to arms to secure the
.lid' exercise of their right to, self-determination and independence
if the colonial Powers persist in opposing their natural aspirations.
The participants in the Conference undertake to work unremittingly to eradicate all vestiges of colonialism and to combine
all their efforts to render all necessary aid and support; whether
moral, political, or material to the peoples struggling against
colonialism and neo-colonialism. 51
0

•

0

I n fact. the 1963 Addis Ababa Summit Conference, at which
the Charter of the OA U was approved, resolved to lend support
to liberation movements in dependent African territories and established a Coordinating Committee (of II members) "responsible
for harmonising the assistance from African states and for managing
the Special Fund to be set up for that purpose." The Conference
also decided

to receive on the territories of the independent African states,
nationalists from liberation movements in order to give them
training in all sectors ... [and] to promote, in each state, the
transit of all material aid and the establishing of a body of
volunteers in various fields with a view to providing the various
African national liberation movements with the assistance they
need in various sectors. 52
51Quoted in L.C. Green, "The Impact of New States on International Law",
Israel Law Review, Vol. 4 (Jerusalem, 1969), p. 47.

52Quoted in CoJoR. Dugard, n. 38, p. 161.
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Justifying this action of the OAU, Algerian delegate, in the Sixth
Committee of the General Assembly, said:
... the Charter itself contemplated the lawful use of force in
certain circumstances. One of these circumstances was 'individual
or collective action in the exercise of the right of self-defence'.
The Addis Ababa Conference has simply exercised that right by
providing for collective action to assist national liberation.53
The new states have not merely been trying to justify their actions
for the eradication of colonialism which, they claim, has become
illegal, but they have been seeking to make these principles more
widely acceptedand recognized as partof gerieral international law.54a
It is extremely important to understand these feelings and aspirations of the new states which affect their attitudes toward international
law in no uncertain degree. It is only natural that their hostility
toward colonialism should spill over to influence their views toward
certain aspects of internationallaw 55 and these views must be understood in this light. Thus, they rebel against some of the economic
and political rights acquired during the period of their subservience
which they have felt and still feel are unreasoilable and. although
accepted by the present international legal order, inequitable.55a
They argue that "to the extent to which the law ... favours such
rights and interests, it protects an unjustified status .quo, or to
53Quoted in Dugard, n. 38, p. 165; see also Maya Krishnan, n. 36. p. 2P If.
54See Reports of the special Committee on Principles of International Law
Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States; see particularly
n. 38, p. 63.
55See Richard A. Falk, "The New States and International Legal Order",
Academie de Droit Internatiollal: Recueil des COllI'S, Vol. 118 (1966-II), p. 40.
55aSee G .A. Res. 2288 (XXII), 7 December 1967 and discussion thereon;
Mohammed Bedjaui, Second Report on succession of states on matters other
than Treaties, UN Doc. A/CN.4/216, 2 May 1969; Arechaga, Working paper
on "The Duty to Compensate for the Nationalization of Foreign Prop~rty"
(28 May 1962) submitted to subcommittee of the International Law Commission
on State Responsibility,' Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1963-11;
A.A. Fatouros, "Participation of the 'New' States in the. International Legal
Order of the Future", in R.A. Falk and Cyril E. Black, The Future ofthe International Legal Order, Vol. I (Princeton, 1969), p. 326; Hans W. Baade, "Permanent
Sovereignty Ovex: Natural Wealth and Resources", iii Richard S. Miller and
Roland J. Stanger (ed.), Essays 011 Expropriation (Ohio, 1967), pp. 3-41;
C.F. Amersinghe, State Responsibility for Injuries to Aliens (Oxford, 1967), p. 135.
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put it more bluntly, makes itself a handmaid of power in the
preservation of spoils. "56 Defence of these rights in their view
is a defence of the political' system it consecrates. That ~eems,
at least in part, to be the reason for the hesitation or refusal of
these newly independent states to accept the jurisdiction of the
International Court for the settlements of their disputes with some
of the colonial powers, such as in the Anglo-Iraniall Oil Company
case, or the nationalization of the Suez Canal, or expropriation
of Dutch properties in Indonesia, or right of passage of the Portugese
authorities over independent Indian tetritory. As the Intermttional
Court was expected only to enforce the "established legal .rights"
they did not want to go before the Court. They insisted that unjustified
and inequitable political conditions should be eliminated through
negotiations and agreements, and law should be modified according
to changed circumstances. 57
In 1962 they asked the General Assembly to. declare that "the
obligations of international law cannot apply to alleged rights
acquired before the accession to full sovereignty of formerly colonized
countries."58 The 1962 Assembly Resolution on Permanent sovereignty over natural wealth and resources specifically stated that
nothing in its paragraph on nationalization, expropriation, and
compensation "in any way prejudices the position of any Member'
State" on any aspect of the question of the rights and obligations
of successor states and governments in respect of property acquired
during the colonial rule. 59
Payment of compensation for property and rights acquired during
coloni~ period at nominal or no price "would almost be tantamount
to repurchasing the whole country".59a This, in their view, is
economically unfeasible, morally reprehensible, politically undesirable, and legally questionable.
56S.N. Guha Roy. "Is the Law of Responsibility of States for lniuries to Aliens
a Part of Universal International Law", American Jo'urnal of International Law,
Vol. 55 (1961), p. 866; see also S.C. Jain, n. 13; Mughraby, n. 13.
57R.P. Anand, "Attitude of the Asian-African Countries towards Certain
Problems of International Law", International and Comparative Law Quarterly,
Vol. 15 (1966), p. 66.
58See especially the remarks of the Algerian delegate, U.N. Doc. A/C. 2/SR.
851,28 Nov. 1962, p. 6;'see also Lissitzyn, n. 23, p. 53.
59General Assembly Resolution 1803 (XVlm.
59aBedjaui, n. 55a, p. 68.
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During the 1966 debates on the draft convention on treaties
prepared by the Interllational Law Commission, it was suggested:
The Commission would still have to delete from the draft some
excessively traditional elements and, taking the idea of justice
as a foundation, should endeavour to formulate the final draft
articles with an eye on the future . . .. The draft articles on the
law of treaties could not acknowledge unjust, unfair, or unequal
treaties, which in many cases were the consequence of the colonial
system. Instruments imposed without the consent of the' populations concerned, instruments which were the price of accession
to independence, instruments taking advantage of the situation
of the developing countries ... could not be protected by the
law of treaties and should be eliminated from international
relations. 60
International Law ~f Protection
Apart from thus trying to remove the old colonial rights or their
lingering remnants, being weaker members of the international
society and having been victims of widespread exploitation, the
new states desire the development of international law so as to
become a law of protection, a law which may protect the weaker
states, especially economicaJly, against the overwhelming might
of the stronger ones. This is apparent by th~ir strong apprehensions
about the traditional and much abused law relating to responsibility
of states and hesitation in accepting the old concept of the right
to compensation for expropriation of alien property.61 Although
60InternationalOrganization, Vol. 20 (1966), pp. 563-4.
61See G.A.O.R. Resolution 1803 (XVII) of 14 December 1962, relating to the
"Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Wealth and Resources" and debates in
the U.N. General Assembly on 12 November to 7 December and 14 December
1962. See also Roling, n. 1, pp. 80--3; Maya Krishnan, n. 36, p. 232 if; see also
G.A. Resolution 2288 (XVID of 7 December 1967 on "Activities of foreign
Economic and other Interests" etc. Bedjaui, n. 55a, p. 37. S.K. Banerjee, "The
Concept Of Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources: An Analysis",
Indian Journal ofInternational Law, Vol. 8; (1968), pp. 515-46; Gess, "Permanent
Sovereignty Over Natural Resources", International and Comparative Law Quarterly, voL 13 (1964), pp. 442-48; J.N. Hyde, "Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural
Wealth and Resources"; American Journal of International Law, Vol. 50 (1956),
pp. 854-67; Millar and Stanger, n. 55a.
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they need foreign capital and assistance for their economic development, they are scared of the economic. might of foreign capital.
They want most of the assistance to be channelled through the
United Nations or other international agencies. It is true that private
investment cannot be dispensed with. They, therefore, desire legal
protection of the national sovereignty' against the foreign influence
that goes with foreign investment. Traditional international law
has been'concerned only with the question of how to protect foreign
capital. They want new law which would not only take into account
the interests of the lenders, but also the rights, and needs of the
borrowers.62
The desire for protective law is also depicted in their great stresS
on the otherwise dwindling concept of national sovereignty and
their particular reliance on ~he domestic jurisdiction clause (Art.
2(7» of the United Nations Charter. 63 The triumph of nationalism
in these stakes, when nationalism as such is bankrupt, and idolization
of sovereignty, are not merely reactions to their former dependence,
but means of clearing ,away the last traces of bondage, preventing
any further bondage, and inculcating a spirit of national consciousness in the young' states themselves. 64 Moreover, new states put
much faith and reliance iri the United Nations where they ·can take
concerted action to curb the might of the big Powers. It also acts
as bulwark of their sovereignty and independent existence.
.
International Law of Welfare
Finally, not satisfied merely with a negative law of peace, new
majority of states demands an international law of welfare whicll
may promote their economies and help them in raising their standards .
of living. 65 The classical traditional international law has been
essentially a law of co-existence, a law of diplomatic intercourse
unconcerned about the divergencies of the political and social
62Bedjaui, n. 55a, p. 68.
63See Resolution 2131 (XX) of 21 December 1965 passed by the General Assembly as a "Declaration on the' Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic
Affairs and the Protection of their Independence and Sovereignty," Sc:e also
George M. Abi~Saab, "The New Independent States and the Scope of Domestic
Jurisdiction," Proceedings of the American Society of International Law (1960),
p.84.
64See Roling, n. 1, p. 78.
65Ibid., pp. 83-6.
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systems. It is based on respect for national sovereignty, observance
of promises, and the right to use force in pursui"t of national objectives except when it is prohibited or restricted, e.g. by the Charter
of the United Nations. The new states, however, want and have
helped in the development of a law of cooperation, social justice
and welfare, )Vhereby states might actively collaborate at different
levels for common welfare of all mankind. 66 This law is not limited
to ordering the coexistence of different states but relates also to
. economic, social, cultural, scientific and technological collaboration
of states. The range of these laws is continually' expanding.
This has become essential not only becaijse of the increasingly
.dangerous thermo-nuclear age, but because of absolute interdepen. dence of all the states in the present shrunken world society. They
want the recognition of this process of transition from the internationai society to an international community.67
International Law not wholly Rejected
It is important to remember, however, that all these protests
against certain aspects of international law, demands for the modification of some old colonial rights or economically pressing treaties,
and desires for the development of international law so as to make
it a law of protection and welfare, do not mean or indicate any
.wholesale rejection of the present system of international law.
Far from it.. Despite all their anti-colonialist oratory, which is
sometimes emotional, impassioned and aggressive on account of
their past history, the new states do not in practice dispense with
the international legal principles. Nor can they do so by force of
circumstances. They have not been established ex nihilo, nor have
they come from the outer space. They cannot disengage themselves
from pre-existing rules and situations, or at 'least they cannot do
so immediately and for ever. None of these states has in fact ever
denied the binding force of international law and they accept a
large part of it without any question. They are in favour of all those
66W. Friedmann, "National Sovereignty, International-Cooperation, and the
Reality of International Law", U.C.L.A. Law Review. Vol. 10 (Los Angeles,
.
1963), p. 739.
67M. Mushkat, "Some African Concepts relating to International Law",
Osterreichische Zeitschrift Fur Offentliches Recht. Vol.. XVIII (Jan. 1968),
pp.295-6.
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rules and principles which do not put them in a positiQn of subordination and which give them equality in law. They whole-heartedly
accept principles concerning sovereignty, recognition, territorial
integrity, non-aggression, non-intervention, sovereign-equality,
reciprocity, peaceful settlement of disputes, and diplomatic and
consular relations. 68 There is also no need for them to reject principles on state succession and several other branches of international
law which are vague and flexible enough to give them wide latitude.
It is generally accepted that a new state starts its life with a clean
slate in the matter of treaty obligations "unencumbered by treaty .
provisions, and with unfettered freedom to enter into whatever
international agreements it considers appropriate."69 That there
. have sometimes been. lapses in the application of these rules in
practice cannot be denied. aut these lapses are certainly not confined to the newly-emergent states.
Certain differences with the Western Powers in regard to the
codification and. progressive developme,nt. of international law
should not be understood as rejection of the present system. They
only indicate conflicts of interests between the developed and the
underdeveloped stateS and attempts on the part of the latter to
exert their influence in reformulation of international law in their
favour. This clash of interests and' feelings of the underdeveloped
states became most apparent in the two conferences on th,e law
of the sea in 1958 and 1960,70 Realizing the fact that international
law had always developed according to the dominating interests
of states, the new majority wanted to tilt it in their favour. There .
is a lot of truth in Professor Friedmann's statement that, "in the
present, as it has done in the past, and will do in the future, a status·
of economic underdevelopment will produce, certain attitudes and
approaches toward international law, which will change or even
be reversed as the underlying conditions change." Thus, the socalled Latin American approach to international law, he points
out, is nothing but "a rationalisation of certain attitudes produced
by the politically and economically underprivileged position of
the Latin American states vis-a-vis the major Powers of North
D/see B. Bourtos-Ghali, "The Addis Ababa Charter', International Conciliation, No. 546 (January 1964), p. 27 if.
~ D.P. O'Connell, The Law of State Succession (Cambridge, 1956), p. 32.
7~n.l0anq 11.
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America and Western Europe.'~71 The Calvo and Drago doctrines
were typical expressions of the revolt of these economically underdeveloped states against the lise of international law on behalf of
the dominant and economically developed nations.
All through history, attitudes of states toward different rules
of international law had been affected by their national interests.
Even Grotius, who is called the father of modern international
law, did not argue for the freedom 6f the seas simply as an intellectual concept, but to defend the interests of the Dutch East Indies
Company. Seldon's role in refuting Grotius had been to defend
England's interests. The Grand Design of Henry IV, or Saint Pierre's
project for perpetual peace, were not disinterested plans for peace
and general well being but were meant to serve the in.terests of
their countries. 72 Similarly, the underdeveloped states now are
claiming wider territorial waters 73 with a view to exlude the fishing
rights of other nations, or to offset the advantages enjoyed by other
states with substantial continental shelves, or perhaps for their
security.74 So aJso, the newly independent Asian-African countries
support Latin American states in challenging the so-called "minimum
standards" of international law and in supporting the postulates
that force should not be used for the recovery of international
debts, that foreign investors shou.Id be limited to domestic remedies.
and that the standard of "equality of treatment" (with nationals)
is sufficient in the cases of expropriation of foreign property interests. 75
All this, however~ we may re-emphasize, does not mean any
wholesale rejection of international law. 76 Indeed, the newly-independent states have depicted a much healthier and constructive
attitude toward the system which kept them suppressed and disentitled to the benefits of independent statehood than might ordlnarily
have been expected. Thus, J.J.G. Syatauw, after an exhaustive
1l.Priedmann, n. 24, p. 318.
72Roling, n. 1, p. 14.
73Some Latin American States are claiming territorial waters as far as 200 miles.
. 74Robert L. Friedheim, "The 'satisfied' and 'dissatisfied' States negotiateInternational Law", World Politics, Vol. 18 (196.5), pp. 29-31; Mushkat, n. 67, p. 303.
75See Friedmann, n. 24, pp. 318-9; Friedmann, "Half a Century of international Law", Virginia Law Review, Vol. 50 (1964), pp. 1334-35; Bedjaui, n. 55a,
pp. 33,44 ff;Lissitzyn, n. 23, p. 43; Mushkat, n. 67, p. 312.
7JSee Mushkat; n. 67, p. 297;· but cf Robert L. Friedheim, n. 74, pp. 20-1.
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study of the subject, reaches t.he conclusion that, although "there
are indeed good reasons for Asian states to resent traditional
international law", as "it has often been an obstacle rather than a
help for their national aspirations" they have not arbitrarily rejected
it.?7,Their attitude towards international law has in general been
respectful rather than disdainful. There approach in this regard
has been practical and pragmatic and less doctrainnaire, without
in any way questioning the existence and validity of international
laW as actual rule of conduct. 78 They have used principles of international law for or against their international claims, with an
underlying assumption that these principles are binding, and have
submitted their disputes to international arbitration or adjudication bound to apply international legal rules. 79
Far Jrom rejecting the tenbts of international law, the new states
claim to be scruplous adherents of those principles and are quite
conservative and traditionalist in their attitude. Most of the recent
suggestions for radical, structural legal changes have come from
Western scholars rather than from the so-called "revolutionary"
states which appear to be conservative. 8o Thus it is interesting
to note that on becoming independent, the Asian-African countries
generally accept the old treaties concluded on their behalf by the
former colonial Powers until they are modified, renegotiated or
replaced with the consent of the parties. After achieving its independence in 1947, India, for instance, considered itself bound by all
the treaties concluded by the British Indian Government, except
those which become inapplicable because of the partitio~ of the
sub-continent. A list of 627 such treaties and agreements was' made
77J.J.G. Syatauw, Some Newly Established Asian States and the Development
of International Law (The Hague, 1961), pp. 230-1; see also Friedmann, n. 24,
p. 324; Lissitzyn, n. 23, pp. 37-8.
'13See Stephen M. Schewbel, "The United Nations and the Challenge of a
Changing International Law", Proceedings of the American Society of International
Lqw (1963), p. 85; see also John N. Hazard, "A Pragmatic View of International
Law"~ ibid., p. 79.
'J9See R.P. Anand, "Attitude of the 'New' Asian-African Countries towards the
International Court of Justice", Studies in International Adjudication (Delhi,
1969), pp. 53-72; Ibrahim F.I. Shihata, "The Attitude of the New States toward
the ICJ", International Organization, Vol. 19 (1965), pp. 203-22.
8lJSee A.A. Fatouros, "Participation of the 'New' States in International Legal
Order of the Future", in R.A. Falk and Cyril E. Black, The Future ofthe International Legal Order, Vol. I (Princeton, 1969), pp. 341'-2, 347.
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binding on the successor independent India, some of which had
been concluded by the East India Company as early as 1815.81
Similar "devolution clauses" have been included in agreements
with their former metropolis by other newly independent countries
such as, Burma, Ceylon,Cyprus, Ghana, Indonesia, Iran, Jordan,
Malaya and Morocco. 82 They accepted the old treaties and assumed
all the rights and obligations stipulated under them by their former
masters.

blown members of the international society upon achieving 'independence' has impeded, not advanced, the emergence of a. mature
code of conduct".84
After attending a General Assembly session of the United Nations,
a Dutch member of Parliament came home infuriated and frustrated,
He said:

Western Reaction
Some .Western scholars and statesmen, however, get shocked,
annoyed and impatient at the. demands of the new "heretics" for
modification of certain rights and rules which came into existence
during the colonial period. 83 Some of them deplore the emergence
of these countries as sovereign states and their almost automatic
inclusion into the i.nternational society which, according to them,
has led to erosion of international law. Thus Professor Freeman,
referring to the "devastating inroads which the myth of universality
has chiselled into the very foundations of traditional international
law," feels that "a complete evaluation must impeach the practice
of admitting into the society of nations primeval entities which
have no real claim to international status or the capacity to' meet
international .obligations', and ~hose primary congeries of contri.butions consists in replacing norms serving the common interests
of mankind by others releasing them from inhibitions upon irresponsible conduct." They have' been aided and abetted in this
pursuit by the so-called socialist camp. Another consequence of
this situation "has been to impair respect for that rule of law whose
primacy is essential to a minimum world order of human decency."
Feeling sorry for the abandonment of prior standard, h~ thinks,
that "an undignified compulsion to admit these entities as' full81See M.K. Nawaz, "International Law in the Contemporary Practice of India:
Some Perspectives", Proceedings of the American Society of International Law
. (1963), p. 279 ff.
82Ibid., see also S. Prakash Sinha, New Nations and the Law of Nations (Leyden,
1967), pp. 71-7. Robert O. Tilman and R.T. Cole, The Nigerian Political Scene
(Durham, N.C., 1962), pp. 63-88; statement by the Prime Minister of Tranganyika
in International and Comparative Law Quarterly, Vol. 11 (1962), pp. 211-4;
Mushkat, n. 67, p. 313 ff.
83See Friedheim, n. 74, p. 21.
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One is completely mistaken, if one looks upon the United Nations as an organization that represents 'civilized peoples'. It is
an organization in which barbarians and semi-barbarians have
the upper hand. The main characteristic of the evolution of the
United Nations is not .the civilization of barbarians. On the
contrary, it is the barbarization of the entire United Nations. 8s
The new states are said to be so rash "so full of unreasonable
resentment, so-ill-mannered, so little' civilized" that they cannot be
.
taken seriously by the old states. 86
One can only say that whether one likes it or not the wheel of
history cannot be turned back. As the old saying goes: "All things
move, nothing abides". No political institutions, or international
arrangements-no sacred Troy or Capitol of Rome-are exempt
from this eternal law. 87 International society could not be maintained as a closed club in this age. Whether we like it or not, all
states,' old and new, are members of the same society and because
they share a common destiny they constitute a universal community.
Furthermore, two-thirds people of the world can no longer
be suppressed. And that part of the law which helped in the suppres.
sion and exploitation of these people must be discarded. In order
that peace be enduring "in this epoch of threatened catastrophe"88
we must have peaceful and orderly process of change. Armed force
in international relations cannot be tolerated any more, nor can
84Alwyn V. Freeman, "Professor McDougal's 'Law and Minimum· World
Public Order'," American Journal of International Law, Vol. 58 (1964), p. 712.
85See quoted by Roling, n. 1, p. 68.
86Ibid.
"
87See John Fischer Williams, International Change and International Peace
(London, 1932), p. 2.
88M.S. McDougal and H. Lasswell, "Identification and Appraisal of Diverse
systems of Public order", Studies in World Public Order (New Haven, 1960),
p.39.
.
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defunct rules be thrust upon the new community. The rising aspirations for a better life on the part of millions of human beings, hitherto
devoid of receiving serious consideration, cannot be suppressed.
As it has been well said, "law must become more political if politics
are to become lawful". 89 The demands by new states for the modification of some parts of old colonial law cannot be termed as "irresponsible". There is no reasOn why this old law shduld not change
with the changed times. After all, as Professor Falk points out,
"There is nothing static or intrinsically 'valuable about law-its
validity always depends ultimately upon its capacity to satisfy the
particular interest of participants and the aggregate interests of
. the community."9o
It may also be said that while the new states, like all other states,
are guided by their interests, they cannot be said to be more "irresponsible" or less law-abiding than other states. Professor Friedman correctly points out: "None is free from the propensity to
violate international law if overriding interests of national policies
so require."91 There is no scarcity of examples, says Professor
Corbett, to prove that "governments reared on the strongest legal
traditions can be led by notions of national interest to turn a blind
eye upon international obligations."92 Professor E.H. Carr gives
several examples where the Western Powers disregarded solemnly
concluded treaties when they felt that their interests were adversely
affected by them. 93 In 1934, while repudiating war agr~ement with
the United States,the British Chancellor of Exchequer, Chamberlain,
justified this action on the grounds which can very well be put
by the new states in repudiating their treaties today. He said:
"When we are told that contrilcts must be kept sacred, and that
we must on no account depart from the obligations which we
89R.B. Pal, "The International Law in a Changing World", All India Reporter
(Journal Section), Vol. 48 (November 1961), p. 102.
90FaIk, n. 55, p. 16.
91Friedmann, n. 24, p. 325.
92Percy E. Corbett, Law in Diplomacy (Princeton, 1959), p. 37; for a similar
view see O.J. Lissitzyn, "Westeni. and Soviet Perspectives on International LawA Comparison", Proceedings of the American Society of International Law
(1959), pp. 21-3.
. 93E.H. Carr, The Twenty Years' Crisis 1919-1939 (Ind Ed., London, 1946),
p. 18~ff'
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have undertaken, it must not be forgotten that we have other
obligations and responsibilities, obligations not only to our own
countrymen, but to many millions of human beings throughout
the world, whose happiness or misery may depend upon how
far the fulfilment of these obligations is insisted upon on the
one side and met on the other. 94
Recently, in trying to defend the US intervention in Dominican
Republic (in April 1965) and occupation of its capital, the Legal
Adviser to the Department of State found international law and
Charter obligations in this regard too inconvenient to· justify the
US action. He, therefore, declared:
It will surprise no, one· here if I say that international law which
cannot deal with facts such as these, and in a way that has some
hope of setting a troubled nation on the path of· peace and· reconstruction, is not the kind of law I believe in ....
... We recognized that, regardless of any fundamentalist view
of international law, the situation then existing required us to
take action to remove the threat and at the same time to avoid
nuclear war. In the tradition of common law we did not pursue
some particular legal analysis, or code, but instead sought a
practical and satisfactory solution to a pressing problem. 95

The Legal Adviser's argument, Professor Friedmann rightly
pointed out, was "one of policy, not of law and it seeks to justify
what is patently, by standards of international law, an ·illegal action,
in terms of the policy objectives of the United States."96
Supporting the US action in the Cuban Missile crisis, Dean
Acheson; Former Secretary of State, flatly declared that "the survival
of states is not a matter of law", although accepted legal principles
influenced the United States in choosing a course of action consistent
with ethical restraint. "Principles", he said, "certainly legal principles,
do not decide concrete crises."97
94Ibid., p. 186.
95Mecker in an address to the American Foreign Law Association on 9 June
1965, quoted in Friedmann, n. 25, p. 868.
96Friedmann, n. 25, p. 869,
97See remarks
Dean Acheson on Cuban Crisis, proceedings of the American
Society afInternational Law (1963), pp. 14-5.
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It is no use, therefore, blaming the new states only for some
breaches of international law. Conquct of Western states has not
been exemplary in this respect. In fact, since the Second World
War we have been living "in an interventionary era of world
politics" of which the new states have been the principal victims.98
In these circumstances, Professor Falk's warning is very apt and
timely:

Can we be so proud of such Western and 'civilized' states as
Hitler's Germany, Mussolini's Italy, Franco's Spain. or Duvalier's
Haiti to permit ourselves to make in good"faith the invidious.
repudiation of the new states or the socialist states? Is Indonesia's
aggressiveness or India's coercive settlement of the Goa dispute
out of line with the behaviour of aggressor states in the West?
Ooes not the continued reliance upon force by' the Great Powers
which find their vital interests challenged suggest that the AfroAsians are not alone in their unwillingness to have vital interests
foreclosed by the rules of international law developed to prohibit
recourse to force?99
Are New States Automatically Bound by Old Law?
Some writers argue that the new countries, once they are recognized as states and members of the international society, they are
automatically bound by international law norms which they cannot
question. Writing about the problem .of state succession, Professor
D.P. O'Connel, for instance, suggests:
a new state is born into a world of law. Indeed it is a state, inasmuch as the term' is meaningful to a lawyer, only i?ecause of
a .law that lays down the conditions for and the attributes of
statehood .... In asserting the faculties of statehood, the new
state is accepting the structure and the system of Western international law, and it may not, withoLlt offending alljuristic doctrine,
pick and choose the acceptable institutions, if only because its
next-door neighbour, also a new state, will also claim a like
privilege.
98Falk, n. 55, p. 8.
99R.A. Falk, "International Legal Order: Alwyn V. Freeman Vs. Myers S.
McDougal", American Journal ofInternational Law, Vol. 59 (1965), p. 69.
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The new states may have their ca~e, says O'Connel, or they may
eat it; but they cannot do both'!OO Despite the seemingly unimpeachable logic of Professor O'Connel, it must be said that it has
very little relevance in practical life. The rational choice of acceptance or otherwise of a particular norm of international law by
a state depends upon the balancing of values and interests as per~
ceived by it rather than upon any principle of 10gic,!~1 It is no
use arguing that a state once it is recognized as a state is bound
by each and every rule of international law. Law is not a collection
of unimpeachable, immutable rules but is a process of authoritative
decision~making in which rules are being continuously created and
recreated according to particular circumstances. The decision
makers in the international field are not conc~rned with rules in
vacuum but with rules in adtion-with the making or influencing
specific decision with a specific purpose having a designed effect.
As Professor McDougal puts it: "In the process of decision-making
in the world arena, the technical rules that constitute the lax lata
are continually being defined and redefined in the application of
policy to ever-changing facts in ever-changing contexts". The reason
why this must be so, says Professor McDougal, can be easily understQ,od by looking at the imprecision of sllch important concepts
in international law as state, intervention, jurisdiction, equality
recognition, denial of justice, aggression, neutrality, .self-defence,
expropriation, domestic jurisdiction, etc'! 02
Apart from this, if "international law is primarily a strategy
among strategies available to international leaders to facilitate cooperation and competition" among states,103 as it certainly is, the
new sta.tes can hardly be blamed for using it in pursuance of their
own interests and discarding certaili rules which are inimical to their
interests.
In any case, the continued effectiveness of international law depends.
upon the pragmatic self-interest of th,e participants, including the
lOOD.P. O'Connel, "Independence and Problems of State Succession in
William V. O'Brien, The New Nations in International Law and Diplomacy (New
York, 1965), pp. 12-3.
10lFalk, n. 55, p. 27.
102Myers S. 'McDougal, "International Law, Power and Policy: A Contemporary Conception", Hague Academic de Droit International: Recueil des Cours,
Vol. 82 (1953), p. 156.
103Falk, n. 55, p. 16.
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new states, .as conceived by them rather than upon juristic logic.
As Professors McDougal and Lasswell point out : "Thee ffective
authority of any legal system depends in the long run upon the common underlying interests of the participants in the system and
their common recognition of such common interests",lo4
Political Realities and Legal Doctrine
"When 'political realities', are urged in opposition to legal
doctrine", warns Professor O'Connel, "theymust be viewed by the
lawyer with very much of a fishy eye, though of course they cannot
be totally ignored."lOS We must say, ho.wever, that alaw which does
not change with the changing life bec6mes dead driftwood. As we
have already said, the world has changed more in our times than ever
before. Law in order to remain effective must change with the changing society. International law which was developed in a different
age, under different circumstances, to fulfil different needs cannot
but be affected by these:changes. It must adapt itself to the new age,
new circumstances, new l1eeds. But we submit that international
law is not a collection of static, never changing rules; it is a process.
It is not something in existence in perpetuity; it is a perpetual becoming.
Need to Strengthen International Law
There is little doubt that it is in the interest of the new states,
as it has always been in the interest of the weaker members of a
society, to strengthen the international legal order and promote the
use of law and legal means in international relations. But this is not
possible at the sacrifice of their most fundamental interests, especially
when they feel that the tide of history is in their favour. The existence
of formal and informal limitations on the use of force in the pursuit
of national interests helps the weaker and underdeveloped states.
Before the Second World War use or threat of armed forcd was a
common and accepted method of coercing states into paying their
debts, treating aliens according to the so-called "international standards" oi, more often, granting them undue privileges, or' even
subjecting them to political or ecomomic dependence by the
l04McDougai and Lasswell, n. 88, pp. 11-2.
l050'Connel, n. 100, p. 13.

Great Powers,106 The unusual cold-war conditions of international
relations in the post-war period has helped them in this respect.
. They are in a position to act much more freely than the weaker
states of pre-war era and are able to remove some of the inequities
of the past colonial age. But apart from the limitations of the third
world's freedom of action even in the cold-war conditions, and the
possibility of other methods of pressure and persuasion, even leaving
aside armed force, it is true that the position of new and weaker
states cannot be maintained for long. Indeed, it is in the interest of
the "uncommitted" states, which conceive it to be in their own interest
to ~void political entanglement with one or another power bloc,
to concede adherence to the law bloc. But the only way they can
and will do it is if the law recognizes and respects their vital interests.
This can be possible, as we have said earlier, only by concessions on
both sides, not by threats or unnecessary criticism. It has become
essential tore-appraise and adjust certain aspects of the traditional
international law in the light of new conditions and new demands
of the present international society. Professor Carr rightly pointed
out:
Respect for international law and for the sanctity of treaties
will not be increased by the sermons of those· who, having most
to gain from the maintenance of the existing order, insist most
firmly on the morally binding character of the law,lo7
It is the task of diplomacy, now as ever, to arrive at international
agreements whose observance rests on the continuing self-interest
of the parties and not merely on coercion.

Modes of Changing International Law
In the absence ofan international legislature or other efficient means
of peaceful change in international law, the new states are exerting all
their pressure to change the law through the United Nations. They
are supporters of a strong United Nations not only because
through it they can influence, at least to some extent, the conduct
of the Great Powers who are not entirely immune to public opinion,
l06See Supra Chapter II; see also A;A. Fatoures, "International Law and the
Third World", Virginia Law Review, Vol. 50 (1964), p. 790.
107Carr, n. 93, pp. 191-2; see also Jenks, n. 20, p. 85;'
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but also because it helps them in the promotion of their interests.
They can make their voices heard there and have some scope for concerted action. Individually they are weak and ineffective; collectively
they acquire a power and influence which cannot be ignored. They
are helped by the rivah.-y between the big Powers since it has incapacitated the Security Council and given the General Assembly a pivotal
position in international affairs where they enjoy complete formal
equality with the Great Powers and, of course, numerical superiority.
It is not surprising that the new states are inclined to give greater
significance to the actions of the General Assembly. than do the
developed states and appear to accord it even a limited legislative
role.1 08 In fact, the latter are gettirig anxious and impatient at the
growing importance and effectiveness of the General Assembly and
with it that of the smaller states. Thus it is pointed out that "under
equal voting it is possible for countries with 2 per cent of the total
population of the United Nations membership to form a blockading
third, and countries having II per cent of population can form a
winning two-thirds." Though it may not always happen in practice,
there is nothing to stop countries with 1.5 per cent of assessment
of the regular budget to block action and those with about 5 per
cent to form a winning coalition.l 09 Nor is this"it is alleged, a mere
possibility. Many time, these small and turbulent states use their
automatic majorities to pass resolutions, particularly on colonialism, "which could be described as reckless and careless of peace
and security".lIO Even a glance at the "parliamentary diplomacy"
being transacted at the General Assembly!!! shows, it is pointed
out, that there is a constant pressure from the newly independent
and underdeveloped countries on the colonial Western industrialized
states through massive majorities of the former for. redistribution
in their favour. These redistribution attempts, it is' said, take many
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forms: statements of principles that seek to reduce the legal rights
of the "haves" and enhance those of the "have-nots"; decisions asserting the Assembly's competence to supervise the decolonization
process; requests for voluntary contributions to the UN's widely
varied activities in furtherance of economic development; and the
fixing of assessment scales based on capacity topay.ll2 A favQurite
comment in Western circles about the changing United Nations
and its new membership is,. therefore, "irresponsible".l13 It is
generally complained ."that the growing number of small,. recently
constituted non-Western states tend to gang up and pass judgment
on their elders on issues regarding the tutelage of European countries
over dependent territories without having responsibility comparable
to that of administrators."lI4
.
In these circumstances, Professor lnis Claude says:
Majority decisions in the equilitarian General Assembly are
likely to be lindemocratid·in the sense that they do not represent a
majority of the' world's pOpm~ti6n, unrealistic in the sense that
they do not reflect the' grieat6'r portion of the world's real power,
morally unimpressive in the sense that they cannot be identified
as expressions of the dominant will of a genuine community,
and for all these reasons ineffectual and perhaps even dangerous.lIS

a

But despite this increasing criticism of the new states and their
role in the General AssemblY,116 they. are using the popular forum
for repudiating some of the old norms and creating new law. Thus
recent resolutions and declarations of the General Assembly on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples 1514(XV),
elimination of all forms of racial discrimination [1904 (XVIII) ],
112Catherine Senf Manno, "Majority Decisions and Minority Responses in the
UN General Assembly", Journal of Cont/ict Resolution. Vol. 10 (March 1966),
p.9.
I13Strengthening the United Nations, 10th Report of the Commission to Study'
the Organization of Peace (New York, 1957), p. 225.
114Lincoin P. Bloomfield, The United Nations and U.S. Foreign Policy (Boston,

11J8Falk, n. 55, p. 91.
11J9Catherine Senf Manno, "Selective Weighted Voting in the UN General
Assembly: Rationale and Methods", International Organizations. Vol. 20 (Winter
1966), p. 55; see also Representation and Voting in the United Nations General
Assembly, Stalf Study No. '4 of the Subcommittee on UN Charter. U.S. Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations (Washington, 1954), p. 4.
IJOEarl of Home, "The United Nations" in Raymond A. Moore (Ed,),
The United Nations Reconsidered (New York, 196 3), p. 128.
IlIIt means bloc organization, bloc voting, bloc-sponsored proposals, and
bloc-sponsored candidates for the elective offices. See Friedheim, n. 74, p. 21.

1960), p. 12.

IISInis Claude, Swords into Plowshares (New York, 1959), p. 133.
116For an evaluation of such criticism and role of the smaller states see R.P.
Anand, "Sovereign Equality of States in the United Nations", Indian Journal
of International Law. Vol. 7 (April, 1967), p. 185 If.
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(c) The duty not to intervene in matters within the dome~tic
jurisdiction of any state, in accordance with the Charter;
(d) The principle of sovereign equality of states;
(e) The duty of states to cooperate with one another in accordance with the Charter;
(f) The principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples;
(g) The principle that states shall fulfil in good faith the
obligations assumed by them in accordance with the Charter.

permanent sovereignty over natural wealth and resources [1803
(XVI]) ], prohibition of the use of nuclear and thermo-nuclear
weapons [1653 (XVI) ], and legal principles governing the activities of states in the exploration and use of outer space [I 962 (XVIII)],
are only a few of the examples of recent attempts to change or
make the law through the General Assembly. In fact, not satisfied
with the necessarily slow and pieceameal approach of even the
General Assembly in the development of international law, and
getting impatient at the cumbersome. procedure and simple obstructionism in the UN Sixth (Legal) Committee and the General.Assembly, the new states demanded and got established a United Nations
Special Committee on Principles of International Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Cooperation among states to re-examine
the traditional law and rewrite it, if necessary, to suit the needs of the
contemporary world community. The International Law Commi"
ssion, in the eyes of the new countries, .has not made an entirely
satisfactory progress in this regard and has been mostly preoccupied
with traditional subjects and comparatively unimportant details.ll7
The Special Committee, which has held at least eight sessions so
far, was established pursuant to General Assembly Resolution
1966 (XVIII) of 16 December 1963, to study the following principles :118
.

The active participation of the newly-independent states in the
special committee, in the General Assembly, and other organs of
the United Nations, merely shows that they waht their interests to
be considered and protected by international law. They want old
rules to be adapted or new rules to· be created to meet the needs of
the present-day world commJlnity and they want to play their own
part in this process.
It· must be said, however, that small and ·new states are not as
"irresponsible" as we are sometimes led to believe. They do not "out
of a sense of diplomatic reality actually 'gang up' on the Great Powers
and make embarrassing vital decisions by their majority votes")19
They are not unaware of the fact that a decision or resolution which
is opposed by the Great Powers cannot, for obvious reasons, carry
much force. The record of the United Nations during the last several
years makes it clear that they have always been mindful of the importance of the Great Powers and have never abused their pow.er of
numbers to unnecessarily harass the Western countries. A recent
detailed study of the UN resolutions shows that, along with the doubling of membership of the United Nations since 1954, there has been
an increasing trend toward overwhelming majority decisions or unanimity in the General Assembly. Between 1954 and 1962 the precentage
of unanimous resolutions more than doubled, while the percentage of
contested resolutions (those with one or more votes) was halved.
For the contested resolutions adopted, the .average ratio of majority
to minority was 7 to I in 1954, 8 to I in 1959 and 9 to 1 in 1962)20 It
is significant to note the overwhelming size of the majorities througout

(a) The principle that states shall refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other
manner incollsistent with the purposes of the United Nations;
(b) The principle that states shall settle their international
disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that international
peace and security and justice are not endangered;
117See Edward McWhinney, "The 'New' Countries and the 'New' International
Law: The United Nations Special Conference on Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States", American Journal of International Law, Vol. 60 (1966),
pp; 3 if, 30-31; John N. Hazard, "New Personalities to create New Law", American
. Journtil ofInternational Law, Vol. 58 (1964), p.952.
!l8The Committee as orginally established was composed of twenty-seven
member-States. In 1966, at its twentieth session, four more member-States were
added to the Committee. See Report of the Special Committee on Principles of
International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States,
General Assembly, Official Records, 23rd session (New York, 1968).

119P.C. Jessup, "The First Session of the Council on UNRAA", American
Journal of International Law, Vol. 38 (1944), p. 104.
120See Manno, n. 112, pp. 3, 4-5.
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this period and for all subjects. Unanimity, there is no doubt, was
obtained in most cases "at the price of innocuousness or of watering
dawn the level of commitments sought in resolutions."121 But the
majority of small states have been gladly prepared to accommodate
the minorities rather than force their will upon the latter. Thus in the
celebrated General Assembly resolution concerning, permanent
sovereignty over natural wealth and resources [1803 (XVII)] the
references to "sovereign" and "inalienable" right of all states "freely
to dispose of their natural wealth and resources" was balanced by
declarations that "foreign investment agreements freely entered into
by, or between sovereign states shall be observed in good faith."
So also, referring to the requirement of compensation for expropriation of alien property, while the traditional formula of "prompt,
adequate and effective" compensation was rejected, the foreign investor was declared entitled to "appropriate compensation", a formula
which is open to differing interpretations. In any case, extreme positions were avoided on the issues to obtain the. largest possible
majority,122
Quasi-legislative Role of the General Assembly

Although except in constitutional or internal matters relating to
the Organization, resolutions of the General Assembly are merely
recommendatory and formally not binding, supported by an overwhelming majority or by unanimous votes, they do provide positive
evidence of the belief of states concerning the existence or otherwise
of certain rules of law; These expressions of political and juridical
conscience of nations, or at least of their majority, have a force which
is much more than recommendatory.l23 In fact, the characterization of
121Ibid., p. 7.

122Lissitzyn, n. 23, p. 40; Muhaminad A. Mughraby, Permanent Sovereignty
over Oil Resources (Beirut, 1966), p. 15; Mushkat, n. 67; pp. 312-3; Karol N.
Gess, "Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources", International" and
Comparative Law Quarterly, Vol. 13 (1964), pp. 398-449.
123See F.B. Sloan, "The Binding Force of a Recommendation of the General
Assembly of the United Nations", British Year Book of International Law, Vol.
25 (1948), pp. 1-33; P.H.N. Johnson, "The Effect of Resolutions of the General
Assembly of the United Nations", ibid., Vol. 32 (1955-56), pp. 97-122; F.A. Vallat,
"The Competence of the UN General Assembly", Recueil des Cours, Vol. 97
(1959-11), pp. 207-92; G.S. Lande, "The Changing Effectivenes~ of the General
Assembly Resolutions", Proceedings of the American Society of International
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a norm asformally binding is not very significantly connected with its
functional operation and acceptance as:law.l 24 The International Court
of Justice confirmecl in the Certain Expenses case that the resolutions
of the General Assembly, even in matters relating to international
peace and security, are not merely "hortatory".l2S In a classic statement in his separate opinion in the Voting Procedure case, Judge Sir
Hersch Lauterpacht said:
Whatever may be the content of the recommendation and whatever
may be the nature and circumstances of the majority by which it
has been reached, it is nevertheless a legal act of the principal
organ of the United Nations which Members of the United Nations
are under a duty to treat with a degree of respect appropriate to a
resolution of the General Assembly.
Though not obliged to act upon a recommendation, Sir Herch
said:
An Administering state which qonsistently sets itself above the .
solemnly and repeatedly expressed judgment of the Organization,
in practice in proportion as that judgment approximates to unanimity, may find that it has overstepped the imperceptible line between impropriety and illegality, between discretion and arbitrariness, between the exercise oflegal right to disregard the recommendation and the abuse of that right, and that it has exposed itself to
consequences legitimately following as a legal sanction.l 26
In the South- West Africa cases, ,at least three judges, Tanaka,
Nervo and Mabanefo, accepted the proposition that the imposition
Law (1964), pp. 162-70; Rosalyn Higgins, The Development of International
Law by the Political Organs of the United Nations (London, 1963); also Higgins·
"The Development of International' Law through the Political Organs of the
United Nations", Proceedings of the American Society of International Law
(1965), p. 121; Obed Y. Asamoah, The Legal Significance of the Declarations of
the General Assembly of the United Nations (The Hague, 1966); Lissitzyn, n;
23, p. 67.
'.
124S_ee Richard A. Falk, "On the Quasi-Legislative Competence of the Genera.
Assembly", American Journal ofInternational Law, Vol. 60 (1966), p. 783.
125I.C.J. Reports, 1962, p. 163.
126I.C.J. Reports, 1955, p. 120.
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of apartheid on South-West Africa, in violation of the General
Assembly resolutions, was a violation of international law)27 During
the discussion on Declaration of Legal Principles Concerning the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space (Res. 1962 (XVIII)) in the First
Committee, the Soviet Union "undertook to respect the principles
enunciated in the draft declaration ifit were unanimously adopted."128
The United Kingdom delegate declared:
.
Although ... resolutions of the General Assembly were notsave in the exceptional cases provided for in the Charter-binding
upon Members states-a resolution, if adopted unanimously,
. .
would be most authoritative)29
The Indian delegate went a step further. He said : "A declaration
had moral force and, when adopted unanimously, we generally
accepted as part ofinternational law."130
The United States delegate was even mote assertive of its legal
significance. According to him:
. When a General Assembly resolution proclaimed principles of
international law-as resolutiorr 1721 (XVI) had done-and was
adopted unanimously, it represented the law as generally accepted
in the international community)31
The Canadian delegate concurred : "The legal principles contained
in it (draft resolution) reflected international law as it was currently
accepted by Member states."132
It is clear that the quasi-legislative role of the General Assembly
is being increasingly recognized in the international field.133 The
resolutions and decisions of the General Assembly are certainly
"legislative facts" which the authorised decision makers may, and in
fact, do take into consideration as expressive of the will of the inter-

•
127I.C.J. Reports, 1966, p. 248 if; 44 if., and 482 if.
128A/C.1/SR.1342 (2 December 1963), p. 61.
129A/C. i05/C.2/SR. 17 (17 April 1963), p. 9; and ibid., SR. 24 (29 April 1963),
p.13.
13oAjAC. 105/C. 2/SR.17 (17 April 1963), p. 10.
l3lA/AC. 105/Cj2/SR.20'(22 April 1963), pp. 10-11.
132A/C.J/SR.1346 (5 December 1963),p. 189.
133See Asamoah, n. 123, p.2.
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national community.134 Expressing, as a resolution does, the opinio
juris communis of states, the vital element of a custom, a unanimously
adopted resolution creates, according to some jurists, "instant"
international customary law. 13s Thus, Professor Bin Cheng feels that
the resolutions of the General Assembly "serve as midwives for the
delivery of nascent rules of international customary law which form
within the United Nations." Although the resolutions do not iIi
themselves cre.ate binding leg~l obligations, says Professor Cheng,
Member states voting in favour of these resolutions of either a
law-finding or a fact-finding character may, on the basis of the
principle of good faith, be prevented from denying the veracity
of what is stated in the resolutions. 136
Rosalyn Higgins points out that a resolution declaring general
principles of law, such as the one on the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space [Res. 1962 (XVIII)], may not be "binding" on states,
"but estoppels may arise in relation to votes in favour of it, the doctri·
ne of acquiescence will operate in relation to it, and it has an undoubted place in the law-creating process."137
the resolutions of the General Assembly are expressed in various
forms. Sometimes they are interpretations of the Charter and other
instruments; sometimes they are deliberately declaratory of existing
law; on occasions they are confirmatory of existing law, where
perhaps areas of doubts have existed; sometimes they formulate
new principles which will eventually lead to international treaties
or new custom. A declaratory resolution of the General Assembly, '
134Falk, n. 55, p. 43.
13SBin Cheng, "United Nations Resolutions on Outer Space: 'Instant' International Customary Law", Indian Journal of International Law, Vol. 5 (1965),
p. 35 if; Asamoah, n. 123, p. 7. But cf. George M. Abi-Saab, ','The Development
of International Law by the United Nations", Revue Egyptienne de Droit International, Vol. 24 (Cairo, 1968), pp. 98-101.
136Ibid., pp. 38-9; see also Samuel A. Bleicher, "The Legal Significance
of Re-Citation of General Assembly Resolutions''; American Journal of International Law, Vol. 63 (1969), p. 451, where he considers even states that abstain
in a vote 'on a resolution declaring a rule of customary international law as bound
by the resolution.
137Rosalyn Higgins, Proceedings of the ,American Society of International Law
(1965), n. 123, p. 122.
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Professor Friedmann points out, "may, to some extent, bridge the
gap between a legal vacuum and the full acceptance of a legal principle
through treaty or custom."138
In any case, there is little doubt that while the resolutions of the
General Assembly are not as authoritative or binding as treaties,
they do embody a consensus outlining some of the new areas of
international law. It may also be asserted that although a few states,
such as France and the Soviet Un.ion, still insist on .sovereigntyoriented consent as the basis of obligation in international law,. "there
is discernible a trend from consent to consensus as the basis of inter"
national legal obligations."139 This is all the more true of 'several
resolutions of the General Assembly which are continually repeated
and recited. As Bleicher points out:

lution acquires depends upon a number of contextual factors, such
as the expectations governing the extent of permissible behaviour,
the extent and quality of the consensus, the extent to which it gains
notoriety in legal circles, and so on, repeated confirmation ofa resolution imparts it added authority and states may ignore it only at their
own risk.
The'trend fr0111 consent to consensus as a basis of obligation in
international law is indeed welcome as it "reflects an adjustment
to the altered conditions of international society" and provides an
essential means of peaceful change to adapt the international legal
order to the changing character of social and political demands.l 42
This new procedure of law-creation and extension of the traditional
sources of international law to include consensus expressed through
the formal acts of international organizations are particularly useful
in a field in which the traditional sources are so deficient and the
law-making authority so deplorably weak. It is through this procedure
that a universal law of nations is emerging.

Continual reference to a resolution which declares that internationallaw requires a given kind of conduct will impress the importance of the resolution upon all states and put them on notice of its
potential legal. relevance. The phenomenon of recitation can
distinguish significant resolutions from the thousands of others
that the Assembly has passed '" In addition, the persistent recitation of a given resolution indicates that it embodies a
view of the community which has SOme continuity, rather an
ephemeral 'accident' of General Assembly politics.1 4o
Thus, it is interesting to note that Resolution 1514(XV) [co!,1taining
a declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries]
was cited by 95 subsequent resolutions in the first six sessions following its passage, and Resolution 217(III) [an Intert:lational Bill of
Rights] was cited 75 times in its first nineteen years. Seven resolutions
have been referred to on more than 16 occasions since their approval,
and seven have been cited more than twice in each session since passage. 141 Although the degree of authoritativeness that a particular reso138W. Friedmann, Preface to Asamoah, n. 123, p. v.
139Fa1k, n.124, pp. 784-5; see also Falk, "The Adequacy of ~ontemporary
TheQries of International LaW-Gaps in Legal Thinking", Virginia Lmv Review,
Vol. 50, (1964), pp. 246-7; Mushkat, n. 67, p. 310.
'
140Bleicher,n. 136, p. 453.'
141/bid., p. 444. For statistics about these recitations of several resolutions
seep. 456.
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Need for Stability and the Demands for Change
The above analysis, meagre as it is, makes it clear that international
law faces today with somewhat greater intensity the ever-present
problem of the need for stability and the demands for change. While'
,it is true that law, in order to be effective, must be stable and clear,
it cannot remain static, especially in the present dynamically changing
world. Even a static law cannot stop the historical development in a
world governed by the supreme rule of change. But this dynamic
development will be brought by the violation of the static law by
violent methods. If peace has to be preserved the change must be
brought by an evolution within the juridical order itself. This dynamic
law &hould strike a balance between static rules making for security,
and dynamic rules providing for the necessary change by peaceful
methods in conformity with the law which is to be changed.1 43
It is in the nature of things that law should lag behind life. It is not,
therefore, surprising that contemporary international law should lag
l42See Falk, n. 124, pp. 784-5; see also Oscar Schachter, "The Relation
of Law, Politics and Action in the United Nations", Recueil des COllrs, Vol. 109
(I 963-II), p. 184.
J43Josef L. Kunz "The Law of Nations, Static and Dynamic", American
JOIIl'llal of Illfel'llational Law, Vol. 27 (I 933), p. 630; see also Jenks, n. 17, p. 85.
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behind, and seriously behind, the contemprorary needs of international society. But law cannot be allowed to stagnate. In order to
remain effective, it must readjust itself· according to the needs of
the changing society. Law mirrors the past but also projects the
future. It is not a body of "rigid rules inherited from the past and
allowing no scope for development but a body of living principles in
the light of which new. problems can be resolved as international
relations develop."144 Law must be conceived "as a discipline and
process of orderly and constantive change, neither a bastion of the
past nor a consecration of the present."14S International Law is
bound to be affected by the changing composition of the decisionDlakers, their needs, perspectives and interests. As society changes
law must change. We cannot meet the "moral challenge of tomorrow
with the intellectual baggage of yesterday."146 .
If international law is regarded as a system of reconciliation and
coordination, there is need for mutual accommodation of interests.
Accommodation need not mean a destruction of former legal rules
but merely their reformulation on the basis of coordination of
interests of different groups of states so as to be of mutual advantage
to all. There is little doubt that the strengthening of international
legal order is in the interests of all the states, Eastern or Western,
new or old, powerful or weak. In this dangerous thermo-nuclear
age, there is no alternative to peace and peaceful change. War has in
the past been the major instrument for readjustment of international
rights. In the absence of this alterriative now, we need new methods
and new procedures for the revision and creation .of international
law. One suchpromising method of law creation is to recognize the
law-creating role of consensus of the international community as
expressed in international organizations.
All these demands for change and needs for readjustment of international law, however, do not mean wholesale rejection of the traditionallegal system, The practice of states has shown beyond doubt
that, like older states, new states accept the present system of international law which, regardless of its origins, provides an equal protection to its subjects not readily available outside its scope. If some

rule is found to be against their interests in a specific case, they tend,
like all parties to all disputes, to interpret it in their favour or else
to question the validity of the rule itself under international law.
Indeed, "no one is asking for a complete rejection of what we know as
international law. No one is asking that the books be burned and that
we start afresh in rejection of the lessons history has given as to the
rules which minimize friction."147 In fact, new states have been and
are more interested in participating in the making of new rules than.
in questioning the validity of the established rules, most of which it
is in their own interest to maintain.l 48
There is no use decrying the emergence of the new states or feeling
sorry fOf their growing influence. Nor is there any reason for the
pessimistic view that their attitude bodes ill for the possibility of
creating universality in international law.l 49 One also need not get
unduly disturbed over the use of international legal concepts to
mobilize action for change, especially against such evils as colonialism and racialism. As Professor Schachter rightly advises:
In this, as elsewhere, we can maintain our equilibrium by motion.
The result may well be a less tidy, more uncertain, more confusing
international law. But it will be responsive, and relevant to what
people want. For the international lawyer, this should be more
challenging and more rewarding. ISO
An international legal order built on common interests, and which
seeks to promote the well-being and fulfil the aspirations ofthe worldwide community of peoples, will naturally become the focus of wider
IQyalties. There is little doubt that a common law of mankind based
on universal values is emerging. All that we need is faith and trust
in each other and confidence in our future. .

141Hazard, n. 78, p: 79.
Shihata, n. 32, p. 217.
149See Friedheim, n. 74, p. 40.
1-.WOscar Schachter, "The Generation Gap in International Law", Proceedings
.ofthe American Society ofInternational Law (1959), p. 233.
~ee

144Jenks, n. 17, p. 121.
145C. Wilfred Jenks, "Law in a World of Change: An Agenda for a Dialogue"
in his Law in the World Community (London, 1967), p. 2.
146Ibid., p. 1.
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IV
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
INTERNATIONAL LAW

Obsession with Economic Development

WE HAVE already seen that their past colonial status and determination to end thelingering remnants of colonialism affect the attitude
ofthe new Asian-African states toward international law and relations
to a very great extent. Beyond these strong feelings on colonialism,!
but not entirely detached from them, the new states are today overly
concerned about their economic development. In fact,decolonization
is understood only as a provisional end, it must further lead to social,
political and most important economic development.! Political inde-I
pendence has brought in its train a desire for freedom from foreign
economic domination. Where this urge is not satisfied a chofl,ls of
protests rises from intellectuals in these countries who want more
radical policies. This trend of events in the newly emancipated Asian~
African countries has also .sharpened the ambitions of countries
only nominally and formally independent so far, such as those in
Latin America. Development is often seen in these new states as the,
econ<?mic continuation of the political struggle, for independence,
as an important means of creating a new national identity or of
breaking old and restrictive ties. 2
Rich and the Poor

As we have already mentioned in our introduction the world is
sharply divided today into two camps : the rich and the poor; the
satiated and the hungry; the educated and the uneducated; the
satisfied and the dissatisfied. Not only, is the gulf between the rich
lSekou Toure, ;'Africa's Future and the World", Foreign Affairs, Vol. 41
(1962-63), p. 147; A.A. Fatouros, "International Law and the Third World",
Virginia Law Review, Vot 50 (1964), p. 786.
2Partners in Development, Report of the Commission on International Development with Lester B. Pearson as the Chairman (London, 1969), p. 5.

1;7

and the poor countries wide enough, but it has been widening during
the last few decades. Thus, we are told that the amount by which the
gross national product of the United States increased in 1968 was
greater than the total gross national product of all the African countries put together including the rich country of South Africa.3 There
is a general rule that the richer you are the faster you grow. Between
1950 and 1960 the rise of per capita income was estimated at 2.5
per cent in developed countries and I per cent in the less developed.
T:hus, in 1960, the net increase in the wealth of an Indian was only
lin comparison with $ 53 of an American. 4 The economic development of the Western industrialized countries, including the former
rulers of Asia, and Africa, has been proceeding faster and more
steadily than it ever did. They have reached levels of prosperity
which the previous generatidn would have found difficult to imagine.
But this prosperity is not radiating into the vast periphery of the
world economy where very visible sign of social and political tension
is increasing. The benefits of science and technology have not really
reached the two-thirds of humanity. With a few notable exceptions,
the so-called developing countries are not developing fast enoughif at all-while the rich Western countries are developing at a much
faster rate. In fact, these "developing" countries by definition are
poor and underdeveloped and, frankly speaking, adrift.
Two out of every three people alive today have only a marginal
existence struggling against the four malignant curses of our times :
hunger, poverty, ignorance, and chronic ill health. In more than half
of the underdeveloped countries covering two-thirds of the world's
population the average per capitas.annual income is less than $' 100in India $ 73-or less than many people in the industrially advanced
world would expect to earn in a week. About half of these people
living in Asia, Africa and Latin America are without real shelter, or

$;

.1See Lester Pearson, Peace ill the Fami~v of Mall, The Reith Lectures, 1968
(London, 1969), p. 60.
4~ee Uner Kirdar, The Strticture of Ullited Nations Economic-Aid to Underdeveloped Countries (The Hague, 1968), p. 322.
. 5Annual per capita imcome in 1963 in Africa was $ 120; in Asia and Southeast
Asia excluding Japan $ 90; South America $ 350; Middle East $ 250. As against
this in Europe per capita income was $ 1221 (1963), $ 1435 (in 1967); Australia
$ 1, 807 (1967); Japan $ 928 (in 1967); U.S.A. $ 3, 303 (in 1967) and Canada
$ 2,087 (1967). See UN's Yearbook ofNational Accounts Statistics, Vol. II, International Tables (New York, 1969), Table 2A.
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live in unsafe, unhealthy, and overcrowded houses which are a hazard
to their health and an affront to their dignity. They can neither read
nor write and malnutrition and illness are just a common way of
life. If they get sick there is no doctor. Half of the children born
in these countries die before they are six. A person is indeed lucky
ifhe lives to be forty years 01d. 6 Mahatma Gandhi hardly exaggerated
the position when he described the Indian peasant's life as an "eternal
compulsory fast". 7
Awareness of Poverty
It is important to note that the advancement of science and techno-

logy presents striking contradictions for the peripheral countries.
Thus; while the social and economic disparties are driving the world
. . further apart, the world actually seems to'be getting smaller and smaller. Thanks to the fast means of travel and remarkable progress
in mass communication techniques the distances between peoples
and nations. are growing shorter and shorter. In fact, the world today
is a physical neighbourhood which is growing ever closer. Oceans
and mountains and distance are ceasing to be barriers now. Communication is instantaneous,. proximity is total. We are completely
involved in a world society which is physically one and yet socially,
economically, and politically tending to further divisions. We are
already living in a global village with a small, rich, satisfied, minority
living on one side, and the vast majority living in abject poverty
from which they can see no escape.
But that is not all. A growing number of these poor are waking
up to the realization that the misery of their existence is unnecessary
in this age of plenty. As the image, ways of life and consumer habits
of the rich countries, impressive evidence of prosperity, not to say
of opulent living, of their people are transmitted to the remotest
corners of the third world, ambitions to imitate them naturally arise
6Average life expectancy in these Countries is 38 years; the rate of literacy is
approximately 33 per cent of the population; the rate of infant mortality is 13 per
cent of the birth rate, and for each 100,000 persons, there are 16 doctors. The
corresponding figures for the developed countries are as follows: Life expectancy
67 years; the rate of literacy 96 per cent; .rate of infant mortality is 2.5 per cent
of the birth rate; and for each 100,000 persons there are 110 doctors. See
Kirdar, n. 4, pp. 3.,.4.
7See also Paul G. Hoffman, World Without Want (New York, 1962), pp. U-5.
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and they awaken new aspirations. There is no way of quelling these
aspirations to enjoy a way of life' superior to the present hand-tomouth existence endured by three-quarters of mankind. This dangerously enlarges the dimensions of an old human problem which
has been' the cause of s'b much violence and threat throughout hiS-:
tory : the growing conflict between aspirations and the means to
satisfy them. 8 It has, therefore, been rightly pointed out that although
poverty is not new-the masses in Asia, Africa and Latin America
in pre-w~r times were as poor and their lives as miserable as they
are now-there has been added a new factor:
This is the awarness of poverty, the realization that it is not the
inevitable lot of man and the determination to' do something'
about it. 9.
This new awareness has given rise to what has been .called the
"revolution of rising expectations." People know that they do not
have to be hungry and poor; they want education and freedom;
they want food and shelter, they want bicycles, refrigerators, movies,
radios and they want them now,!o They are no longer satisfied with
promises of progress. As the old colonies have been replaced by
independent nation-states they have come to acquire new influence.
This influence has been further increased by the struggle between
the Communist and the non-Communist world and the ensuing cold
war. To both sides in the world conflict the political allegiance-or
at least the neutrality-of the underdeveloped countries has become
a stake in the struggle for security and power. The i1?-fluential
groups in the new countries are using all their influence and power
to bring about economic development that would lift their countries
out of stagnation and poverty'!!
8See Towards a Global Strategy of Development, Report by the SecretaryGeneral of the UNCTAD to the Second Session' of the Conference, UN Doc.
TD/3/Rev. 1 (New York, 1968), p. 2.
9Possible Non-Military Scientific Developm.ents and their Potential Impact on
Foreign Policy Problems of the United States, Study prepared at the request of the
U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs by Standard Research Institute (Washington, D.C., 1959), pp. 42-3.
lm~

_

.

lISee generally Gunnar Myrdal, Asian Drama: An !nquiry into.the Poverty of
Nations, Vol. I (London, 1968), p. 10 ff.
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Gap between Aspirations and Fulfilment
However, despite this awareness of their extreme poverty and backwardness and hopes of progress, the aspirations of most of these
people have largely been frustrated; Their relations with rich countries· have been marred by dependence and inequality-a legacy of
the colonial period. As we have already seen, in the past they were
oppressed and discriminated against in their own lands. While the
Western colonial Powers Industrialized, they were forced to be mere
suppliers of raw materials from plantations introduced by European
. interests for European markets. Now it is it fact of eco'nomic history
that the export of primary products is usually three times less profitable than that of manufactures. Moreover, prices of primary products are prone to fluctuate far more than do the export prices of
manufactures. During the Western recession of 1956-58, for instance,
primary producers round the world including India, we are told,
probably lost as much as three billion dollars in export income.12
But apart from this, the Western industrialized Powers have reduced
their dependence on the peripheral countries even for their raw
materials during the last 25 or 30 years. They have increased their
own production of these materials and have increasingly developed
sophisticated synthetic materials as substitutes, such as artificial
rubber, new fabrics for textiles, petro-chemicals, etc. 13 The technology
of the rich nations, their trade. patterns, and their lending conditions
are such that the poor nations are cut off from the mainstream of
life in space age,!4
The only. way the poor countries can better their lot is by increasing
production and by industriaIlzation. But this requires capital. By
a rough rule of thumb, economists tell us that to secure one unit
of income you have to invest three times as much capital. Here they
are again caught in a dilemma. Capital can be formed only by saving,
by not consuming. When one lives on $ 60 a year, consuming is
something of a problem. Not consuming by these living corpses
would simply mean not living. This becomes all the more a problem
12Barbara Ward, "Economic Imperialism and its Aftermath", The Legacy
ofImperialism (Chatham College, 1960), pp. 10-11, Tpure, n.l, p. 148.
13See Barbara Ward, The Rich Nations and the Poor Nations (London, 1962),
p.30.

14B.N. Ganguli, Integration of Intemational Economic Relation~ (New Delhi,
1968), p. 116.
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when half a billion new mouths are added every year, and all hungry.
The spurt in population in the new and underdeveloped countries
is such that new mouths threaten to gobble up everything that could
be saved by increased production'!s
The number of people is growing at 11 truly explosive rate. Recent
years have been witnessing a great demographic revolution in the
developing countries, the pace and dimensions of which are without
precedent anywhere in the world. The reason for this is simple.
Mortality rates have declined sharply, while fertility rates have remained, on the whole, at very high levels. This has resulted in such
a sudden population explosion that it might have surprised even
Malthus himself.l 6 Therefore, although the less-developed countries
as a group increased their total production of goods and services
by an annual rate of 4.8 per cent, the accelerating growth of population held down the rate of growth of incomes per head to an average
of 2.0 to 2.5 pet cent per year'! 7 In fact, if the increase of petroleum
production is left out, the rate of growth is 1 per cent per annum.' 8
Thus there is a built-in contradiction between spurt of growth in
population due to new medicine and the need for capital which may
enable a society to grow. Meanwhile the technology is becoming
more and more complex and extremely expensive. Thus, a steel
mill or a refinery cost millions and millions of dollars butgive employment to relatively few people. Moreover, these new technologies
require skilled technicians while in most poor countries, the rapid
growth of population implies a large and growing number of unskilled
workers. 19
I;~clwccn 1958 and 1965 the anrtuai rates of increase in population were 2.5
cent in the developing countries, 1.2 per cent in the developed market-economy
countrics and 1.6 per cent in Socialist countries. See UNCTAD, Second Session,
New Delhi, Vol. I (New York, 1968), p. 7.
16In 1800 the world's population totalled 1,000 million. By 1920, it approached
·2,000 million, by 1960 it was estimated at nearly 3,000 million; today it is said
to be 3,500 million. At the present rates of growth, this number could be doublc
PCI'

by close of the century. See UN's World Population: Challenge to Development'
(New York, 1966), p. 5 If.
17 Partners in Development, n. 2, p. 27.
18Ganguli, n. 14, p. 112.
19See Barbara. Ward, "The United Nations and the Decade of DevelopmeJ;1t"
in Andrew W. Cordier and Wilder Foote (Eds), The Quest for Peace, Dag
Hammarskjold Memorial Lectures (New York, 1965), pp. 203-5.
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ever-narrowing world is creating terrible tensions and a very explosive
situation. With their bounding birth-rates, lack of capital, desperate
poverty and above all, the rising expectations of their own people,
the new countries are becoming extremely restive and impatient.
With their colonial background they cultivate the belief, not without
reason, that the misery and backwardness of their peoples is not
entirely their own fault. A large degree of blame for their misfortunes
can be laid on the door of the upper-class nations, in particular the
colonial Powers, who still want to continue their hold over t11,e poor
countries.22 Thus opening a conference of the eighty-six developing
countries from Asia, Africa, and Latin America, which met in
Algiers from 10 to 26 October 1967, to draw up a common programme
for consideration at the Second UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development), President Boumedienne of
Algeria said that "Europe and the United States have plundered the
natural wealth of the Third World". The a:dvanced countries, he
added, "are veritable octopi whose tentacles are drawing evertighter
on the developing world . .. and we should consider whatever
contribution the industrialised countries make as a simple restitution
of a tiny part of the debt the Western countries contracted by their
odious exploitation."23 Madagascar's Jacques Rabemananjara felt
that the present world economic order "is -a source of perpetual
misery. It is the scandal of the century." .Peru's Jose An~onio
Encuias del Pando pointed out: "We came here because the
haves won't let us into the twentieth century." Liberia's Minister of
C9mmerce, Romeo Horton, expressed the innermost feeling of the
third world : "The removal of inequities between rich and poor is
the key question of our time; it will decide the issue of ~ar and
peace."24
Not only do the poor countries demand aid, but they want it without strings. They do not want to be dictated by others. They do
not want aid to be used as an instrument of pressure. Having rid
thems~lves of political subservience they do not waht to be made'
economic slaves of the Western Powers. They, therefore, want that

Besides this saving gap, reflecting the discrepancy between the
persistent shortage of savings and continuously mounting investment
costs, there is, at tb.e international level, another equally powerful
brake on economic development. This is because of the natural
trade gap between the peripheral countries and the industrial centres
intensified by the protectionism of the latter. Thus coffee, tea, cocoa,
tropical fruits and "luxury" commodities, produced mainly in lowincome countries, are taxed so heavily in many rich countries that
their sales are sharply reduced. Many industrialized countries limit
imports of farm products so as to maintain artifici;l1ly high domestic
prices. Several of them impose tariffs, excise taxes, or quantitative
limitations on imports of some industrial raw materials which are
the mainstays. of the economies· of the underdeveloped countries.
Restrictive duties are imposed upon even slightly' processed commodities. Low income countries frequently .are forbidden to sell
manufactured goods to industrialized countries, or find the door
almost completely closed, on the ground that their goods are produced ~ith cheap labour. 2o Trade restrictions of this kind curtail
the ability of the poor countries to improve their lot. International
trade is always biased toward the interests of those who are already
.rich and against the interests of the poor. Furthermore, all the
middlemen services in international trade-insurance, brokerage,
shipping conferences, organized markets-are controlled by the
developed countries.
Added to all these difficulties is the accumulated indebtedness and,
as a corollary, the burden of debt-servicing. In 1965 the total accumulated indebtedness of developing countries slightly exceeded $ 40
billion; in 1966 it increased by another $ 4 billion. If the volume and
terms of lending remain constant, 'we are told, other things being
equal, the net flow of real wealth, Le. incoming real wealth minus
outgoing debt service charges, will fall to near zero by 1975 for
many poor countries. India, for instance, would need $ 18 billion
of foreign aid over the next six years-$ 14 billion just to service
debts having $ 4 billion as genuinely new aid.2!
Frustration and Impatience

This steadily widening gap between the rich and the poor in an
20See Hoffman, n. 7, pp. 81-2.
21See GanguIi, n. 14, pp. 1-112; see also UNCTAD-II, n. 15, p. 9.
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22New Dimensions/or the Unite¢ Nations, Seventeenth Report of the Commission
to Study the. Organization of Peace (Dobbes Ferry, N.Y., 1966), p. 43.
23See quoted in Arnaud de Borchgrave, "Scandal of the Century: Rich and
Poor", New~week, 30 October 1967, p. 26.
24Ibid., See also Sekou Toure, n. 1, p. 141 if.
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aid should normally be channelled through the U.N. and its agencies,
in perference to bilateralagreements.25

losing-all its appeal. People in the rich countries are growing ever
more conscious of the danger of leashing a third and final world
war, and getting wary about small wars too. Moreover, as the militarily strong states have recently experienced, even ill-equipped small:
scale guerrillas, if they are supported by the masses, can stand out
against great and most powerful armies. Nor can the poor nations
be "bribed" to be permanently of good behaviour, especially in the
present divided world society.29

Strength of the Weak
No doubt, emotiQn often obscures the realities which must be
calmly considered. What is demanded is sometimes impossible;
the policie~ so furiously defended are not always COrrect. But having
said all that the fact remains that economic development is for the
less developed countries a matter of survival, an issue as vital as any
question of war and peace. 26 Even if weak and underdeveloped, the
combination of political independence, ~hich hl;ts swept the world,
and great weakness on the part of so marty countries with such large
populations, is the dominant cause of instability in the world.
Thomas Hobbes once pointed out that, while any person's potentialities to do good were severeiy limited, everyone's opportunity to do
damage was always immense. The dissatisfied members of the world
community have available blackmailing powers which they will·
increasingly learn to use to tl;leir advantage. It is not difficult for them
to make themselves a nuis~nce of some sort or other. And the old
cynical approach that any policy which pays is thereby justified
has been spread effectively to the u,nderdeveloped countries by
colonialist and imperialist countries, which, in regard to the means
employed, had never been restrained py moral considerations. 27
Years ago, Rabindranath Tagore wrote :

Power has to be made secure not only against power, but also
against weakness: for there lies the peril of its losing balance.
The weak are as great a danger for the strong as quicksand for
. the elephant. They do not assist progress because they do not
resist, they only drag down.28
The threat of military sanctions in order to force the poor nations
to respect the interests of the rich countries is a hopeless policy.
In the atomic age, it is becoming a mode ofbehaviour that is rapidly

Common Destin)'
The only way to have a stable and peaceful world is to reverse
the present trends and help the poor countries in their development.
Human welfare cannot be dealt with on a national level any more
than protection against nuclear destruction. ·This is being more and
and more realized by the enlightened opinion even in the Western
world. Thus the Pearson Commission on International Development
said in its report:

Concern with the needs of other and poorer nations is the
expression of a new and fundamental aspect of the modern agethe awareness that we live in a village world, that we belong to a
world community.
It added:
Who can now ask where his country will be in a few decades
without asking where the world will be? If we wish the world
to be secure and prosperous, we must show a common concern
for the common problems of all peoples,30
Unless the paradox of common destiny of mankind and inescapable
proximity of all nations on the one hand, and the growing social
and economic disparity between the rich and the poor peoples on
the other, is understood as a fact, warned Barbara Ward:
"We may well face in the next decade or so a series of explosive

25See Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewas, Prime Minister of Nigeria, "Nigeria
Looks Ahead", Foreign Affairs, VOl. 41 (1962-63), p.135.
26See Fatouros, n. I, p. 120.
27See Gunnar Myrdal, Rich Lands and Poor (New York, 1957), pp. 75-6.
28Quoted by Mrs Indira Gandhi, UNCTAD-II, n. 15, p..41 I.

29Myrdal, Beyond the Welfare State (London, 1960), p. 162.
JORartnel's in Del'elopment. n. 2, pp. 8,9; see also Asian Development after
Vietnam, Proceedings and Lectures, Asian Development Symposium 1968, (Tokyo,
1968), p. 8 If.
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social situations which will resemble the French Revolution,
the Russian Revolution, and the Chinese Revolution rolled into
one. Surely one of the inescapable lessons of modern history
is that in the long run a small, immensely privileged minority
cannot be confronted with a large, increasingly restive and angry
majority without something giving)1
Professor Gunnar Myrdal, the famous Swedish economist, also
stated that "by showing negative attitudes towards international
cooperation and by remaining lukewarm to their development problems, the rich nations are in danger of merely feeding frustration
in the poor countries, thus causing the tide of aggressive nationalism
amongst their peop~es to rise even higher."32
The former Defense Sec~etary of the United States and at present
President of the World Bank, Robert S. McNamara, finding certain
connection between economic stagnation and incidence of violence,
declared:
If security implies anything, it implies a minimal measure of order
and stability. Without internal development of at least a minimal
degree, order and stability are simply not possible. They are not
possible because human nature cannot be frustrated' beyond
intrinsic limits. It reacts because it must,33
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persons who know and understand the present dangerous situation-is to extend the idea of national welfare state on a world-wide scale
and to initiate the development towards a democratic welfare world.
The principle is after all well-recognized in our domestic communities. The rich indeed contribute by the progressive taxation system
to the development of the poor. In an interdependent world "the
principle of the general welfare cannot stop at the limi!s of our
frontiers. It has to go fonyard; it has to include the whole family
of man."35 Thewar against poverty and 'deprivation begins at homebut it must not end there. 36
It must not be forgotten, we are reminded by these men of goodwill,
that "history is man-made and ~herefore not a blind destiny, but
our responsibility."37 The poor nations will only be satisfied by
an ever fuller independence., Mere political independence, without
economic opportunity, economic progress and rights to share wealth
and power, will not be enough,38 And yet over the years since 1945;
which marked the beginning of the end of colonialism, there has
been nothing comparable to the Marshall Plan for the developing
countries. The rich have not so far committed themselves to the
success of the poor. It must be understood that the development
process is all investment in peace. 39
There is little doubt that the technical skills and resources exist;
no one in the world need be hungry or cold, unclothed, uneducated
or unmedicated. All we need is will and determination.

He found the security of the United States tied up with the security
and stability of nations half a globe away.
It has been rightly asserted that '~because of man's deep, rising
demands for consideration and because of all these interdependencies
a world half-slave and half-free cannot endure."34 The only way
out that has been suggested by all pJ,'actical, knowledgeable persons-

New Orientation of International Law
The intense desire and need for economic development of the
poor countries is naturally reflected in their attitudes toward several
rules <;>f internationallaw.4o The whole law relating to responsibil.ity

31Barbara Ward, n. 19, p. 248; see also Barbara Ward "Foreign Aid: Strategy
or Stopgap," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 41 (1962-63), p.90.
32Myrdal, n. 29, p. 163.
. 33Robert S. McNamara, "Security in: the Contemporary World", Department
ofState Bulletin. Vol. 54 (6 June 1966), p. 878; see also McNamara, "The Defence
of the Free World", Department of State Bulletin, Vol. 50 (8 June 1964),
p. 893 If.
34M.S. McDougal and G.C.K. Lighton, "The Rights of Man in the World
Community: Constitutional Illusions Vs. Rational Action", in McDougal and
Associates,Studies in World Public Order, (New Haven, 1960), p. 343.

35Ward, n. 13, p. 142.
36Partners in Development, n. 2, p. 8; See also U Thant, "Need for International Aid", in U Thant, Portfolio for Peace (New York 1968), p. 82 If.
37Myrdal, n. 29, p. 162.
38See Muhmad A. Mughraby, Permanent Sovereignty over Oil Resources
(Beirut, 1966), p. 4.
39See Barbara Ward, India and the West (London, 1961), p. 205 If., 217 If.,
228 If., Reg Prentice, "More Priority for Overseas Aid",Internataionl Affairs,
.vol. 46 (London, 1970), p. 5.
.
40See Margaret Mead, "The Underdeveloped and the Overdeveloped", Foreign
Affairs. Vol. 41 (New York, 1962-63), pp. 82, 88.
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of states and rules relating to right of diplomatic protection of citizens abroad, as we have seen, are challenged and declared outmoded.
Old laws relating to expropriation of alien property and the amount
of compensation payable are sought to be modified.41 The succession
of the so called "acquired rights" is questioned. Right of sovereignty
over natural wealth and resources are stressed.
Several spokesmen of these countries go even further and declare
that it is the duty ofthe rich countries to help the poor.42 Leaving apart
the moral obligation of the Western Powers to help the countries
which they colonized and exploited, it is pointed out that the Charter
of the United Nations laid down in Article 55 that:

Jenks has noted, while the Covenant of the League of Nations was
unequivocally dedicated to the "firm establishment of the understandings of international law" and "a scrupulous respect for treaty
obligations",44 the Charter has shifted the emphasis from the rule
of law as' such to the creation of political and economic conditions
under which the rule oflaw can be maintained. 45 The United Nations
has been designed "to establish conditions under which justice and
respect for the obligations arising from treaties and other sources
of international law can be maintained."46 With this shift of emphasis, a number of specialized agencies have been established to provide
economic, educational, and technical assistance to countries. There
is little doubt, therefore, that the purpose of the other more positive
provisions of the Charter ought to be interpreted in the light of the
purposes laid dowp in thes.e articles.
In fact, the United Natibns General Assembly has interpreted
it this way. At its fifteenth session, the Assembly, "bearing in mind
the responsibilities laid upon Member states by Articles 55 and 56
of the Charter, the widening gap in standards of living and the
necessity to deal with it through international action, and recognizing
the urgency and importance of accelerating the economic and social
development of the developing countries for the maintenance of
peace and security", adopted a resolution by which it:

With a view to the creation of conditions ofstability and well-being
which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among
nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and
self~determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote:
higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of
economic and social progress and development.
Although the Charter did not spell out the. means by which the
goal was to be accomplished, under Article 56 the Members of
the United Nations pledged "thems~lves to take joirlt and separate
action in cooperation with the Organisation" for the achievement
,of these purposes.
Legally, Article 56 has been described as "meaningless and redundant" and not creating a "true obligation".43 It is submitted, however, that like the "directive principles of state'policy" in the Indian
and some other constitutions, these principles solemnly 'laid down
in the Charter, though not legally enforceable, cannot be described
as useless. They are neither meaningless nor redundant. They lay
down the basic policy of the United Nations ifpeace and stability,
the supreme purposes of the World body, have to be achieved. As
41See Fartouros, n. 1, p. 801 ff.
42See M. Slim, Tunisian Representative, U.N. Gen. Ass-. Official Records, 15th
Sessi()n, 897 Plenary Session, 10 Oct., 1960; See several other spokesmen quoted
in S. Prakash Sinha, N(!W Natio~s and the Law of Nations (Leyden, 1967),
p. 57. Gamel Abdel Nasser, quoted by B. Bourtos Ghali, "The Addis Ababa
Charter, International Conciliation, No. 546 (Jan. 1964), p. 18.
.
43Hans Kelsen, The Law ofthe Unitl/d Nations (N~w York, 1950), p. 100.
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(1) Expressed the hope that the flow of international assistance
and capital should be increased substantially so. as to reach as
soon aspossible approximately I per cent of the combined national
incomes of the economically advanced countries; and
(2) Urged that an appropriate part of the flow of capital and
technical assistance to the underdeveloped countries should be
channelled through the U:N. and its specialized agencies. 47

These sentiments have been reaffirmed and reiterated by the
General Assembly in a number of resolutions. 48 The first session
44Preamble to the Covenant.
45C.W. Jenks, The Common Law of Mankind (London, 1958), p. 64.
46Preamble to the Charter.
47G.A. Resolution 1522 (XV).
48S~ General Assembly Resolution 1711 (XVI), General Assembly Resolution
1995 (XIX); General Assembly Resolution 2296 (XXII).
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oLthe United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) expressed the "growing conviction that the economic
aims of the Charter would best be furthered by a bold new programme of international economic cooperation."49 At the Second Session
of the UNCTAD in 1968, "the developed countries, for their part,
recognized their responsibility to provide increased resources to
developing countries." The Conference accordingly recommended
that each economically advanced country should endeavour to
provide annually to developing countries financial resources equivalent of I per cent of its GNP.50
The greatest challenge to the contemporary world society is presen~ed by the realization that a minimum level of welfare and cooperation
in the development of the underdeveloped world is no less a matter
of survival than the prevention of nuclear war, and that in both
respects the organization of international society based upon national
sovereign state is hopelessly inadequate. It has become essential,
therefore, to convert the UN agencies in the fields of labour, health,
food and agriculture, transport, and education from their essentially
advisory functions, into organizations with executive and administrative powers. 51
Modern international law which has the task of protecting peace
and human rights can no longer be blind to the 'approaching chaos
if something concrete is not done to help the poor. It is now generally
admitted that "their accumulated frustrations may lead either to
anarchy or to tyranny; as well as to disastrous wars."52 International
law must draw its life and vitality from the facts of iiHernational
life. It should leave the klisseifaire stage.oflaw regarding the human
welfare problems. The tr;lditional international law presupposed
the' doctrines of capitalisu;., economic liberalism, laissez faire, the
principles of the sanctity of private property, the strict distinction
between private enterprise arid economic activities by' states, and

so on. All that has entirely changed. The ever-expanding economic
activities' by states, the control by state of the economic life of the
nation, and the appearance of welfare notion of the state, have absolutely transformed the internal structure of the national society and law,
International law cannot help being effected by these changes. Like
national law, it must project and promote social welfare and justice
among' the members of international society. Half a century ago,
the notion of social justice was foreign to th~ municipal systems
of even the mo~t civilized nations. Since then, the welfare of the
poor has come to be accepted as a national duty. In that process;
law played a vital role and provided a framework for economic
and social progress. International law must also give a lead and
accept the social welfare at the international level as a legal duty.
The principles accepted in mocJern social welfare states are needed
on a larger scale. Internationalism, like nationalism, must become
social. It is important to note that the total taxes paid by the
French people constitute 35.1 per cent of their GNP. This amount
is 32.5 per cent in West Germany, 29.8 per cent in the UK and25.8
per ceqt in the USA.53 It will not be too onerous for them to provide
another one per cent for international development and for their
continued security and prosperity.
The traditional international law on economic relations has been
chiefly concerned with the rights of private persons and what a state
cll;ll or cannot do with respect ,to aliens or their property. They
reflected the nineteenth century ~onception of a liberal state where
economic activities were almost exclusively in the hands of private
persons and the state's chieffunction lay in providing him protection.
A new focus is needed now to find out the conditions under which
state's utilization of its resources can be more effective. Wh:at is
needed is a radical change of approach, a reassessment of the objectives sought by the international law rules in this field. 54' This calls
for abandonment of concepts incorporating policies no longer
appropriate to our era and the articulation of policies appropriate

49Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
Vol. I; Final Act and Report (UN Pub. Sales No. : 64 II. B. 11), (New York.
1964), p. 4, para 10.
. SOUnited Nations Conference on· Trade and Development, Second Session at
New Delhi, Vol. I; Report, Annexes (New York, 1968), p. '39, paras 1 and 2.
51See W. Friedman, "Half a Century of International Law", Virginia Law
Review, Vol. 50 (1964), p. Q54.
52P.G. Hoffman, One Hundred Countries and One Quarter, Billion People
(Washington, D.C. 1960), p. 44.
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S3See Kirdar, n. 4, p. 333.
S4See B.V.A. Roling, International Law in an Expanded World (Amsterdam,
1960), p. 80; A.A. Fatouros, n. 1, p. 806;. Fatouros, "International Economic
Development and Illusion of Legal Certainty", Proceedings of the American
Society ofInternational Law (1963), p. 120.
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to our times. 55 For instance, it is essential to reconsider the rules
relatingio state succession and "acquired rights". It is also necessary
to have new principles relating to expropriation of alien propeity
and the amount of compensation payable. It is proper for the developed countrie~ to assist and encourage their citizens to invest in
under developed regions. Such assistance may take the form of
inves~ment insurance on a national basis as is presently the case with
some governments of major capital-exporting. countries, or on an
international basis. 56 In short, what is needed is the development
of an international law of cooperation which goes beyond the old
law of co-existence. 57
The resolutions of the General Assembly about economic cooperation are said to be more "recommendations", rules in development
or rules in a twilight existence, which have not so far hardened
into binding law. S8 It must be emphasized, however, that if international society is to function effectively, and indeed if it has to
survive in the present interdependent world, "it requires a limited
legislative authority, ~t minimum, to translate an overriding consensus among states {hto rules of order and norms of obligation
despite the opposition of one or more sovereign states".59 This consensus may be reflected in the resol)ltions of the General Assembly
of the United Nations or the decisions of some international bodies
or conferences.

drawn into,the modern economy. It is pointed out by learned economists that in order to secure 6 per cent growth, which is the least
necessary to bring them up giving allowance for 2.5 to 3 per cent
increase in their population, they need external resources, inCluding
both official aid and private investment, of the order of magnitude of
1 pe:r; cent of the GNP of the wealthier countries. At that rate they
would multiply their income per person by four in half a century;
and many could bring themselves upto the living standards of Western Europe within a century. Considering that more than $120
billion are spent on armaments every year, this.is indeed not a big
target. But aid to the developing countries has been staggering and
has failed in recent years to keep pace with the growth in the national
incomes of the developed countries. The terms of aid have hardened
and the conditions have become more restrictive. At the beginning
of the last decade, which was declared as the first development
decade, the General Assembly had fixed 1 per cent target of national
income of financial resources to be provided to the developing countries. But while in 1961 the flaw of development financing to developing countries amounted to 0.87 per cent of GNP of deVeloped countries, it came down to 0.62 per cent in 1966 and to 0.68 per cent in
1967. There are no prospects for the achievement of the 1 per cent
target at present. 60
Not only this, but aid has come in a form that has little to do with
economic development. Supplier's credit from private Western firms
at 10 per cent interest is described as aid. Surplus military equipment
flowing into an underdeveloped country and increasing its economic
burden is also called aid. When France pays Algeria to compensate
Frenchmen, that is surely aid; so is West Germany's reparation
payment to Israel. Total aid available for genuine economic development is, therefore, still smaller. Also, "tied" loans, and most US
loans are tied, pose another difficult problem. If the principal sum
has to be spent in purchases in the donor countries, the prices are
higher than in competitive sources of supply. In fact whatthe donor
countries get back for their own industries is often more than what
they g~ve as aid. 61
While there is a lot of resentment amongst the developing countries

Development Aid and its Disappointments

There is little doubt that the main driving force and resources for
. their development must come froin the poor countries themselves.
No one can be ignorant today of the intense desire ofthe less developed countries to lift themselves. Furthermore, the poor countries are
generally not poor in resources. But most of these resources remain
unused. It is estimated that not more than 25 to 30 per cent of the
resources of the earth, water and potential power are utilized; and
n?t more than 10 per cent of their people are trained enough to be
55SeeFatouros, n. I, p. 806 If.
56Ibid.

57Friedmann, n. 51, p. 1340.
58See Roling, n. 54, pp. 84-5.
59Richard A. Falk, "On the Quasi-Legislative Competence of the General·
Assembly", American Journal of International Law, Vol. 60 (1966), p. 785.
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60Report of the Economic and Social Council 1968-1969, General. Assembly,
Official Records, 24th Session, Supplement No.3 (A/7603), p. 6.

61See B.N. Ganguli, n. 14, Pl'. 107-8; see also Prentice, n. 38, p. ::
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for the inadequate help rendered to them and there are signs of frus.tration and impatience at their slow progress, there is found a mood
of disillusionment and distrust amongst the developed countries as
well. 62 The donor countries also feel that the progress made by the
developing countries is too slow for which they blame the latter.
There is a lot of corruption and lot of waste in these countries.
They are said to be lazy and incapable of making the best use of aid
given to them. Indeed, foreign aid is supposed to be a lost cause.
Several in the rich countries feel that they "are pouring good money
after bad and all of it down the drain." Such disillusionment is
found in the United States, Germany, France, England and other
donor countries. 63 Professor Ganguli points out:
Rich ... nations do not like the political behaviour of the underdeveloped countries, their duplication of trappings, faulty planning, regional or tribal bickerings, bad administration, neglect of
education needed for modernization, failure to adapt technology
to rural development, etc. 64
Unrealistic Expectations
However, these attitudes in rich and donor countries are more
often than not affected by "misconceptions and unrealistic expectations of 'instant development' when we should have known that
development was a long term process".65 The drive to modernize
takes time. History bears testimony to the fact that no nation has
developed instantlY. Even the United States with vast natural
resources, unlimited land, and numerous trained European immigrants took at least seventy years to make the transformation. Sodid
Japan. Development is bound to take easily two to three generations
and this for good reason. Deprecating this unnecessary criticism of
the developing countries, Barbara Ward wisely remarked:

Let us keep our perspectives. Babies take nine months; elephants
62See generally Asian Development after Vietnam, n. 29, p. 10 If.
63See Barbara Ward, n. 19, p. 219 If; Partners in Development, n. 2, p. 4;
Robert Theobald, The Rich and the Poor (New York, 1960), p. 162; Richard J.
Ward, "Long Think on Development", International Affairs. Vol. 46; No.1 (London, 1970), p. 11 If.
64Ganguli, n. 14, p. 116.
65Partners in Development. n. 2, p. 4.
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take eighteen. Full development takes several decades and cannot·
be much accelerated, not even by the most ambitious 'crash
programmes'. It is like a man having an affair with nine ladies at
once, hoping to have a baby in one month. Sometimes I think
our whole approach to development· resembles this anatomical
absurdity. And as a result when, as is human, we 'grow weary of
well-doing', we have no rational convictions to offset our dangerous
backslidi ng.66
There are, of course, ·other reasons for their slow development.
Apart from galloping population and man-made biases which
have been introduced into trade, even nature has not been very kind
to them. They have all the low cards_poor climate, tropical ex-·
tremes, leached soils, debilitatirtg heat-which are obstacles it). their'
growth. There is also corruption and waste. But there is nothing
extraordinary about these troubles. No country ever developed
without wastes and mistakes. To again quote that famous lady who
has made it her mission to see that development process does not
fail: "Rich nations should try to avoid the hypocrisy of suggesting
that their or~gins were pure." Even today, she says, "how many
Polarises blow up? But we do not then throw the launching pad
into the sea. We learn from the mistakes and evolve better
policies."67
Donors as well as recipients expect too much too soon. The illusion
of "instant development" leads to frustration, and disappointment.
Development is a long-term process. A dramatic change in the liv;es of
hundreds of millions of people was expected from a relatively modest
flow of resources, much of which was offset by unfavourable trends
in international trade. The record of development is mixed but is
not·entirely disappointing. The average rate of increase in the GNP
of the developing countries had reached almost 5 per cent (4.8 per
cent) per annum in 1960's. The high rate of population growth has
reduced it to 2.5 per cent; but even this is a fairly good achievement.
Stagnation in agriculture, which was a source of profound misgivings,
has almost suddenly responded to new· seeds, improved irrigation
and new policies and attitudes towards agriculture. The new "green
66Ward, n. 12, p. 223.
. 67Ibid., p. 219. See also Dean Rusk, "Your Stake in Foreign Aid", Department
ofState Bulletin. Vol. 50, No. 1291 (March 23, 1964), p. 436.
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revolution" has led to tremendous progress in agriculture. A new network of highways, railroads and power lines, and telecommunication links is transferring the new world. School enrollment fllmost
tripled during 1960-65. Public health conditions improved beyond
expectations and major epidemic diseases have been controlled.
Mortality rate has been reduced much faster than ever happened
in the industrialized countries. 68
All this.• we must hasten to aid, is not sufficient and much more
needs to be done. But there is no cause to despair. Raising the question whether the majority of the developing countries would· be able
to achieve self-sustaining growth by the end of the century, the
Pearson Commission in its report said:

world strategy. 71 The strategy calls for international cooperation and
concerted action on the part of peripheral countries and industrial
.centres. The richer nations cannot seek refuge in their closed economic
circuit constructed round modern technology and consider poor
nations as unwelcome intruders into their' closed -circle. It is not
entirely a question of charity or benevolence, but a question of
enlightened self-interest of both the developed and the underdeveloped countries, a question of intelligent understanding and consequent
adjustment on the part of both the groups. Little is realized how
rp.llchit is in the interest of the industrially advanced countries to
see .that the developing countries really develep. Not only has this
a political objective of cre'ating ~tability and reduce tension in our
tension-ridden world, but there is also an economic interest; The
Western indust~ialized richcol,mtries need ever expanding markets
ror their vastly increasing, expanding economics: Surpluses are going
to be a real problem for them. Already, the green revolution in some
Asian countries has shown how much surplus wheat and rice they
have. Actually, the rich countries are producing so much that the
technologically unimprovable stomachs of their people cannot
consume. How long can they continue to expand their supplies to the
rich while neglecting the te~r;i,b.l~Jate of the poor? The question is
being already raised, where ,are they going to find their future
mat:kets once most citizens, in the West have two chickens.
in every pot and two cars in eve'ry garage, and even more? They are
already unable to dispose of theirfoodgrains and chickens. They
are reaching a stage in the West when supplies are no problem. In
fact, their abundance may overwhelm them. If even a semblence of
disarmament is achieved, the West may choke in its own wealth.
It is possible for the West to find new markets only among the
2.5 billion and more who are poor in the world. If they develop, they
can enter the market relationships, with the West and provide the
demand needed for their ever-expanding productivity.. They can
become partners in a genuine world economy. What has been done
in social welfare developed economies, in their domestic societies,
can thus l:Je achieved oil world leveL 72 In this sense foreign aid is riot
charity; it is a sound business investment for market development. 73
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For us the answer is clearly yes. In our view, the record of the
past twenty years justifies that answer. We live at a time when the
ability to transform the world is only limited by faintness of heart
or narrowness of vision. We can now set ourselves goals that
would have seemed chimerical a few decades ago and, working
together, we can reach them.
The Commission, however, warned:
Even in the best conditions, development will be untidy, uneven
and ridden with turmoiL Great forward movements in history
usually are. The thing to remember is that the process, global in
scope, and international in nature, must succeed if there is finally
to be peace, security and stability in the world. 69
Need/or a global Strategy
In any case, it must be remembered that "there are no easy
victories in this campaign. But there can be sudden disasters. 70 What
is needed is a global strategy of development, an integrated programme of international cooperation which recognizes that development is a common problem which involves common responsibilities
and the adoption of a series of measures by both sides as part of a
68Partners in Development, n. 2, p. 12.
69/bid., p. 11.
70See President Johnson's message to the Congress, "Foreign Aid", Department
ofState Bulletin, Vol. 50, No. 1293 (April 6, 1964), p. 518.

a Global Strategy of Development, n. 8,
72Ward, n. 19, pp. 206-7, 223-4.
73Hoifman, n. 7, pp. 20,32, 119.

71 Towards

p. 59 if.
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While -the developing countries realize _aQd understand that the
primary responsibility for their development rests on them, they
-need and deserve help. External aid has only a limited, though vital
role. Isolated measures and limited <;oncessions are not enough.
The gravity of the problem requires the adoption of a global strategy
for development which may help them to stand on their own feet
and reach the self-sustaining growth. This is the meaning of international cooperation. As has been so aptly stated, "any aid which
does not help us to do without aid is in the long run harmful."74
The industrialized countries have many a time failed to accept
the task of speeding development Of the poor countries as an objective worthy of achievement for its own sake. Foreign aid has many
times been considered a tactical weapon in the cold war-a system
of buying allies, winning friends, and influencing peoples. During the
period of cold war, out of a total outflow of US aid of over $ 4
billion, $ 2.5 billion was direct military aid. Much of the more than
$ 5 billion dollars spent by the qeveloping countries on armament is
financed by foreign aid. 75 The result has been that many programmes
have been hastily conceived and badly executed and hundreds of
millions of dollars have been just wasted-. What is needed is a re_cognition that speeding the development of the underdeveloped world
will create economically self-sustaining: politically stable, selfrespecting nations, independent of domination by any Power, and
who will help in creating a 'stable, -peaceful world society. 76
Aid and Trade
But aid must be considered along with trade. Perhaps the best
form of aid is trade. The two United Nations Conferences on Trade
and Development in 1964 and 1968 have brought home to the entire
world society just what has been happening in trade and how it
has been checking the development of poor countries. Thus recently,
in West Africa the price of a ton of merchandise imported has gone
up by '25 -per cent, whereas the price of West African exports has
dropped by 4 per cent. Ghana has to export 25 tons of cocoa to buy
a machine which earlier cost only 10 tons. Owing chiefly to the increasin~ production of synthetic rubber, the earning of the twelve
74Towards a Global Strategy of Development, n. 8, p. 73.
75GanguIi, n. 14, p. 104.
76Hoffman,n. 7, pp. 121-2; Robert Theobald, n.55, PP. 11, 172.
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rubber-producing countries have dropped by more than $ 4 billion
i,n six years. The position about the manufactures and semi-manufactures from these countries is also precarious. The tariff of advanced _
co,untries particularly discriminates against their exports of processed
gObds. 77 The developing countries demand various concessions in
trade for which they cannot offer immediate reciprocal benefits in
exchange. A number of suggestions are being put forward. One-way
free trade for tropical products; the revision of tariff structures in
favour of the develqping world; permission to protect infant-industries in developing countries; preferential entry for theirmanufactured goods into Western markets, and so on. The development
<;trategy must eschew the traditional reciprocal benefits. 78
Conclusion
It is generally conceded that the growing disparity between the
rich and the poor in the present-day small world of fast means of
travel and instantaneous communications is a source of great tension
and greatest threat to peace and security. The absolute inter-dependence of world society also can no longer be denied. Under these
circumstances, we cannot hope for a peaceful world unless there is
some reasonable way to satisfy legitimate popular aspirations for
a better life.
International integration of economic effort is needed to bridge
the gap as far as possible or at least to prevent it from becoming
wider. Stated simply it means that there must be a flow of modern '
technology backed by capital goods from the rich to the poor coun-tries. But even after such investments have been made, returns are
not going to be immediate. Considerable investment has to go into
what is called the infrastructure and, there is inevitably a time-lag
between the absorption of foreign capital and technology and the
flow of economic return in the form of increased production and
services. Development programmes must be thought of not in terms
of years but of decades. 79
By the development of the poor countries, all WIll gain. Their
failure will be failure for aU and may meancatastrophe. The stronger
77Ganguli, n. 14, p. 109 If.
78 Towards a Global Strategy of Development, n. 8, p. 72. Partners in Development,
n. 2, p. 147 ff.
79GanguIi, n. 14, p. 100,
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thepoQr nations become, the more possibility there will be of attainment of'a new situation of world stability. Their loyalty to the com~
munity and to the world public order will grow as they' acquire
strerigth, assurance, and a sense of belonging. His Holiness Pope
Paul VI in his encyclical "Populosus Progressis", rightly declared:
"Development is the new name for peace".
It is not, therefore, without sufficient reasons that the development
of the underdeveloped countries has come to be consi,dered as a
paramount world interest. As Hoffman so well put it:

tion of the economies. 84 The traditional law of nations has strong
individuaiistic features. The prime function of this law was to reconcile the freedom of one state with the freedom of the other. The
new poor nations, which comprise the majority of international
community today, are unable to depend upon themselves; they
want protection on the one hand and assistance on the other.
The alteration in the sociological structure of the community of
nations should be accompanied' by an alteration in law. 8s
A basic assumption here is that economic developmel1t of the
poor countries is to the advantage of all, the developed as well as
the developing countries. But the developed states should take the
first steps and sacrifice their tempo~ary short-term interests. They
should help and cooperate in the formulation of new standards and
new rules for the achievement of the paramount objective of the
international society. Law can and must guide in the formulation
of policies. Law must grant fullness of opportunity. A duty ot: international cooperation inlthe development process is already prescribed
in the UN Charter. H embodies a pledge of mutual cooperation
in the promotion of higher standards of living, full employment,
and conditions of economic and social progress and_development.
This pledge has been translated into far-reaching modifications
of policies. The world now accepts a collective responSibility for
the common welfare. Apart from numerous private and governmental organizations, numerous UN agencies are engaged in the '
task of, economic development and help to the underdeveloped
countries. But for the most part collective action for the economic
advancement depends upon spontaneous cooperation or annual
- pledges of voluntary contributions. Cooperation remains at the
mercy of political uncertainty and changing political' views. This
naturally reduces the effectiveness of the tasks undertaken. In the
national so~il::ty, law has become more than the foundation and
guarantee of public order and individual rights; it ha,s, without
leaving those functions, become, the instrument of s6cial policy
of the community. International law must also accept the obligations
of internatiol1atcooperation based on a consensus of the international society and which is in the. interests of all of its' members.

Morally we cannot escape concern; politically, the seething unrest
demands it; economically we will gain from it. The bluntest and
most accurate reason to why we should be concerned is that we
must be, if we are to survive: 80
General Charles de Gaulle also advised: "It is the duty of those
who are best endowed and strongest to help others-those who are
in want, those who are underprivileged. This they must do if they
themselves do not want toperish."81 It is, therefore, by no means
a matter of pure philanthropy. In the ringing words of President
Kennedy: "If a free society cannot help the many who are poor,
it cannot save the few whoare rich."82 The Indian p'rime Minister;
therefore, rightly pointed out that: "The question before the advanced
, nations is not whether they can afford to help the developing nations
but whether they can afford not to do so."83
The third world's. quest for eco'nbmic development cannot 'but
. affect the structure of international society, and the substance of
the legal system which governs among states. They not only want
to rid themselves of the past debts and obligations which they had
to enter into when still not free, but they want to be able to earn
a living wage under fair working conditions. They want to protect
themselves against possible future oppression through econorillc
exploitation, but want economic and technical assistance for exploitation oftheir natural resources and industrialization and moderniza80Hoifman, n. 7, p. 23.
81Quoted in ibid., p. 22.
82Quoted by George W: Bll-II, "The Atlantic Com~nunity and the New Nations"
Proceedings of the American Society of International Law (1961), p. 63.
83See Mrs Indira Gandhi addressa,t UNClAD-II, n. 44, p. 411.

84See Fatouros, n. 1, p. 800 if.
8SSee Roling, n.54, p. XV, 4.
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The duty prescribed in the UN Charter should be made mor~ positive and accepted by international law: 86
.
We face today an essential need and unprecedented opportunity.
International development is a great challenge of our age and will
decide the future of the world. Long ago, it was said that people
who do not have vision perish. Let us hope we have vision and
determination to transform this world. Together we can ,make this
world a happy and prosperous world of abundance; divided we
may burn it up. The choice is our's. I hope we make it wisely.

V
CONCLUSIONS

MAN lIAS lived through great changes and great upheavals. But
now the revolutions are multiple and simulatenous. Recent technological, political, social, and economic revolutions have transformed
the world almost beyond recognition. The horizontal and vertical
extensions of the international society have given it an entirely new
shape. Not only has international society become atrue world society
but it has become absolutely ihterdependent. The physical oneness
of the human ra€e is demonstrated. to us every day by ever quicker
transport, by almost instantaneous communication, and by the
ever-present all-inclusive terror of atomic . annihilation.
Until yesterday, international law was wholly Eurocentric. It was
developed by Western Europe and it was adjusted to European
interests. It is difficult to deny the truth:

The law of nations as it stands today is in all its vital aspects
mainly the outcome of Western European practice and theory ....
To this development no extra-European nation made any essential
contribution .... I
Although many of the so-called "new" states, especially in Asia,
were independent and played an active role in international affairs
during the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,and
were undoubtedly considered members' of the universal family of
nations, they were later subjugated and colonized and lo-st their
identity. Therefore, while the international law applied to the EastWest relations during the classical period, non-European states
later came to be considered, under the influence of positivism, as
outcaste and no more than objects, of international'
. law. Under
I).H.W. Verzjil, "Western European Influence on the Foundation of International Law", in his International Law in. Historical Perspective, Vol. I (Leyden,
86See C.W. Jenks, "Law in the Pursuit ofPeace" in his Law in the World Community (London, 1967), pp. 62-3.

1968), p. 446.
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the domina~irig· illfluence of European Powers, universal law of
nations became Eurocentric and parochial, applicable only to the
European countries or thei]," 6ffshoots in North America. It was
only after Europe weakened itself enough by two world warswhich were essentially European civil wars-and lost its hold over
colonies that Asian-African countries re-emerged as independent
nations and international law came out of the clutches of European
influence. There is little doubt, however, that during the most formative period of its history-in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries-Europe continued to play the main role on the international stage. The present body of international law is, therefore,
naturally affected by the power interests of the last and the early
part of the present century and is to a great extent a legacy of the
age of colonialism and imperialism. This law was meant to serve
the interests of a limited number of powerful states ~nd was supposed
to .be applicable between themselves in their relations with each
other. The vast majority of peoples had neither any voice nor any
right and were meant to be exploited and, if necessary, colonized
to serve the interests of their masters.
Today, with the reappearance of the new Asian-AfricaI1 states,
the international society has become universal. The traditional international law, the parochial law of the European Powers, is bound
to be affected by the new sociological structure of the society. While
a large part of this law is fairly reasonable, useful and adjustable
to the new international social structure, and cannot and should
not be discarded, it requires complete overhaul and adaptation to
new circumstances. Like the present international society and the
classical international law, it must become universal to serve the·
interests of all the states, and help in· the establishment of peace
and security in the international society. In order to command
respect of all the states it must extend from a European national
law to a common law of mankind.
The new states, which comprise the largest majority of the new
society, have come to acquire new influence in the present-day
divided world society. Even if weak and underdeveloped, they can
no longer be ignoredi"or by-passed. They can make their voices
.heard in the world forum and· hardly .lose an opportunity to air
their views. Despite all the differences iri their political, social, cultural, religious and ethical backgrounds, they have enough in common

to form a group, if not a bloc, and take concerted action in pursuance
of their interests. It is only natural that the new majority should try
.
to mould the law according to their own views and interests.
In the first instance, these young new entrants into international
society are extremely hostile to racialism and colonialism and all
the rules which kept them in subservience. There is little doubt that
one way to solicit the confidence of the new states is to accept and
emphasize the ability of international law to contribute its help in
the fight that remains against colonialism. It is better to recognize
the changing demand of the present age rather than attempt to
uphold colonial rights on the basis of strict legalistic arguments
divorced from all reality..
Apart from this struggle against colonialiSm, international law
requires new orientation to help the poor and the underdeveloped
states of the third world in their development. It is indeed· a pity
"that at a time when affluence is beginning to be the condition, or
at least the potential condition, of whole countries and regions rather
than of a few favoured individuals, more people are suffering from
hunger and want than ever before."2 The mostohvious trutJ:1 about
the world food today is the stem of glut in the midst of want. A
world still half-hungry is an appalling fact, an intolerable truth,
a shocking commentary on the human condition, and a political
danger of the first order. The attitude of the underdeveloped
countries suggests the tension between intense aspirations and low
capabilities to attain their objectives on their own. Impatient for
progress, fr-ustrated by obstacles, they are getting extremely restive
and vocal. Several statesmen and scholars warn us that unless the
international legal order is modernized by voluntary and evolutionary
procedures into a welfare system it will be "thrown aside by' bloody
revolution",3
There is little doubt, as President Kennedy said that, "we have
the ability ... we have the means; we have the capacity to eliminate
hunger from the face of the earth.... We need only the will."4 It .
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2U Thant, The United Nations Development Decade: Proposals for Action
(New York, 1962), p. v.
3B.V.A. Rolling, International Law in an Expanded World (Amsterdam, 1960),
p. 125.

4Quoted by Harlan Cleveland, "The Requisites of Abundance", Department
of State Bul{etin, Vol. 50, No. 1293 (Washington, D.C., April 6, 1964), p. 550.
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is no longer resources that limit decisions. rt is the decisions that
make the resources.
All these demands for modification and change in traditional
international law do not amount to its total rejection, but merely
emphasize and bring into sharp focus the need for its adaptation
to the changed and the fast changing life of our small planet. The
Protests of the new states are not the reflection of their different
(deologies and cultures, but are due to their clashing interests. It is
no use decrying the emergence of new states, nor does it help now to
be bitter about the past deeds of the old ones. Our concern should be
not with judgment of the future upon the past, but with the urgent
problems of the present, with securing peace, order and stability,
personal and political freedom, equality and dignity of man, economic, social and cultural advancement of all peoples, the diffusion
of science and technology, and the establishment of a rule of law. s
In the achievement of these objectives we must act together and let
not the. past divide us.
,
International law must develop beyond the old concept of coexis. tence to
new law of cooperation. We should not let the world
hover between endemic chaos, .and the prospect of annihilation
precariously restrained by a balance of terror. It is not easy to discard
our inhibitions and intellectual habits and predilections which are
no longer valid in the present-day world. But only by discarding
the old prejudices can we survive the challenge of the present and
enjoy the boundle.ss promise of the future. 6 A vast majority of the
people in the. developing countries have nothing to live on and a
large majority of men in the developed countries have nothing to
live for. Only by mutual cooperation they can develop a happy
and healthy international society. It must develop from anarchy,
which has characterized international relations throughout history
towards an organized world community. It must become, as has
been stressed time and again, the common law of mankind.

a

sC.W. Jenks, "Universality, Coexistence and the Rule of law" in his Law
in the World Community (london, 1967), pp. 20-1.
6C.W. Jenks, "Law and the Pursuit of Justice" in ibid., pp. 64-5.
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UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL LAW FOR THE
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY
Universality of International Law a Recent Phenomenon
INTERNATIONAL law today is supposed to be universal, applicable among
all the states in equal measure in their relations with each other, and is
defined "as the body of rules which are legally binding on states in their
intercourse with each other."! It is defined and described by scholars and
statesmen alike as a law which makes no distinction between nations,
large or small, east or west, north or south. As Oppenheim, in its latest
edition, declares: "International law does not recognize any distinctions
in the membership of the international community based on religious,
geographical or cultural differences."2 Therefore, while the contemporary
law makes no distinction between states and all new entities, as soon as
they emerge as independent states, whether members ofthe United Nations
or not, are accepted as members ofthe ever-expanding international society
and are bound by its rules and seek its protection, this is only a recent
phenomenon not older than the United Nations itself. Before that modern
international law was supposed to be merely a product of the Western
European Christian states, or states of European origin, and applicable
only between them. As Oppenheim points out:
"The old Christian states of Western Europe constituted the original
international community within which international law grew up
gradually through custom and treaty. Whenever a new Christian
state made its appearance in Europe, it was received into the existing
European community of states. But, during its formative period, this
international law was confined to those states. In former times European
states had only very limited intercourse with· states outside Europe,
'Oppenheim s International Law, voLI, Peace (Edited by Sir RobertJennings and
Sir Arthur Watts), 9th editon (London, 1997), p. 4.
20ppenheim, note 1, p. 87.
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and even that was not always regarded as being governed by the
same rules of international conduct as prevailed between European
states.")
Gradually, as Oppenheim goes on to explain, the international community
expanded by the inclusion of Christian states outside Europe, such as the
United States, which became independent in 1776, and later by inclusion
of non-Christian states, like Turkey, which was admitted as a member of
the international community by the Peace Treaty of Paris in 1856. But
"there were numerous states outside the international community" and
"international law was not as such regarded as containing rules concerning
relations with such states,although it was accepted that those relations
should be regulated by the principles of morality."4 As late as the First
World War, we are told, "the position ofsuch states as Persia, Siam, China,
Abyssinia, and the like was to some extent anomalous". Although there
was considerable international intercourse between these states and states
of Western civilization - treaties had been concluded, full diplomatic
relations had been established, China, Japan, Persia and Siam, had even
taken part in the Hague Peace Conferences-, since they belonged 10
"ancient but different civilizations there was a question how far relations
with their governments could usefully be based upon the rules of
international society."5

International Law in Historical Perspective
As we approach international law from historical perspective, especially
in the context of the role ofAsian and even African countries in its origin
and development, there are several questions which have been raised but
not satisfactorily answered. From fifteenth century onwards, the
Europeans went to Asian countries for their own needs and developed
not only active trade and commercial relations, but intimate political
relations as well with these independent Asian communities, especially in
India and the East Indies. What rules of inter-state conduct applied between
these European countries and Asian states? Without some common rules
of international law, Europeans could not have survived in Asian countries.
And if some rules of international law and comity did apply between them
30ppenheim, note I, pp. 87-88.
40ppenheim, ibid, p. 88.
50ppenheim, ibid, p. 89.
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and their relations, did these rules have no influence whatsoever on the
emerging international law among European countries during this period?
It is all too well-known that after a few centuries of their relations with
the Asians, the Europeans, especially England in the first instance, became
the dominant power, defeated all the other powers in India, and made it a
part ofthe British Empire in the middle ofthe nineteenth century. But this
took, it is important to note, not a few years, a few decades or even a few
generations. It took more than three centuries for England to defeat and
subdue Indian rulers. But once India was under their control, England
extended its empire even further in other Asian and later African countries.
After British victory, other European countries started acquiring colonies
in Asia. New relations developed now among European countries and
Asian states, most of which had become 'colonies of European powers.
What happened to international law which earlier applied between Asian
countries and Europe, or which had emerged and was developing among
the European countries?
.
Most ofthe European international lawyers talk about the development
of international law during this period arid later without any reference to
Asian states or their role in its development of what is called modern
international law. They insist that it is a product exclusively ofthe European.
Christian civilization without any reference toAsia or Africa. There is little
doubt that, the present system of international law largely developed in
the context of European countries' needs and demands and struggle to
have trade and commercial relations with India and other Asian countries.
International law clearly and surely applied in their relations in the
beginning. But once British and other Europeans defeated Indian rulers
and other Asian countries, they ignored their own international law
principles under one pretext or another and there was no one to question
this Victor s Justice until Europe's authority came to be challenged by
extra-European countries. But this took, it is important to note, not a few
years, a few decades or even a few generations. It took more than three
centuries for England to defeat and subdue Indian rulers. But once India
was under their control, England extended its empire even further in other
Asian and lateI: African countries. After British victory, other European
countries started acquiring colonies in Asia. New relations developed
now among European countries and Asian states, most of which had.
become colonies of European powers. What happened to international
law which earlier applied between Asian countries and Europe, or which
had emerged and was developing among the European countries?
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Commercial and industrial Revolutions in Europe
The economic growth and enrichment that resulted from the commercial
expansion of Europe was so pronounced and spectacular that it is generally
referred to lts the Commercial Revolution. The eastern world-India, China,
South-east Asia-the Americas and later Africa, were large enough to be
exploited by everybody, and together. It is important to note that, although
the Dutch, French and English were often at war with each other in Europe,
nationalism did not enter into their relations in the East. As Toussaint
points out, "the Europeans were far less busy killing one another in the
Indian Ocean during the eighteenth century than they had been in the
seventeenth, and they should be seen rather as a large international
association, in which business came before everything else. "6 Under the
general overall control ofthe British Empire in India and protection of its
strong navy in the Indian Ocean, all Europe profited and all Europeans
supported it. 7
For Britain and France in particular, the eighteenth century was an age
of phenomenal rise. The main feature ofthe Commercial Revolution was
the increased volume of trade, which increased in the case of England by
500 to 600 per cent, and even more in the case of France. 8 There is little
doubt that the riches of Asian and American trade flowing to Europe
enabled the great Industrial Revolution to take place in Europe. By the
end of the eighteenth century, England had conquered a huge colonial
empire not only in Asia, but in America as well.
The Industrial Revolution which took place first in England, gradually
spread to the continent of Europe. But Britain faced no competition until
1870 and had a virtual monopoly in textiles and machine tools. British
capitalists were accumulating surplus capital and were on the lookout for
investment opportunities. London became the world's clearing house and
financial center.
The needs and demands of the Industrial Revolution were largely
responsible for the creation of huge European colonial empires in Asia
and later Africa. Several European countries had developed substantial
industries. The close relationship between the new imperialism and
6Toussaint, Auguste, History ofthe Indian Ocean (Translated by June Guicharnaud)
(London, 1966) p. 170. Emphasis added.
7lbid, p. 175.
8See for more details R.P Anand, Origin and Development of the Law of the Sea:
HistolJI ofInternational Law Revisited,(The Hague, 1982), pp. 124-127.

Industrial Revolution may be seen in the growing need and desire to
obtain colonies which might serve as markets for the rising volume of
manufactured goods. Several Europeanized countries outside Europe, like
the United States, Canada and Australia, had also developed tremendous
. industries and begun to compete with the European countries for new
markets. They had raised tariffs to keep out each other's products. The
only alternative was to provide "sheltered markets" for each industrialized
country.
The Industrial Revolution also created a demand for raw materials to
feed the machines. Many ofthese material-eotton,jute, rubber, petroleum
and various metals could be obtained from Asia and Africa. In most cases,
heavy capitals outlays were required to secure adequate production of
these commodities, and these were available in Europe. These factors
were largely responsible for the spread of imperialism which is defined "as
!he government of one people by another"9.

Development ofModern International Law
International law which had started developing among the numerous
European states which had emerged after the disintegration of the Holy
Roman Empire and the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648, began to be·
consolidated only after the Industrial Revolution in Europe. Although
Hugo Grotius and his contemporary scholars, like the Spanish theologians
and other classical jurists, are said to have been the initiators and founders
of international law, they were "largely speculative thinkers and
rationalizers" ofthe natural law principles and had hardly any influence on
the conduct of states. 10 Amidst terrible internal dissentions in Europe and
bitter rivalries in Asia, Africa and America during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, there was little scope for the growth of international
law.
After the Congress ofVienna which met in May 1814, after the downfall
of Napolean, the procedure was so arranged that all important matters
were decided by the triumphant powers·-Austria, Great Britian, Prussia
and Russia. For about fifty years the political affairs of Europe remained
9See Palmer, R. R. and Colton, Joel, A History ofModern World, Third Edition (New
.
York, 1965) p.614.
IOSee G. Schwarzenberger, "Historical Methods of International Law: Toward a
Comparative History oflnternational Law" in William E. Butler (Ed.). International
'
Law in Comparative Perspective (Leyden, 1980), p. 228.
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nearly completely inthe hands ofthe Great Powers which was extended to
France in 1818 when she was admitted to the dominant group, turning a
"tetrarchy" into a "pentarchy". Called the "European Concert of Great
Powers", or the "European system", an'd acting mainly through
"congresses", they decided the fate of the small countries, intervened in
their affairs, defined boundaries, exercised all manners of guardianship
over states weaker than themselves, formulated rules, rendered judgments
in controversies, and enforced their decisions. In the name ofmaintaining
peace in Europe, the Concert powers enforced open dictatorship over
other states without giving them any right to participate. II They formed
an exclusive club and established themselves as founder group of the
moderninternational society and assumed authority to admit new member
states or re-admit old members who did not participate in the foundation
of the closed group. They claimed a right "to issue, or deny, a certificate
of birth to states and governments, irrespective of their existence". The
result was, in the words of Professor Alexandrowicz, that,
"Asian states who for centuries had been considered members ofthe
family ofnations found themselves in an ad hoc created legal vacuum
which reduced them from the status of international personality to
the status of candidates competing for such personality."12
The absurdity of such a situation was recognized even by a few
European' writers as well. 13 But it was glossed over or ignored by the,
powers that be. As Antony Anghie says, "legal niceties were hardly a
concern ofEuropean states driven by ambitions of imperial expansion."14
It may be noted that there was no theory of recognition in international
law before the nineteenth. De facto sovereignty of a state automatically
meant de jure sovereignty. As Alexandrowicz points out,
"See Karol Woltke, Great and Small Powers in International Law from 1814 to
1920 (Wroclaw, 1961), Chapter I, pp. 9-32; see also John Westlake, Chapters on the
Principles ofInternational law (Cambridge, 1894). pp. 92-101.
12C. H. Alexandrowicz, "Mogul Sovereignty and the Law of Nations", Indian
Yearbook of International Affairs. vol. 4 (1955), p. 318.
13See Hubrich as quoted in Alexandrowicz, "Doctrinal Aspects of the Universality
of the Law of Nations", British Yearbook ofInternational Law. vol 37 (1961), p. 514.
14See Antony Anghie, "Finding the Peripheries: Sovereignty and Colonialism in
Nineteenth Century International Law'" Harvard International Law Journal, vo1.40
(1999), p. 38.
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"no constitutive theory of recognition ever made its appearance in
any of the classics of the law of nations up to the end of the 18 th
century. It did not exist in the works of the Spanish writers; nor did
Bodin, Gentili, Grotius (and the Grotians) or even Moser and Martens
ever conceive such a theory... However, the positivists of the early
19th century destroyed this co-existence and started combining their
un-universal positivism with constitutivism." 15
Henry Wheaton was one of the first prominent writers ofthis period to
split sovereignty into .internal and external sovereignty, and maintained
that a' state might acquire internal sovereignty but that its external
sovereignty would be dependent on recognition by states of existing
family of nations. Thus was introduced the "new international 'caste'
system", according to which the old Christian powers of Europe formed
"the nucleus of the family of nations". They admitted the extensions of
this family to North and South America; and some of them argued that
Haiti and Liberia were the first sovereign non-European countries with a
Christian but non-European population. As we have mentioned earlier;
Ottoman Empire was the first non-Christian candidate state. Other states
east of Turkey found themselves in the same situation. This applied not
only to states which survived the collapse of the Asian state system, such
as Siam or Persia,
"but also to those countries which in the 19th century disappeared
from the political map ofthe world such as Burma, Ceylon, Marattas,
the Mogul Empire and independent Kingdoms of Indonesia. Those
which vanished into oblivion had to wait untirthe end of the second
world war." 16
Without passing judgment on the past, Alexandrowicz reasonably
questions the validity of the "positivist view on the development of the
family of nations and the law of nations." Because,"if the Asian states
which existed prior to the '19 th century were generally acknowledged as
capable of concluding treaties', maintaining diplomatic relations, waging
war, making peace and participating in a spectacularly expanding world
15C.H Alexandrowicz, " Some Problems of the History of the Law of Nations in
Asia", Indian Year Book ofInternatonal Affairs. (1963) p. 8.
16 Alexandrowicz, ibid.
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- trade, limitations imposed on their legal capacity by ideological change
(without their participation in such change) could not produce such far
reaching results as their reduction to a sort of extraneity-a status which
implied a serious restriction oftheir position in international law." 17 There
is little doubt, says Alexandrowicz, that "replacement by a European Club
ofStates endowed with power ofconstitutive recognition ofnon-members
of the club outside Europe, provided a new legal pressure mechanism in
the hands of the great powers". Since the International Court of Justice
held a treaty concluded in 1779 by a Maratha ruler with the Portuguese as
valid in the Right of Passage over Indian Territory case, 18 Alexanrdowicz
goes on to say:
"the Maratha Empire must have been in the sphere of international
existence (as expressly stated bythe judges) and thus the same must
be said about other Asian entities in the 18 th century such as Ceylon,
Burma, the Mogul Empire, the States ofthe Deccan and Mysore, not
to mention Persia, siam or the Ottoman Empire. 19 Those which survived
. in the 19 th century, could not have been reduced to the status of
candidates for admission to the family ofnations and for recognition.
If in fact they wereTe-admitted or recognized (always with emphasis
on the problem of capitulations as raised by the European powers)
these acts of readmission or recognition were in so far meaningless
that they were simply inter-temporal adjustments cause by ideological
changes."
Devoid ofany legal or juridical significance, these acts of recognition
nnd readmission might "have been rather acts of political pressure under
the cloakoflaw."20 Analysing the relationship between law and politics in
positivist international law during this period, Antony Anghie remarks:
"State behavior was the basis of positivist jurisprudence; but it was
difficult to detect any consistent and principled behavior in the flux,

17Alexandrowicz, ibid, p. 9. Emphasisin original.
18I.c.J Reports, 1960, p. 6.
19This did not apply to China and Japan since "they did not (with a few exceptions)
maintain intercourse with European powers prior to the 19th century". Alexandrowicz,
ibid, p. IS footnote.
2oAlexandrowicz, ibid; p. IS.
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confusion, and self~interest of the colonial encounter. Consequently,·
there was a danger that law would degenerate into expediency."21
In fact "coercion and military superiority combined to create ostensibly
legal instruments."22

Phenomenal Growth ofModern International Law
As the diplomatic and commercial relations between nations multiplied
and intensified between 1814 and 1914, the period is marked by a
phenomenal growth of international law. Not only freedom ofthe seas and
other norms of maritime law, but most of the important rules of modern
international law came to be formulated and developed in the second half
ofthe nineteenth century and later according to the needs cifthe European
business and political interests. These rules originated and developed in .
treaties and customs amongst European countries, or countries of European
origin in North America. Thousands oftreaties, many ofthem multipartite
or "law-making",came to be concluded after the Congress of Vienna and
they assumed a more businesslike and technical character. International
conferences proved to be efficacious in the establishment of international
cooperation and agreements. 23
It is important to note, however, that while the classical jurists-Spanish
theologians, Gentilis, Grotius, and others, in their teachings, had laid stress
on the religious and moral precepts of the so-called 'natural law' as the
authority for the conduct of international relations, precepts of the socalled 'natural law' as the authority for the conduct ofinternational relations,
with the rise ofnationalism in Europe and influence ofEnlightenment, the
adherence to natural law gradually declined. It was replaced by positivism
or positivist philosophy, relying more on the practice ofstates and conduct
of international relations as evidenced by customs and treaties, as against
derivation of norms from basic metaphysical principles. This also led to
publication of numerous collection of treaties concluded by a certain
country or a group of countries. Several such collections had already
21Antony Anghie, n.14, p. 38,
22Angie, ibid, p. 40.
23See Nussbaum, Arthur, A Concise History of th.e Law of Nations, (New York,
1962), pp.196-203.
24 See Nussbaum, ibid, pp. 164-185; see also Ludwik Ehrlich, "The Development of
International Law as a Science", Academie de Droit International Recueil des Cours, vol.
105 (1962-1), p.238,
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started appearing from the late eighteenth century.24
One important consequence of the positivist philosophy was the
development of Eurocentrism in legal and political thinking and
regionalization of international Law. The classical jurists, like Gentili,
Gro;ius, and Freitas had emphasized the universal law of the family of
nations rooted in natural law doctrine and the principle of nondiscrimination law. But with the new emphasis on the practice of states,
several writers started arguing that international law was confined only to
the European countries. Thus, in one ofthe most important treaty collections
in the 18 th century, G. F. Martens, in his Recueil des Traites (1791) while
including several treaties between Asian rulers and the European countries,
denied the existence ofa universal positive law ofnations which he believed.
was confined to European countries. Though he admitted "that there are
nations outside Europe which cannot be denied the character of civilized
nations",he was reluctant to call the law applicable to European-Asian
relations the law of civilized nations. 25

Family of "Civilized" States
By the end of the eighteenth century, under the current of positivism,
there had developed a "provincial outlook" in Europe. 26 In the nifleteenth
century, these views came to be strengthened and under a new constitutive
theory of recognition, all non-European nations and peoples, as we have
mentioned earlier, were reduced to mere objects of international law with
no legal status and no voiceY Several Asian states on the subcontinent
ofIndia and in Southeast Asia, having been defeated and colonized, had
already been eliminated from the family of nations. But even those that
survived, such as Turkey, Persia, Siam, China and Japan, came under
cloud and began to be treated as outside the family of"civilized" nations.
"Civilization", undefined and as understood by the European powers,
provided the legal title and determined the circle within which the law
25See quoted inAlexandrowicz, 15, p. 5 14. Martens called his book A Compendium
ofthe Law ofNations Founded on the Treaties and Cusoms ofthe Modern Nations of
Europe (Tr. William Cobbett) (London, 1802). He preferred to call it "Law of Nations
in Europe" to "Law of Civilized Nations, which is too vague". Martens, ibid, p. 5.
26Philip C. Jessup, The Use ofInternational Law (Ann Arbor. 1959), p. 20.
27See C. H. Alexandrowicz, "Some Problems of the History of the Law of Nations
in Asia", Indian Yearbook of International Affairs, vol. XII (1963), p. 8.
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ofnations applied 28 . International law was said by Wheaton, in 1866,
to be "limited to thecivilized and Christian people of Europe or those
of European origin".29 It was declared to be
"a product ofthe special civilization of modern Europe... a highly
artificial system of which the principles cannot be supposed to·be
understood or recognized by countries differently civilized."30
For the first time in history it came to be openly said that "states outside
European civilization must formally enter into the circle of law-governed '
countries."31 To be received within the area of international law which was
said to coincide with thearea of civilization, was "to obtain a kind of
international testimonial of good conduct and respectability; and when a
state hitherto accounted barbarous desires admission, the powers
immediately concerned apply their own tests."32
The world came to be divided into three zones or spheres: 'civilized',
'uncivilized' or 'barbarous'; and' savage'. The first zone included existing
states of Europe with their colonial dependencies in so far as they were
controlled and peopled by persons of European birth or descent, and
states ofNorth and South America. The civilized states were the only ones
which possessed sovereignty.J3 The second zone consisted of states
which were partially recognized and included states lik,e Turkey in Europe
and the old historical states of Asia which had not become European
dependencies, like Persia, China, Siam and Japan. All the rest came under
the last zone who were entitled to mere "human recongintion'?l The law
ofnations no longer applied to semi-civilized or uncivilized peoples. They
were at best to be treated according to "principles of Christian morality".
"It is discretion", said Oppenheim in his famous treatise in 1905, ."and not
28See for an excellent analysis of the law of this period Antony Anghie, "Finding
the Peripheries: Sovereignty and Colonialism in Nineteenth-Century International
Law", Harvard Law Review, vol 40, No, I (Winter 1999), pp. 22 ff
29 Wheaton's Elements of International Law, 5 th English Edition by Coleman
Phillipson (New York, 1916), p. 14.
30WilIiam Edward Hall, A Treatise on International Law (Oxford, 1880), p. 34.
31lbid, pp.34-35.
32T. J. Lawrence, The' Principles of International Law, 7th Edition by Perry H.
Winfield (Boston), p. 50.
33S ee Anghie, n. 28, pp. 25-34.
34James Lorimer, The Institutes ofInternational Law: A Treatise ofthe JuraljRelations
of Separate Political Communities, Vol. I (London, 1883), pp. 10 I-I 02.
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international law, according to which the member ofthe Family ofNations
deal with such states as still remain outside that family".35 Hall, noting
that there was a tendency on the part ofthe non-European, "semi-civilized"
states, like China, to expect that European countries would behave with
them "in conformity with the standard which they themselves have set
up", said that treaties concluded by them created obligations of "honour"
on the part of the European states, and not reasonable expectation of
"reciprocal obedience".36 The result of non-recognition of Asian and
African states was that practically any conduct toward their peoples, or
aggression of their territories, could not be questioned according to the
European law of nations. As John Stuart Mill, the great British empire
builder, said in 1867 that "to suppose that the same international customs,
and the same rules of international morality, can obtain between one .
civilized nation and another and between civilized nations and barbarians
is grave error, and one which no statesman can fall into....."37 Thus, it was
pointed o,ut that "the conquest ofAlgeria by France was not ...a violation
of international law. It was an act of discipline which the bystander was
entitled to exercise in the absence of police."38 Indeed, it was reiterated
that it was for their own benefit that barbarous nations "should be
conquered and held in subjection" by Europeans. 39 Referring to "colonial
law" between "uncivilized areas" and the "civilized nations", a modern
<Vriter points out that there was no "common or mutual law" between the
them:
. "There was, instead, an extremely one-sided and precedence oriented
law brought over by the European powers and the USA. The worst
35L. Oppenheim, International Law..' A Treatise, Vol. I, Peace, First Edition (London,
1905), p. 34; see also Jon Westlake, Chapters on the Principles ofInternational Law
(Cambridge, 1894), p. 29.
36HaII, A Treatise, 3rd Editon, pp. 43-44; quoted in Gerret W. Gong, The Standard
ofCivilization in International Law (Oxford, 1985), p.61.
37See quoted in B. V. A. Roling, International Law in an Expanded World (Amsterdam,
1960), p. 29.
.
38Lorimer, James, The Institutes of International Law: A Treatise of the Jural
Relations ofSeparated Communities (London, 1883) p;161; See also Lorimer, Vol.
II, p. 28, for defense of war against China and Japan to compel them to open their
ports for European trade.
39See Westlake, John, Chapters 0/7 the Principles ofInternational Law (Cambridge,
1894), p. 139.
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effects these legal double standards were felt in Africa.. Africa's
inhabitants were seen as unfit to rule themselves and in this respect
'powerless' i.e. without recognised legal rulers, enabling Europeans
to directly establish rule, nonetheless without making these areas
part ofthe terriotory or its inhabitants citizens ofthe colonising state.
Ths model mirrors the preceding epoch and the procedure applied by
Europeans in America. Thus the concept of"civilized nations" led to
a factual and legal divison ofthe world in twO."40

Standard of "Civilization" ifl International Law
It was basically due to the superiority ofthe European civilization over
other civilizations, it was assumed, that Europeans had international law.
With the rapid progress in European economic and military power in the
nineteenth century, this sense of superiority became more and more
pronounced. International law, earlier characterized as the law of Christian
European nations, or Christian European nations and nations ofEuropean
origin in America, or public law ofEurope, now came to be defined as the
law of civilized nations with the assumption that European civilization
was the only civilization worth acceptance and projection in international
law. If the ignorant, 'uncivilized' countries were unable to understand the
intricacies of European system and law, and were not able to provide
internal or municipal law to protect the Europeans in their countries
according to European standard, they could not be accepted as members
ofthe "civilized" family of nations and must sign capitulation treaties with
the European states giving up their right to have jurisdiction over the
Europeans. The main purpose of this policy adopted by the European
countries and the United States was, of course, to provide protection to
their citizens in this period of active international trade and investment in
the late nineteenth century. Instead of Christianity, it came to be insisted
by most European writers in the nineteenth century that in order to be
accepted as a "civilized" state, the country must have the capacity of
protect life, freedom and property ofaliens. Considered as "an elastic but,
nevertheless, objective standard for the treatment of foreign nationals",

0
4 Heinhard Steiger, "From the Intemaional Law of Christiantiy to the International
Law of the World Citizen - Refeclections on the Formation of the Epochs of the
History of International· Law", Journal of The History of International Law, vol 3
(2001), p. 189.
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the standard of civilization demanded that foreigners receive treatment
consistent "with the rule of law as understood in Western countries",4i
.This meant, according to Schwarzenberger,
"a modicum of respect for the life, liberty, dignity, and property of
foreign nationals, such as may be expected in a civilized community,
.freedom ofthejudiciary from the direction ofthe executive, unhindered
access to the courts and reasonable means of redress in the case of
manifest denial, delay, or abuse ofjustice."42
This "standard of,civilization' became an integral factor in the changing
domain and rules ofinternationallaw."43 As Gong goes on to tell us, nonEuropean countries had to learn the hard way. Because,
"until they fulfilled the standard's requirements, these non-European
counties remained outside the law's pale and protection. Until granted
'civilized' legal status, they seemed vulnerable to the power and caprice
of those countries to which the material benefits of industrial
'civilization' had come first."44
For the European states, the local systems ofjustice were completely
inadequate, and there was no question of submitting one oftheir citizens
to these systems. Europeans "insisted that 'unequal treaty', 'capitulation',
and 'protectorate' systems, all with extraterritorial provisions, be maintained
until the non-European countries ofAfrica andAsia conformed to 'civilized'
standards. European extraterritoriality thus became a badge of inferiority .
for many ofthe non-European countries, a sign oftheir 'uncivilized' legal
status."45 A number of such treaties were c'oncluded with the Asian
countries, including Turkey and Japan, although the former had interacted with the European countries for hundreds of years and had long.standing relations with them. But Turkey was admitted into the European

4lSee Georg Schwarzenberger, A Manual of International Law, 6th edition (Oxon,
1976), p. 84.
42Schwarzenberger, ibid.
43Gerret W. Gong, The Standard of 'Civilization' in International SQ(;iety (Oxford,
1984), p. 5.
44Gong, ibid, p. 6.
45Gong, ibid, p. 8.
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Family of"Civilized" States only in 1856, and then too only provisionally.
It was only Japan in Asia, which 'Europeanized' itself, learnt European
ways, adopted European laws, strengthened itself militarily, learnt the art
of domination and colonization from the western 'civilized' states, and
was admitted into the family ofnations in its own right as a 'civilized state'
after it defeated China in 1894 and Russia in 1904. 46

Capitulations in India and the East Indies
It is important to mention, as we have noted earlier, that there was a
widely recognized custom in India and other parts ofAsia, especially in
the coastal areas, according to which settlements of foreign merchants
were granted substantial concessions. 47 As Professor Alexandrowicz has
also pointed out in his pioneering work, An Introduction to the History of
the Law ofNations in the East Indies (I6'h, 17th andJ8'h Centuries):
"Foreign settlements, duly admitted by the receiving Sovereign, were
allowed to govern themselves by their personal laws and habits, and
they constituted a sort of miniature society within the larger community
whose hospitality they enjoyed."48
.
Foreign traders generally had their separate quarters and "they were
under the jurisdiction of their own heads of settlements who exercise
quasi-consular functions". They were allowed to live according to their
own law and habits and enjoyed freedom ofreligion and internal autonomy
in their settlements which the local authorities did not interfer.e unless
their actions affected the peace and order ofthe state. 49 This custom was
also extended to the European traders who found it possible therefore to
set foot in the territories of one or another local ruler and to open new
trade relations. But says Alexandrowicz, "The privileges granted by the
46See R.P. Anand, "Family of 'Civilized' States and Japan: A Story of Humiliation,
Assimilation, Defiance and Confrontation", Journal of the History of International
Law, vol, 5, no. 1(2003), pp.I-75. See specially p. 34 ff,
47See .K. A. N. Sastri, "Inter-State Relations in Asia", Indian Yearbook of
International Affairs, (1953), pp.
48c. H. Aleximdrowicz, An Introduction to the History ofthe Law ofNations in the
East Indies: 16th , 17th and 18th Centuries (Oxford, 1967), p. 98.
. 49See Alexandrowicz, ibid; see also R. P. Anand, Origin and Development ofthe Law
of the Sea (The Hague, 1983), p. 33.
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particular ruler to European traders were in course oftime converted into
'capitulations' which became ultimately derogatory to his sovereignty."
But even when the Europeans converted the 'capitulations' into instruments
of exploitation and managed to make their cO!lcessions as irrevocable,
according to Professor Alexandrowicz, "this legal development can hardly
testify to the inferiority of civilization within the countries whose
hospitality the Europeans enjoyed."50
- Surveying the state of international society and law at the turn of the
twentieth century, acute observers even in Europe found the situation
rather gloomy, there was increasing use of force in the determination of
the fate ofthe peoples; No real international society had come into existence
beyond Europe and Europeans acted from a position ofsuperiority towards
others. Capitulation regimes, consular jurisdiction, and brutal colonial wars
were the order of the day. Advancing "civilization" oppressed and
impoverished indigenous populations inAsiaand later Africa. In 1885, the
dark continent was divided by the 'civilized' states between themselves
without the presence or participation of any African representative. Even
in Europe, powerful states had set up a permanent reign of control over
the continent and the smaller states enjoyed less autonomy then ever.
International law was developing "in accordance with the law of the
struggle for life and the survival ofthe fittest."51 Some European publicists
did regard the "contemporary language of civilization as pure hypocrisy
that sought only the advancement of commerce", and admitted that
countless crimes had been committed in the name of civilization, but
thought that "it was inevitable that the weaker races should, in the end,
succumb."52

Clash ofAspirations Leads to Conflicts and Wars
As the clash of aspirations increased amongst European countries,
peace came more and more to depend on the so-called balance of power
and an uneasy equilibrium offorces. The scramble for colonies as protected
overseas markets not only led to repeated clashes in Asian and African
regions, but contributed to the forging of conflicting alliance systems.
50Alexandrowicz, n.15, p. II.
51See Martti Koskenniemi, The Gentle Civilizer of Nations: The Rise and Fall of
/nternaional Law /870-/960 (Cambridge, 2002), pp. 98-99.
52See Koskenniemi. n, 51, pp. 106-107, quoting several European writers, like
Charles Solomon, Jeze, Engelhardt and others,
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Such a situation could not last for ever. Change is beyond any law and
is the law of/ife. The intense rivalry between European states for e~tension"
oftheir rule and colonization in extra-European areas, led to terribletensions
and an arms race supported by military"industrial complexes in Europe.
Two Hague Peace Conferences, organized under the auspices of the Czar
of Russia, to call a halt to the arms race did not help much. As clash of
aspirations increased among European countries, a European "civil war"
started in Europe in 1914, which engulfed the whole world and was called
the First World War.
With all the terrible destruction and loss of life, which left Europe in
ruins, it was felt that an' international organization must be established to
avert war in future. At the Paris Peace Conference in 1919, US President
Woodrow Wilson was in the forefront of statesmen who suggested the
establishment of a League ofNations to avoid war in future. Unable to
control the avariciousness and jealousies of European states and
Europeanized Japan, and hampered by the absence of the United States,
the League failed miserably and Europe drifted towards the Second World
War in 1939, which was even more ferocious and destabilizing.

Independence Movements in A~ia
If quarrelling and fighting Asians could not withstand the pressure of
aggressive European States in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
Europe could not remain unaffected by these continued bickering and
warS amongst the European states. Asian peoples were also not expected
to be subdued when they came to know and understand EuropeaJ;ls and
their weaknesses from close quarters. Several Asians, had gone to Europe
and had been educated in their universities. They realized the injustices
which had been committed on Asians which were being continued'. Unde~
the leadership of European-educated dynamic leaders, there had started
, strong freedom movements in Asia.
It is important to note that, before the entry ofthe United States in war,
the British colonial empire "cracked up with amazing rapidity." The Asians
sometimes wondered if this outwardly proud structure "was just a house'
. of cards with no foundations or inner strength." As Jawaharlal Nehru in
his famous Discovery ofIndia said:
. .
"there was a feeling of satisfaction at the collapse of old-established
European colonial powers before the armed strength of an Asian
power. The racial, Oriental Asiatic feeling was evidenton the :Britis.~'
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side also. Defeat and disaster were bitter enough, but the fact that an .
Oriental and Asiatic power had triumphed over them added to the
bitterness and humiliation. An Englishman occupying a high position
said that he would have preferred it ifthe Prince ofWales and Repulse
had been sunk by the Germans instead of by the yellow Japanese."53

Post-World War Society.' A New World
Although the Allies won the Second World War, the world that emerged
from the holocaust was a new and different world, The European powers,
which had dominated the world scene for nearly three hundred years, had
been pushed aside and were no longer at the centre of the world stage.
Out ofthe ruins ofthe world holocaust of 1939-1945, the United States and
the Soviet Union emerged to dominate the international scene and seri<;lUsly
challenge each other. Since then the world, divided into two groups,
plunged into a 'cold war' and the most dangerous armament race.
There was another significant change. With the weakening of Europe,
colonialism collapsed and, as we shall see, there emerged numerous
independent countries in Asia and later in Africa which for a long time had
no status and no role inthe formulation of international law and, as we
have seen, were considered as no more than its objects. Forone thing, the
erstwhile "backward" and "uncivilized" China emerged as a Great Power
under the patronage of the United States. Although in 1945, of the 51
members ofthe United Nations, only 13 were from Asia and Africa, their
numberwas bound to and did increase in a phenomenal manner, especially
after 195'5. Under a strong current of self-determination, in which India
played not a mean role, as we shall see, aided by the unusual conditions of
the cold war, most of the Asian-African and Pacific countries acquired
independence and becamemembers ofthe "civilized" international society.
So that it was not long before Europe formed a small minority ofthis group
and a vast majority of the UN membership consisted of the thus far
neglected and dominated countries of Asia, Africa and other parts of the
world. Needless to say, the criterion of "civilized nation" as a basis for
participation in the community of nations has come to be abandoned.
After the eras of"European nations", "Christian nations", and "Civilized
nations", as Professor Roling has acutely remarked, we have entered the

53Nehru. Jawaharlal. The DiscovelY of India (New York, 1946), p, 457.
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"era of peace-loving nations"54 The family of mitions in the form of the
United Nations has become practically universal, open to every "peaceloVing" state, "able and willing" to carry out the Charter obligations under
ArtiCle 4 ofthe uN Charter. The democratization ofthe international society "
has become almost complete.
Asian nations are determined now to stand on their own and cooperate
with each other. As India's Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, said at the
first Asian Relations Conference which was organized on the eve ofIndia's
independence in 1947, that "imperialism" of Europe was over and "asthat
domination goes, the walls that surrounded us fall down and we look at
one another again and meet as old friends long paited."55 He asserted:
"For too long have we ofAsia been petitioners in Western courts and
chancelleries. The st6ry must now belong to the past. We propose to
stand on our own "legs and to co-operate with all others who are
prepared to co-operate with us. We do not intend to be the playthings
ofthe others... The countries ofAsia can no longer be used as pawns
by others; they are bound to have their own policies in world affairs."56

Asian States Accept International Law
Despite the clear bias of numerous internationallliw rules because it
was largely a "ruler's law" during its formative years, Asian states are all in
favour of accepting its tenets. In fact none of the newly independent
countries rejected international law on the ground that it was European in
its origin and bias. India and other newly independent countries mostly
accepted the treaties concluded by the European countries on their behalf
and before their independence. All they wanted and demanded was that
international law, like all law, must change with the changing circumstances.
For one thing, what has been called the "geography" of international law
has changed. International law is "no longer the almost exclusive preserve
ofthe peoples ofEuropean blood"57 by whose consent, it used to be said,
"it exists and for the settlement ofwhose differences it is applied or at least
54B.Y.A. Roling, International Law in an Expanded World (Amsterdam, 1960), pp.
50-51
55 Jawaharlal Nehru, "Asia Finds Herself Again", Inaugural speech at Asian Relations
Conference, New Delhi, March 23,1947, Vol I, P 300
56Nehru, ibid.p. 301.
57R. B. Pal, Yearbook ofthe International law Commission (1957), Vol. I, p. 158.
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invoked."58 As it must now be ,assumed to embrace other peoples, it clearly
requires their consent no less. The creation of international law is no more
"the prerogative of countries bearing the cultural heritage of the West but
the common task of all members of the internationalcommunity."59 The
new majority has natura,lIy new needs and new 'demands and they want
international law to serve their needs and heed to ,their demands. The
alteration in the sociological structure of the international society, it is .
stressed, must be accompanied by an alteration in law. "International law,
if it is to be effective", said Nehru, "has to be related to the realities of
international life; otherwise it becomes merely an academic exercise of
some professor or pandit sitting iRan university."60
Since the Second World War, international law is changing fast because
ofthe tremendous developments in the international society. Law always
changes, as we have repeatedly said, with changes in the society. With'
the accession to the entirely new "Family of Nations" and the active
participation of the newly independent, but ancient, states of Asia and
Africa in international relations, the exclusive club of western Christian
powers forming the active community of states' has broken open. But
despite the horizontal expansion of the international society, our new
world has become one world and a very smallworld. The ever-accelerating '.
means oftravel and communications have obliterated the distance between
the farthest lands. Moreover, economic life has become extremely complex
and involves more than ever a degree ofworldwide interdependence. In a
.sense we are for the first time living in a 'global village', yiaw cannot
remain immune to all these changes. It is not possible to imprison this
.' process ofchange in legal traditions, which have lost the breath oflife. No
wonder law has been changing fast.
There is no doubt a new law is emerging which is based on European
international law but is changing with the participation 'of worldwide'
community ofstates. In an insightful and thought-provoking recent article,
Professor Onuma remarks that "International law must constantly
reorganize and conceptualize itself to rectify past wrongs and to respond'
to the new realities of the world. Only with such constant efforts can
58Weslake, quoted in Pal, ibid,
59R.B. Pal, "Future Role of the International Law Commission in the Changing
World", United Nations Review, vol. 9 (September 1962), p. 31.
6oNehru, Inaugural Address at the Indian Society of International Law, Indian
Journal of International Law, vol. I (1960), p 6.

int~rnational

law become global international law which is voluntarily
accepted by peoples. all over the world". He advises that only with "an
intercivilizational approach" can the people of the entire globe "talk Qf
our international law not only in the geographical sense but also in the
civilizational sense."61 We wholeheartedly agree.

610numa, Yasuaki, "When was the Law of International Society Born?-An
Inquiry of the History of International Law from an Intercivilizational Perspective";
Journal ofthe History ofInternational Law, vol. 2 (2000), p. 66.
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The author. in the teeth of onhodoxy, has produced a book which throws light on a
chapter of international law which is sorely in need of spring cleaning ...
The author deplores its Eurocentricity and challenges international lawyers to rewrite
the history ofthe law of nations.
The author makes a courageous attempt to reconsider the inescapable facts of history
and to meet the claims of Afro-Asian States to their proper place in the Family of
Nations (past and present).
Charles Henry Alexendro\\;cz
British

Y~arbook

ofIntt>mat;onal Lim:

t972-73 (London) 1975. p. 498

It is a valuable addition to the already existing mass of literature on the subject. The
author points out that every nOfm of International Law. if it is really to be international,
must serve the need of all States: small and large. new and old, week and powerful.

Ex.de Dima
Netherlands International Law
Review. 1973p. 19

This book is a passionate political pamphlet. Making effective use of the historical work
of Professor C.H. Alexandrowicz, the author demolishes the picture of Europe as the

home and creator ofinternational law.
J.E.S. Fawcen

International Affairs,
Oct. 1973
This slim volume by a leading Indian authority on international law takes the familiar
non-western view that while classical international law was universal, "traditional"

international law is "Eurocentric" and is a legacy of the colonial and imperialist age.
The new states respect international law, but they demand thatIl be adapted to changing
world conditions preferably through the United Nations_ International law. the author
argues, must become '"The Common Law of mankind".
Orbis.
Winter 1974
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